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Interviewed on September 7 and 9, 1994

Robert Holt - RH
Clarke A. Chambers - CAC

CAC: Today is Wednesday the 7th of September and we're having a conversation with Robert
Holt who was for many years in the Political Science Department-still is-dean of the Graduate
School, and many other important posts at the university. Bob, as I have with almost everyone
else, it's really revealing to start with, not Kindergarten, but your educational background, how
you got interested in politics, public affairs. .. psychology ... I see that was an early interest
as well. It's not a detailed memoir but give us a background where you're corning from. Where
did you come from, Bob?

RH: I'm a Minnesota boy, just like you, Clarke.

CAC: Good.

RH: My father was "a Methodist clergyman so I lived in most corners of the state. I was born
in Caledonia, lived in West Concord, lived in Aitkin, lived in Olivia, lived in Minneapolis.

CAC: Good heavens! I didn't know that.

RH: I went to quite a number of different schools. It's turned out that in, virtually, all of my
almost forty years at the university there has been somebody on the Board of Regents who's been
in a home town of mine since I can claim so many, which was always kind of interesting.
Daughter]

CAC: Daughter]

RH: Most of my education was in a small school in Olivia at the end of the Great Depression
and through the second world war. I must say, in reflecting on that, what a remarkably good set
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of teachers there were at that time. My senior year in high school, we moved to Minneapolis;
so, I fInished school in a big high school and went to Hamline University where my father had
gone for a couple of years and my older sister had gone.

CAC: That's a good Methodist school.

RH: I majored in history and psychology and, actually, got a minor in chemistry and Romance
language, which reflects the fact that I didn't mow what I wanted to do. I was in all of these
fIelds at one time or another. It also meant that I didn't take anything almost outside of those
four areas. I didn't have a course in economics and I didn't have a course in sociology.

CAC: My guess is that you were probably reading those on your own anyhow?

RH: A little bit although much of that came much later when I really did spend quite a bit of
time on that. I guess my first love is really history.

CAC: That speaks well of you.

RH: I liked history so much but I concluded that it was impossible to make a living as a
professional historian because if it were everybody would be an historian.

CAC: [laughter]
-'.

RH: And since everybody is not an historian, obviously, that's not possible. I did a major in
psychology. You mow my undergraduate advisee, Theta Holmes-Wolf, who was a wonderful
person and because of that relationship at Hamline, I got to know her husband quite well.

CAC: She was kept from an appointment at the University of Minnesota because they couldn't
have two married persons ...

RH: Nepotism, yes. That affected me also. I'll talk about that a little bit later. When I came
into my junior year, I participated in the SPAN [Student Project for Amity Among Nations].

CAC: Oh, good.

RH: I went to Italy in the summer of 1949 with a wonderful advisor from the university,
Graham Hovey, who later became an editorial writer for the Minneapolis StarfJ'ribune and then
went to the New York Times. He was on the editorial pages of the New York Times towards the
end of his career. Graham had been in Italy during the second world war and had lots of
contacts there, particularly with the communications people.

CAC: This was when SPAN was relatively a new program. It must have been about the third
year?
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RH: Yes, Clark Starr and I were the two people that probably were most responsible for getting
it spread out of the university to the private colleges in the state. That was the first year that the
private colleges participated. That got me really interested in lots of things international, and
different cultures, and so on.

CAC: What kind of a project did you sponsor in Italy?

RH: I did a paper on the role of the Vatican in the 1948 Italian election, which was incredible
actually. We got to meet and interview some fascinating people, a couple of fairly high officials
in the Communist Party who had a lot to say. If you remember this election, it was very tightly
fought.

CAC: This is when we were worried about the communists?

RH: That's right. They had, with their allies in the Constituent Assembly election of 1946,
gotten about 45 or 46 percent of the vote. It was very high. It was probably the best chance
they had in the post second world war period of actually winning majority along with their allies.

CAC: Sure.

RH: I think the turnout of eligible voters was something like 98 percent. It was incredibly
fought. The Vatican through an organization called Comitato Civile, the Civil Committees,
essentially formed the local organizational structure of the Christian Democratic Party, which got
the Civil Committees in trouble four or five years later when they began to disagree over some
things. There was a very famous psychologist from the 1930s, a physiological and genetic
psychologist, by the name of Luigi Gedda who headed that operation. I had a long interview
with Gedda.

CAC: You must have picked up Italian pretty fast?

RH: Yes. I had taken a couple of years of Spanish as an undergraduate and then I took an
intensive year of Italian at the university. That's how I ended up with a Romance language
major.

CAC: I see.

RH: In Italy I could handle Italian reasonably well. I had a very good friend who was an
engineer but interested in politics who could not speak English. He went with me to all of these
interviews; and so, if somebody said something I couldn't understand, he would repeat it in the
Italian that he knew that I could understand. [laughter]

CAC: That's a different way of translating.
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RH: Yes. And he took some of the notes so afterwards we could go over it but I was working
entirely in Italian.

CAC: That was the wonderful thing about that program. At its best, the students had to learn
a language in a functional way. They didn't always but ...

RH: Yes, and had to learn something about doing field research, which was exceedingly
valuable. -.

CAC: Yes.

RH: After that, I decided that I wanted to go into the Foreign Service. I didn't quite know how
to do that and I talked to some people around the university. At that time, probably, from sort
of a combination of academic work and professional training, the Woodrow Wilson School at
Princeton was one of the very top in the country. It was a very small program then-only
accepting nine or ten students a year-but I applied. I had my advisors write letters. There is
a very interesting story about that. Since Theta Wolf was my advisor, I asked her to write a
letter, which she did. She invited me over to dinner at her house at which time John Wolf began
acting like the grand inquisitor.

CAC: Oh, he was good at that.

RH: I mean, he went over me, up a;lCi down, and we argued about everything here and there and
I must say before the end of the meeting, I was getting a little bit annoyed at this.

CAC: He had that capacity. We should say for posterity that John Wolf was professor of
History at the University of Minnesota.

RH: After that he said, "Well, Bob, I'll write you a letter of recommendation for Princeton."

CAC: That's because you argued back.

RH: Possibly that but he also said, "They won't really accept a letter from a woman."

CAC: Probably right.

RH: And he said, "I know Palmer very well, so I'll write a letter to the school but I'll also write
a letter to Palmer."

CAC: That is a good story and believable. I knew Theta and John so well. That's a very
believable story. God!
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RH: So, I applied to Princeton and during the period between my application and when
acceptance notices were sent out, my father died of a heart attack.

CAC: Oh, my.

RH: At that time, he was living out in North Dakota; and so, there was a little difficult period
there since we lived in a parsonage all of a sudden we had no place to live. My older sister,
Shirley and I, cut a deal with the church and we said, "If we run the church, and preach the
sermons, and if we get anybody who needs a funeral or marriage, we'll go get a minister. Can
we live in the parsonage until June?" [laughter] They agreed to that; so, my older sister and I
sort of ran a church for three months.

CAC: Your mother was still living?

RH: My mother was still living, yes. She moved back to St. Paul and, actually at the age of
fifty-five, went immediately back into full time nursing. I went off to Princeton with a
fellowship which paid my tuition, my room and board, and left me fifty dollars a semester for
spending money. The Woodrow Wilson School then was an incredible place. The core
curriculum, which was required, consisted of three year-long courses. Each one was taught
simultaneously by three professors who were in the class with ten students.

CAC: Oh, my! Oh, my!

RH: Typically, it was a political scientist, an economist, and a sociologist. They did this very
well and one of the most informative things was when the professors would get in an argument.

CAC: Oh, of course.

RH: They eventually had to change that. The cost of that instruction was just out of hand and,
of course, now the school has about a hundred people in a class. It was very remarkable. One
of the requirements of the degree was you had to do a three-month internship in the summer
between your first and second year.

CAC: Good idea.

RH: It was a two-year master's. I had take the Foreign Service examinations and had passed
them. I went to the State Department and said, "I have to do this internship. Why don't I just
come on active duty with the Foreign Service for three months and then you give a leave of
absence without pay for nine months so I can go back and finish my degree. That meant that
I wasn't officially in an internship position; I was officially in a professional sort of position.
That was agreeable to them. So, in June of 1951, I arrive in Washington and was assigned as
a staff person on the Policy and Planning staff of the Voice of America, which at that time was
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in the State Department. I think it may have been broader than the Voice of America, probably
the whole Information Program.

CAC: This is mid-Korea?

RH: Yes. I had been accepted to Graduate School before the Korean War broke out; so, I
applied for a deferment-we were all registered for the draft at that time-and I actually had the
deferment before the war broke out. I'll come back to that story because it becomes relevant a
little bit later. Off to Washington I go in the summer of 1951. The summer of 1951, as you
remember, was a time when Harry Truman was coming to the end of his term as president. He
wasn't terribly popular. In many ways, the most powerful man in Washington was Senator Joe
McCarthy from the neighboring state of Wisconsin.

CAC: I remember that.

RH: When he began his attack on the State Department and the card carrying members of the
Communist Party in the State Department, it was the Information Program that was part of his
attack

CAC: Of course.

RH: I must say, I found that three months in Washington miserable. What I saw was all these
distinguished Foreign Service officers in the State Department, essentially, hiding behind their
desks and trying to stay out of the line of fire. It seemed to me that if you had somebody out
there attacking you, and telling you lies, then the thing to do was to fight back and nobody was
fighting back [laughter] I decided by the end of the summer, this is no place for me. I
certainly don't want any career in an organization which responds to the attacks of a demagogue
in that particular fashion.

CAC: What a fortunate chance.

RH: So, the question came up, What do you do? I really hadn't thought of any other career and
since I was in Graduate School, the only thing I could think about was going on and getting a
Ph.D,. and becoming a professor; and I was enjoying the research side of the program very much
by that time. It meant that I would try to shift from the Woodrow Wilson School to the Political
Science Department. I talked to my advisor and he said that it seemed to be worked out. The
admission teclmically to Princeton is an admission to the Graduate School; so, once you're in the
Graduate School you can take what we call we call our prelims, what they call general exams,
in sort of any place you want and there are some departmental requirements to take them but that
move was fairly simple.

Then, difficulties began. I wrote to my draft board and said I wanted to go on for a Ph.D. and
they wrote back and said, "You don't have a deferment because you've already reached your
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educational objective,"-which was a master's degree-"so your education deferment will be taken
away." The Graduate School told me that the rule at Princeton was that you were supposed to
pass one foreign language in your first year, and one foreign language in your second year, and
have them completed before you entered your third year of Graduate School. The Woodrow
Wilson School had no language requirement ...

CAC: Ah. That's strange.

RH: ... but as soon as I shifted, they said, "You have two foreign languages that you have to
do right away." I said, "Fine. I think I can do Italian and Spanish pretty easily." They said,
"No, that won't be acceptable. You can't do two Romance languages." I said, "What if I do
Italian, and French, and Spanish and do three?" "No, you can't do three Romance languages."
So, I did a crash course in German in the summer before going back, and managed in the fall
to pass my examinations in German and Italian, and then began my work. By that time, I heard
that I wouldn't be deferred and so could be drafted at any time. I decided that it would be
miserable to go in the army for two years, and then come back and try to pick up preliminary
examinations, and so forth; so, I signed up for preliminary examinations in January after being
in the Political Science Department one semester. In those days, you had to do exams in six
fields. So. starting in November, I read two books a day in Political Science. I wouldn't have
lunch till I read a book and I wouldn't have dinner till I'd read a book. I went through the
requirements for a number of different fields just by reading sort of the literature and took my
examinations in January and passed. It wasn't a distinguished pass but I got through, which
meant that then the army could take-"me and all I would have to do was a dissertation.

There was an interesting story, however, that I love to tell about my oral examinations. You do
prelims in six fields at that time, two of them were done orally; and so, you had a ten day period
in which you took four written exams and an oral exam in two fields.

CAC: That is an ordeal though.

RH: But you didn't know the members of your committee so you couldn't sort of bone up. You
knew the fields but you didn't know who was going to be on them. I walk into the oral
examination. There were three professors there. Two of them were absolutely bitter enemies
to the extent that they literally would not speak to each other. If they met on campus, they did
not acknowledge each other's existence. One of these professors was the chairman ... [pause]

CAe: The other was not. [laughter]

RH: The other was not and my oral fields were comparative politics and international politics
so that was what they examined me in. The chair asked the first question and he was not the
most articulate person. He was a good scholar and everything. I answered the examination and
then his enemy looked at me and said, "Mr. Holt, tell me why that was a stupid question."
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CAC: [laughter]

RH: [laughter] No, it was not funny to Professor Wilson. I looked back at him and I said,
"Professor Wilson, this is the fIrst time that it occurred to me that this was a test in diplomacy."

CAC: [clap, clap]

RH: From that point on, Clarke, I have literally no memory of that exam. I blanked out. When
I came out, people asked how it went and 'what questions they asked. I simply to this day can't
remember what happened after that point, I was so scared. But I did get through.

CAC: That's a believable story.

RH: I had another interesting experience at that time. In order to support myself the third year,
I was a teaching assistant in the American Studies Program, which was a little bit rare because
I'd never had a course in American History. I'd never had a course in American Literature. I'd
never had a course in American Government. This was a senior, essentially, honors course that
we taught. There were four of us-an historian, two from American Literature, and myself-who
gave a year-long, essentially, seminar in what was called, The Role of Europe in the Growth of
American Culture. Did you ever know Bill Ward?

CAC: Oh, very well.

RH: Bill was a Minnesota Ph.D. who was there at the time. He was sort of the leader of this
group although he was still pretty young.

CAC: He went on to be president of Amherst [College].

RH: Yes, and president of the American Philosophical Society [American Council of Learned
Societies]. It's really interesting that when I was dean of the Graduate School, we gave him a
honorary doctor's degree just a few months before he committed suicide.

CAC: He earned that one.

RH: That's what he told me. He said, "Bob, you know, I've gotten some other honorary degrees
but they were all for Amherst. This one's for me."

CAC: Ah.

RH: The Army didn't get around to drafting me until the following fall.

CAC: By then the war's almost over?

l
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RH: [Dwight D.] Eisenhower had been elected president. There was a truce. Technically, the
war was on, actually; so, veteran's rights and so on, the war was on but the combat was over.
I went into basic training and was given a MOS number, a Military Occupational Speciality
number which was S & P, Scientific and Professional. I was given this because I had an
undergraduate degree in psychology. The fact that I had a master's degree in public affairs and
a master's degree in political science, and an ABO, that didn't count but the psychology degree
made me Scientific and Professional. One day, I was sitting at Fort Sheridan north of Chicago
and I got a telegram, which privates never get. It was from the personnel office in the Pentagon
assigning me to the headquarters of the United States Army-Europe in Heidelberg. So, off I go.

CAC: Do you suppose they looked at your languages?

RH: Let me tell you the story. What happened was that the U.S. Army, again a little technical,
is an army group level headquarters. That means that the commander of that commands two
armies, the American Seventh and the French First Army because this was a NATO command.
The commander was General McAuliffe, the man that said, "Nuts" at Bastogne. He was a four
star general at this time-I'll tell a little story about him a little later. They decided that they
were going to set up a psychological warfare capability.

CAC: Oh, good grief.

RH: They essentially had their IBM counter sorters in the Pentagon run and anybody who had
political science and psychology fell out as a card. [laughter] Around the country, there were
four privates that fell out. One was a Harvard graduate. One was a graduate student in
Michigan. One was at another one.

CAC: God!

RH: I happened to be the first one to arrive in Heidelberg. A few days later, the rest arrived.
There was a Major Harrison Youngren who we called "Light Horse Harry" who was put in
charge of this. "Light Horse Harry" was a battlefield commissioner in the second world war
. .. a very smart person. I think professionally he was an interior decorator actually but very
skilled in language and an exceedingly knowledgeable kind of person. He didn't know anything
about psychological warfare and we didn't know anything about psychological warfare but they
gave us some manuals that the army had done and told us that what we had to do was prepare
a psychological warfare annex for the NATO war plan, which was a major [unclear] job. None
of us knew exactly what that meant. I read over this stuff and it was really bad. It was really
bad. So, I wrote a memo to "Light Horse Harry" Youngren essentially pointing out that this was
really pretty bad stuff and that there would be another way of looking at it. The major looked
at the thing. He didn't know what quite what to do with it and what do you do when you don't
know what to do with it? You send it up and, eventually-I learned later-it ended on
McAuliffe's desk, the four-star general. He read it and sent it off to the Pentagon, to the Office
of the Chief of Psychological Warfare, to Major General Bullock. About two weeks later, back
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comes a response. Of course, the memo went out signed by McAuliffe and came back signed
by Bullock but it comes down to us. We looked at it and so we wrote an answer.

Now, I have to back up a little bit. When I was in the Woodrow Wilson School, in this small
class of ten people, one of them was an army officer who had been sent there by the military for
graduate training. His name was Robert Vandervelt. Bob had been an intelligence officer in
Italy during the second world war. He had been an assistant or military attache in Greece during
the Truman Doctrine years and was our first military attache in Israel in 1948; so, he had really
had a lot of experience in intelligence and in the political side. He came there for a two year
master's degree and during his second year, the faculty in the program wrote a letter back to the
personnel people in the Pentagon and said, "Colonel Vandervelt is such an excellent student that
you would be well advised to have him stay on for another year for a Ph.D. So, he transferred
to the Political Science Department at the same time I did. Bob also knew Italian because he'd
been in Italy during the war; so, he and I got to be very good friends.

CAC: What rank did he have?

RH: He was a bird colonel at the time. He was in his forties.

CAC: [unclear]

RH: He was a bird colonel when he was in [unclear]. I was just a student.
--...,.

CAC: Yes, I understand that.

RH: We had this series of correspondence that was going on between General McAuliffe and
General Bullock of which I was writing one set of these things and these answers were coming
back. One day, I was sitting in a little office on the fourth floor of a German barracks in
Heidelberg which was the headquarters for this army group level and the major comes to the
door and shouts, "Attention!" which had never happened. I stand up, and there next to him was
a colonel, and it was my friend Bob Vandervelt. It turned out he was Bullock's assistant and he
was responding to these memos. Here, we'd been carrying on this exchange without knowing
it for a six week period. [laughter]

CAC: That's a preposterous story and a believable one.

RH: Yes. Bob came and sat down, and said, "Gee, go get some civilian clothes on and let's go
out and talk." So, we went out and spent about two or three days sort of working together on
how this might be done, this psychological warfare annex, which involved sort of psychological
warfare; but also, for the first time, they were sending special forces troops, Green Beret troops.
There were about 3,000 that were coming into Western Europe so it involved the integration of
behind the lines special forces activity with psychological warfare. Bob and I sat down and
figured out the outline of what this would look like. He came back and, told the major, "Let Holt
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and his crew do this" and told Bullock that this was okay to do; so, we sort of had a free hand
in developing that. The fust thing that they did was to give me the syllabus for the command
in general staff college at Fort Leavenworth and said, "Here if you're going to write army plans,
go through this syllabus." I spent fifteen months working on this and it ended up that Bullock
was so impressed with the work that he organized some conferences with representatives of the
Ministry of Defense from all the NATO countries ... one from the Southern NATO command,
Turkey, and Italy, and Greece, and one from the Northern Command. I was the chief lecturer
at these.

CAC: You were still a rank of private?

RH: Private, yes. The general told me that he thought it would be wise if I would put on
civilian clothes and be introduced as a consultant to the Pentagon-he said, "Because some of
these other countries wouldn't understand if a private did this."

CAC: That's true.

RH: At that time, I had found that the major information we needed to do this was in the files
of Radio Free Europe.

CAC: You already had an inside to look at that back in Washington?

RH: I went down there and met these people and spent a lot of time going through their files.
They subscribed to hundr~ds of weekly newspapers from Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and
Bulgaria and they monitored local radio stations; so, you learned a lot about what was going on
locally there that you picked up that was terribly important for what we were doing.

CAC: That's very smart.

RH: About the time I was ready to be discharged, I went to Radio Free Europe and asked
whether it would be all right if I carne back after I was discharged and wrote a dissertation on
them. They agreed to that. I carne back to the United States to visit horne for a couple weeks,
had a Gl [unclear] and went right back to Germany.

CAC: With the blessing of your advisors at Princeton?

RH: With the blessing of my advisors at Princeton and so I started work. I knew a lot about
it because I'd been there so much.

CAC: Dh, yes.
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RH: I really started to work finishing up some of the research and doing the writing in January
1956. I had a draft of my dissertation in the hands of my advisor in August 1956. That's some
background but, now, how about coming to Minnesota?

CAC: That's good.

RH: Between my second and third year at Princeton, I came back to the University of Minnesota
and my older sister taught Psychology and Psychiatry in the Psychiatry Department. I was over
here talking to her and I don't remember the exact circumstances but somehow I met John Darley
who was an associate dean of the Graduate School and had a Office of Naval Research contract
that was really working on the problem of stability of coalitions, sort of from a social
psychological point of view and Ben Willerman, who was a social psychologist, was working on
this. We started talking about this and since I had a background in psychology, I kind of
understand the psychology they had but I'd also studied a lot about coalition governments; so,
Jack asked at that time whether I would like to come and work as his research assistant during
the summer.

CAC: My impression of Jack-if I can interject just a moment-is that he was very nimble and
very versatile.

RH: Oh, incredible. One of the real tragedies around here is he never got to be dean of the
Graduate School.

CAC: Yes.

RH: He was a very strong person.

CAC: As associate dean he was very strong.

RH: Yes. He should have succeeded Ted Blegen.

CAC: Yes.

RH: But he had made too many enemies.

CAC: He was a genius at that, too.

RH: Yes, yes. I can tell you a story about Jack a little bit later.

CAC: Okay.

RH: I came back and I spent the summer working with Ben Willerman. We wrote a couple
papers and it was a useful experience for me. He was doing some experimental social
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psychology work, and I learned some of that, and I could bring in some of the political
background on it, and it worked out pretty well. When I was discharged from the army, I knew
I'd be going to Germany and the following year I expected to be looking for a job; so, I went
and talked to Jack who I knew quite well. "Clue me in, Jack. I'll be on the job market. What
do I do?" This was the middle of the 1950s when the academic job market was not very good.

CAC: Yes, not very good.

RH: He arranged a lunch in the fall of 1955 with the Political Science Department. So, I met
them, and talked to them a little bit, and asked if they had a vacancy. They said, "Gee, we just
hired someone who was brand new this fall; so, we really won't be looking for anybody next
fall./I But Jack had told me that I should have a vita, and a resume, and a whole portfolio ready
to give them at lunch; so, even though there wasn't a job, I gave it Lloy~hort who was in the
chair. Back to Princeton, I go and then off to Germany, I go. It was very hard looking for a job
from Germany.

CAC: Long distance, yes.

RH: I had, in the fall, applied for a social science research council post doctoral fellowship for
the following year. In April of 1956, I got a cable from Lloyd Short offering me a job that fall
at the University of Minnesota. /lRespond immediately!/I-which I did. But totally, I did not
know what was happening. I get back to the country the end of June and go out to Minnesota.
Well, it turned out the person they· had hired didn't work out at all and, apparently, this was
obvious by the end of the first quarter. I mean, it must have been quite bad. Then, new
appointment, junior appointments, were one-year appointments and they just didn't renew it.
When they decided not to do that, they were stuck who they were going to have and they had
the file on one person that would exactly fit the slot. This was a one-year offer. It also turned
out that I had been given the social science research council post doctoral fellowship which they
had mailed to Princeton and it was forwarded by surface mail; so, I never got the offer until after
I'd accepted the Minnesota offer. Had that come earlier, I would have taken that and, probably,
would not have been at the university.

CAC: Sure.

RH: So, I come to the University of Minnesota the fall of 1956.

CAC: So much for chance. Let me interject for posterity just a moment. Darley is acting in
the model of Guy Stanton Ford, in this instance, who recruited and was liaison to departments.
He didn't do the hiring but he sure was powerful. I wonder if Darley wasn't aware of Ford's
role?

RH: Oh, of course. He knew that very well. That was sort of his model of ...

l
I
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CAC: Oh, it was a model that disappeared though.

RH: Yes, but it disappeared because it was not acceptable to strong administrative positions.

CAC: And the provinces?

RH: Yes, although, I think the faculty didn't quite know how to get involved in that and there
would be other deans and things that really opposed it. Guy Stanton Ford was really the
academic vice-president of the university when there was none.

CAC: Yes, yes.

RH: A story about Jack, however. After I was on the faculty here, a memo came out from the
Graduate School-I can't remember the topic-to which I took considerable offense. As an
untenured instructor-my fIrst appointment was as instructor-I went over and talked to Jack
Darley about it. I really gave Jack hell. I went up one side and down the other side and after
about fifteen minutes, I said, "Geez, maybe I'm being a little bit too strong." So, I apologized
to Jack and I said, "Maybe, I'm a little too upset about this." Jack looked at me and he said,
"The job of the faculty is to raise hell with administrators. That's just what you're doing."
[laughter]

CAC: Well, you know, in personality, he and John Wolf are very similar.-.....

RH: Very similar.

CAC: If you fought back at them, they loved it.

RH: Yes. I could get along with either one of these two people.

CAC: Yes. While they could intimidate others?

RH: Yes. I didn't know it at the time but my job at Minnesota was an instructor. It was a one
year appointment. I fInished up the fInal draft of my thesis in the fall and did my oral
examinations over the Thanksgiving holiday; so, I essentially had my degree and the chairman
of the department asked if I would be willing to give a presentation to the department about my
thesis. I said, "Sure, fIne, I [unclear]"-which I proceeded to do. Afterwards, I discovered that
that was the formal job interview depending upon whether they were going to put me in a regular
appointment or not, which I didn't know at the time I made the presentation. [laughter] I was
given a three-year contract as an assistant professor and that began my career at Minnesota.

CAC: I can tell you a worse story than that. When I came to that point, a person delegated
himself a senior in American History to attend one of my classes and he sat behind a pillar-I
didn't know he was there. When the class was over, I saw that he was. That was just a sinking
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feeling that that would have been done. God! these are the old-fashioned days, Robert.
Procedures were not high.

RH: Yes. A couple things about that first year . .. The Political Science Department, of
course, along with History was in Ford Hall. We were on the third floor. Also on the third floor
was the Anthropology Department. Lo and behold! as classes get underway, I run into a
graduate assistant in Anthropology, Shirley Russell, who I'd known in high school. She'd
actually been my younger sister's lab mate in chemistry, and we'd been on the speech team
together and I know her reasonably well ... not terribly well but I certainly knew who she was
when I saw her. So, we began seeing each other frequently and in a year we were married. I'd
actually known her at that time for ten years and had probably seen her once or twice since we
got out of high school.

CAC: But not in that setting?

RH: Not in that setting. So, what I got was a job and a wife. Also, that was my great
encounter with John Turner. We can talk a little bit about the department. When I was a
instructor in the department, I was the only instructor and John Turner was the only assistant
professor; so, in a department of about fourteen or fifteen, we were the only two untenured
members. The department was, at that time, a very good department. There was a American
Council of Education Study on the quality of graduate programs and I think Minnesota was about
seventh or eighth in the country in 1957.--.
CAC: Solid and very traditional.

RH: Well, yes and no. Herb McCloskey was here and Herb was really one of the leaders in
political behavior. Werner Levy was in the department and was one of the people that sort of
revolutionized the study of international organizations.

CAC: Anderson and Short would be of national stature but in a traditional mode, really first
class?

RH: Yes, although, even Bill Anderson was a .. , I think probably, one of the very first
graduate level courses in Scope and Methods in Political Science, Bill Anderson taught. Bill and
Ben Lippincott were really responsible for launching Herb McCloskey's career in Political
Behavior.

CAC: I see.

RH: There was an intellectual openness among some people in the department.

CAC: Bravo!
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RH: There had also been earlier-they'd left by the time I got there-some young people that had
been very good. Evron Kirkpatrick who later became the chairman of the American Political
Science Association. Earl Latham who went to Amherst was a very important figure in the
development of the study of the group basis of politics.

CAC: Heavens.

RH: He'd been here for awhile so there were some real intellectual [unclear] in the department.
But suddenly the department began to change ... very rapidly.

CAC: By retirements?

RH: And deaths and leaving. Bill Anderson retired in 1957. We were in the department
together for one year. Asher Christianson died of a heart attack.

CAC: Yes.

RH: Herb McCloskey went to Berkeley. Werner Levy went to Hawaii. There were a number
of other retirements of less known people. Clarence Ludwig retired. The department really,
really changed. It began a process of rebuilding and the rebuilding was essentially done from
the bottom.

CAC: Was that budget driven?

RH: Partially budget driven. I think that there wasn't as effective leadership in either department
or the college as there should have been. We're coming into the 1960s when the baby boom was
beginning to hit and the university made some very, very strategic mistakes at that time. In the
next national ranking of departments that was done after 1957-1 think it was 1965-we'd fallen
to fifteenth.

CAC: Would it be fair to say that an old boys' network still existed for hiring at that time?

RH: No.

CAC: Okay. It did in many places.

RH: I think that, probably-and I might be exaggerating a little bit-John Turner and I had more
influence on who was hired than anybody; although, there was some very, very big fights over
hiring. In replacing Bill Anderson, who covered everything, you had to get a couple people. Hal
Chase, I knew at Princeton. I was the one that sort of put Hal's name in and worked on this.
Hal came out and was pretty popular. We also needed a local government person and the
department interviewed a number of people and offered the job to an associate professor at
Berkeley who John Turner and I thought was just awful. They made an offer to him and he
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accepted it. John and I were really discouraged because we saw that in rebuilding the department
this person would be absolutely no good whatsoever. It turned out his wife was rather important
in the modem dance community in San Francisco. He came out with his wife to look for a job
and Ben Lippincott's wife, Gertrude Lippincott, was the modem dance leader in the Twin Cities
and Gertrude wanted to be sure that everybody knew that. So, she agreed to take this new
appointment's wife under her arm and show her the ropes, which she proceeded to do and made
it absolutely clear who was number one in the Twin Cities. The two went back to California and
he turned down the job. [laughter] Charl,ie Backstrom eventually filled it.

CAC: The underlying theme here is chance, isn't it? I mean, when one looks at one's own
career and life, there are a lot of chance operations.

RH: Yes, yes. That turned out to be very crucial because I think had that hiring gone through
It was after that that Herb and Werner Levy left. I think John Turner and I would have

left, too. I had a job offer in 1957 at Northwestern and I had a couple of others that I turned
down. I think if this person would have stayed that would have set the tone.

Then what happened in the 1960s was a number of people that I'd known at Princeton were
hired. Ed Fogelman. Sam Krislov.

CAC: Oh my!

[End of Tape 1, Side 1]

[Tape 1, Side 2]

RH: Ed had been at Oklahoma and I think Sam had been at Michigan State. They'd been at
different places and were hired in. Bill Flanigan was hired then. Frank Sorauf who was a Penn
State and who already had a-he was a young person-distinguished beginning career and he
knew John Turner; so, John was pretty important in getting his name in the hopper. So you say,
Was there an old boys' network? One of the things that we really felt was necessary was to keep
a few of the old boys out of this hiring process. It turned out the places that people were hired
from were quite different than they'd been before-they were all young-but that really changed
the department. In many ways, the most crucial aspect of the change that occurred was in the
graduate program. Here, the Princeton influence was really important. The Princeton graduate
program was based entirely upon seminars. There was nothing equivalent to our 5000-level
courses that the undergraduate and graduate students took.

CAC: Yes.

RH: The seminars were rarely over ten or twelve and many of them were five or six. Those of
us from Princeton were really impressed with that kind of graduate education and really felt that
that's the way to go. We began working on a revision of the Graduate Program in the end of the
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1960s. At that time the university had decided to set up a School of Public Affairs and the old
Public Administration Program-which Lloyd Short had set up in the 1930s here and, actually,
had a very good national reputation-moved out of the Political Science Department into this new
School of Public Affairs.

CAC: Excuse me. Did that make them a free-standing, reporting directly to the Arts dean?

RH: Yes.

CAC: Okay.

RH: So, the master's of Public Administration became a master of Public Affairs.

CAC: I see.

RH: It meant that about half of our graduate students were gone, and they were all master's
students, and they were of a different type.

CAC: I'm just going to pause a moment but this is approximately what year?

RH: Nineteen sixty-eight, I believe.

CAC: Okay. What were the dyn~cs that created the desire to have a free-standing Public
Affairs?

RH: I think there were a couple of things that were involved. One was that these were
becoming fairly popular in the country. As I said, the Woodrow Wilson School had expanded
from an entry class of ten to one of a hundred. Other places were setting them up and it really
seemed that the training for a public service career was not just training in Public Administration.
Public Affairs was a much better way of looking at it. And that was not a sub-part of Political
Science.

CAC: And not just in Political Science either. I mean, you had to have the practical?

RH: The economics and you had to have other things.

CAC: You had a lot more field work or internships?

RH: You had more field work and internships.

CAC: So, this is a national ...
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RH: Trend and we did it that way ... but then the department was interested in getting rid of
that program, too. We really felt that the students that carne into that program were sort of in
the same classes as other graduate students but were interested in the research scholarship side
particularly. It was big so it dominated the program. Half the graduate students were in that
program with no interest really in going on for a Ph.D. So, the department was really interested
in changing the internship's graduate program and said, "Fine. That/s the way to go."
Essentially, what we did then was to set up a program in the department in which the
requirements for the Ph.D. were all defmed in terms of 8000-level courses and we cut the
admissions way more than half so that the'size of the program was very, very greatly reduced.
What's interesting is ...

CAC: Now, this would not have been the pattern at other Political Science Departments?

RH: No.

CAC: In some perhaps but not as a norm?

RH: Not as a norm. Essentially, what we were trying to do was to drive this department in the
direction of a real research graduate education nationally recognized department.

CAC: Yes. But it was not a norm within the college either ... in other departments?

RH: No, it was not. It turned out that over the next ten years, although we'd cut the size of the
program greatly, we didn't reduce the number of Ph.D.s that were produced. I think, it
significantly improved the kind of placement, the quality, and the morale of the department. You
really begin to get in the department then graduate education that was very collegia1. I always
like to refer to graduate education as a colleague manufacturing machine. You take in a student
and you tum out a colleague. [laughter] That's a terribly important part. That's what this
allowed to happen. I know that the college was a little bit upset with the fact that we were
teaching all these courses with five, six, seven students and we still have problems on that.

CAC: The Graduate School perceived it, how?

RH: The Graduate School perceived it all right. The major support though, in principle, came
from Gerry Shepherd who was then the academic vice-president. When we told Gerry Shepherd
what we were doing, Gerry's response was "Until the rest of the departments in the university
do this, we can't hold our head up as a Graduate Schoo1."

CAC: Yes. I want to linger on this just a minute because it's a model-as my experience in
these years-very little emulated or followed by other good departments or lesser departments?

RH: Right.
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CAC: How do you account for that?

RH: I think for a couple of reasons. One is that with five people in the department from
Princeton who knew how it worked, there was a~ solid core of support, not on the basis of
some theory or principle but on the basis of, we have been through this and this is a good way
to do it. I think that was terribly important. Secondly-and this is not so much recognized-it
really improved the undergraduate program very, very significantly because it meant that 5000
level courses became essentially undergr~~uate courses.

CAC: Right. They had their own integrity and authority?

RH: Had their own integrity and you didn't have a faculty which was catering to the graduate
student interests in those which is the kind .of thing that happened. So, the only graduate students
in those SOOO-level courses were people who were majoring in other departments. Then, we have
a very small, what we call, Special Master's Program, which is for people with professional
interests rather than academic interests. You can't go from that into the Ph.D. program. We have
two or three people a year that enter that.

CAC: But even by the time, Bob, you were graduate dean there were very few departments that
followed this model?

RH: Yes.

CAC: Not only the Arts College but elsewhere? This is kind of leaping ahead but it is an
interesting subject.

RH: Yes. I think that takes us off a little bit.

CAC: We can come back to it later if it makes more sense but I want to come back to it
because, you see on grounds of logic alone, this was a model that should have been appealing
not to all departments but to a good number.

RH: Yes.

CAC: Of parallel distinction and outlook.

RH: Yes. Remember, as we came into the 1970s-this went into effect, I think, in the fall of
1969-we very quickly come into the declining enrollment and retrenchment period. I think lots
of places were afraid to do it. They saw retrenchment decisions made on the basis of student
credit hours, and the number of students, and so on and that if you took departments, say in the
Arts College, that did this, the first thing you'd do was to cut the number of graduate students
and boy! you'd cut severely if you were going to go this direction.
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CAC: Yes.

RH: Sociology in some ways is in that position now. They have an entry class with only about
eight or nine in a Ph.D. program.

CAC: It's also the case-if I can propose something else for conversation-that from the early
to mid 1960s, that is 1962, 1963 until the early 1970s, the job market for Ph.D.s was very good
so that you could sell a large number of~h.D.s. Now, you say that you didn't have a decline in
those getting a degree but I think other departments were seduced by the job market.

RH: Again, I was pretty active in this and it was pretty easy to project what was going to be
happening in the job market. I think that what we recognized was that the number of vacancies
was going to go down and therefore the quality of your students was going to have to go up.
We weren't so much concerned about cutting the number of Ph.D.s as we were in significantly
increasing the quality so that we'd be able to compete in placement in a tougher job market. I
think essentially we did that quite well.

CAC: It proved to be a wise strategy and therefore it raises the question-and we'll drop it
now-of why it wasn't adopted more widely. It may be a leadership question.

RH: Yes. I must say that I think if we go beyond simply the issue of the quality of graduate
education and look at some very distinguished faculty that we recruited here and that stayed here
under the pressure of outside offers~ the graduate program would be almost the number one
attraction. They had good students to work with and they had the setting into which you could
really work with them and so it was professionally very rewarding. And I say, it also-from my
point of view-kept the undergraduate side strong. We don't use an awful lot of TAs [teaching
assistant] in teaching our courses. We didn't section the way other people do. We try, if we hire
a graduate student, to actually make them responsible for a class rather than assisting somebody
in a class. We liked to have them to have passed the Ph.D. prelims before we left them in our
class and we liked to try to put them in a class that's specialized in the area of their dissertation.

CAC: Sure.

RH: It's much better, say, for a student of Public Law whose passed the prelims and working
on a dissertation to teach a 3000- or even a 5000-level course in Public Law than it is to teach
an Introductory Course in American Government. Let them start their teaching in the area in
which they are most comfortable and most expert. It turned out that because of the program we
had, we could do that.

CAC: While we're talking about internal governance, and strategies for maintaining quality, and
so forth, it was understanding also that Political Science-I would not be able to date it ... you
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would-established regular procedures for internal governance that did, in fact, have an impact
on neighboring departments. Do you want to say a bit about where those changes came from?

RH: Yes. Where did these changes come from? To do justice to this, we have to go back
before my time. The young Turk in the department in the 1930s was Ben Lippincott. Ben was
the great campaigner for establishing a tenure system at the University of Minnesota.

CAC: I knew that through AAUP [Ameti~an Association of University Professors] among other
things, yes. .

RH: Of course, the Shaper case was in Political Science and Ben was in the 1930s responding
to that. I think that for the tenure code that we got, Ben was a driving force.

CAC: This was the late 1930s?

RH: This was the late 1930s and Morris Vissher in Physiology ... there was a few people like
that around that sort of really pushed that. Now, the department was run, as most department
were, in a benevolent, autocratic fashion. The chair was the boss or was the autocrat and there
was a small group, an old boys' network . .. Bill Anderson had been chair for awhile. Then
Harold Quigley, the Japanese expert was. Harold had a brain tumor [unclear] had to resign.
Lloyd Short became chair. This was sort of the inside group and Ben was outside of that,
essentially. Ben, in the early 1950s before I came, drew up a constitution for the department
that, I think actually, the department may have formally adopted. I don't remember all the
details. This was sort of happening when I arrived. The idea here of having some accountability
to the faculty was beginning to get in and it represented the carry-over of Ben's tenure sort of
thing . . . now, we've got to get the governance of the department.

CAC: I see.

RH. As I said, when I came, I was the only instructor and John Turner was the only assistant
professor and we had some real concerns with accountability in the department, what was
happening with salary increases, what was happening on the hiring side. I think that's what we
were particularly concerned about.

CAC: You had to have regular procedures to make that work?

RH: Yes. So, we really pushed this and, essentially, the younger people that were hired during
the 1960s got socialized this way. We really introduced a [unclear].

CAC: There was a kind of openness in departmental meetings that ...

RH: The key to this was Charles McLaughlin. He was part of the old core-he succeeded Lloyd
Short as chair-but Charles knew what had to happen and was brilliant at doing it. There were
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some department meetings after he became chair where there was some differences ofopinion,
and then it was hard to get anything resolved, and so forth because of the discussions and
arguments go on. At the end of the meeting, I'd say, "Gee, nobody took minutes on this."
Charles, the chairman, would say, "That's all right. I'll take the minutes." The next week out
would come the minutes and things had been decided fine . . . it had all been worked out.
[laughter] He really very strongly supported the reforms that were made in the 1960s that really
brought this governance together and did it in a way that didn't particularly alienate the old timers
that were left and any other [unclear] or the new ones. That was the perfect transition. See, it
was not just faculty governance, Clarke, it was the direction of the discipline. Governance was
tied up with the way the department was going to go intellectually because governance was so
closely to tied to hiring and hiring accepted the terms wherever we were going.

CAC: There's no reason you should know this but when History did this same thing in the late
1960s, we invited Frank Sorauf down to give witness and then we started-we didn't imitate
entirely-and we went farther than had Political Science but it was a model and it worked in
other departments as well, I know. That's a remarkable story.

RH: Yes.

CAC: It increased a sense of participation and collegiality on the governance of the department?

RH: Yes. That tied in with a sense of direction in the department and, unlike a number of other
departments, no intellectual orthodoxy developed in the department. It was a broad church.
There was a place for Mulford Sibley and there was a place for Herb McCloskey in there in
recognizing the discipline pretty broadly. There was an understanding in the graduate program
that we expected to have Ph.D.s broadly trained and sample different parts of Political Science,
even those that weren't interested in the thing, and get this sort of view. That was sort of
accepted, too. I think some of that's breaking down and I think the way in which the university
and the colleges have been administered has undercut some of this rather considerably.

CAC: Can we come back to that? I think that's an important element because I see it operating,
and as I listen to other persons to whom I've talked, this comes through as kind of inchoate
feeling.

RH: Yes. I hold Central Administration very, very heavily responsible for this ... very heavily
responsible.

CAC: We'll put an italics on that and we'll come back for reflection at the end.

RH: Yes, we'll come back and talk about it a little bit. Let me talk a little bit about some of
the students that were around.

CAC: Excellent.
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RH: When I first came to the university in the late 1950s and through the 1960s, we had-what
I considered to be-a very interesting and very effective Honors Program. There was a number
of freshmen, sophomore level seminars. The basic Introduction to Political Science Course
which Ben Lippincott had developed in the 1930s-was called Political Science A and B. They
were three-credit courses, required for the major, [unclear] two quarters. Then, we also had a
Political Science C and D and they were small sections with eight/ten students in them. I
remember saying, "If you're done with the Introduction and you want to go further, take one of
these." I also was responsible for getting some basic introductory work done in International
Politics and did in a different form, essentially, the same thing. So, I taught a freshman course
in American Foreign Policy, a freshman course in International Politics, and then had a third
quarter that you had to have both of the previoiis quarters to get into; so, it was sort of a
beginner's advanced course.

CAC: It made it hard for Minnesota students to calendar their courses, however, didn't it ...
or once in place, did they fall in line?

RH: That I guess I would have a hard time reflecting on back over all these years. What I can
remember is some really excellent students.

CAC: By the time they got the third quarter? They were up to it?

RH: Yes. They were up to it, right, absolutely. Then, where there were small things, you could
do something a little bit more specialized, and have them give some reports, and talk a little bit.
There was a group of honors students coming in that had faculty advisors. I can remember I had
some advisees. Marcia Pankake was my advisee, for example, at that time.

CAC: This is the woman later in the library division, Social Science?

RH: Yes. I can remember very well in the late 1950s or early 1960s a young lady, freshman
Susan Lamplin, who came in my office, I think in August, before classes started as a freshman.
The university had just been given by, what was then, UNIVAC a new solid-state computer. I
think it was called the SS80 which was something of a hardware marvel but there wasn't any
software for it at all. I was working on a freshman schedule for Susan. While she was sitting
there, I got a telephone call from somebody who called up and said they had a program they
wanted to try to run on this machine and said, "Do you know anyone who could program the
SS80?" I said, "No, I don't know anybody who can do that. In fact, I don't know anybody
around any place that knows how to program that machine." This little freshman said, "I can do
it!" Daughter] Susan went on and got a Ph.D. at Princeton in Political Science, is an expert in
Yugoslavia of all places, now is at the Brookings Institution. Jerry Bender, who became an
African specialist, was also in these courses. Ed Hamilton, who became deputy mayor of New
York for awhile under [John] Lindsay and was in the Johnson White House ...
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CAC: And just think of the lawyers in Minnesota who probably went through an undergraduate
Political Science major.

RH: Yes, yes. Those types, I didn't have so much because they were more on the Public Law
side and American side. I wasn't. I was on a different side. I had a few of them. Judith
Benchoff, who's very famous now in New York, came through that. Diane Johnson, who's the
general counsel at St. Jude, was in that group a little bit later actually. It was set up in such a
way that you sort of got to lmow and in!eract with undergraduates in a way that in later years
we never did. '.

CAC: Yes. So, this program faded in Political Science?

RH: Essentially when we began to standardize an Honors Program in the college and made some
other kind of changes, the idea that you'd have entering freshman that had faculty advisors and
that you had to work with. .. Faculty didn't want to do it and the Honors Program shifted more
to the junior/senior year. It was done differently. It was done as honors sections of introductory
courses later not as this more advanced sort of work after you took a regular course. I must say,
I like the earlier way of doing it. I can understand the constraints imposed by the size of the
faculty and the faculty work loads that might make that difficult. I'm still in contact with some
of these people. That was really an interesting, interesting period.

Let's go on and talk a little bit about comparative politics.
--..."

CAC: Good.

RH: Although, I'd done a lot of work as a graduate student in international politics and that part
of the Foreign Service interests, I pretty quickly developed a research interest in the area of
comparative politics. Really the position I had at Minnesota was the comparative politics of
Eastern Europe, and when I got the initial telegram and actually lmew what I'd be teaching, one
of the key things I was going to be teaching was the Soviet Union. When I arrived on campus,
John Turner and Herb McCloskey were finishing up a text book on the Soviet Union and John
had been teaching that course-which at that time took [unclear] teach-but he said, "Look I'm
writing this stuff. Can I continue to teach this course? You teach something else." That's fine
with me. Well, I never did teach the course. John taught it all the rest of his career. So, I
began to develop an interest in comparative politics that was not particularly area based but was
problem based.

CAC: Ah ha. Was that part of a national trend, too? [unclear]

RH: It did later but I think in many ways . . .

CAC: You were kind of ahead of the curve?
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RH: Yes. Maybe too far ahead of it. In 1961, 1962, I was a fellow at the Center for Advanced
Studies of Behavioral Sciences.

CAC: At Stanford?

RH: At Stanford, although it's not part of Stanford University.

CAC: Yes.

RH: And that's a wonderful year. It shows you how our academic institutions should be
administered because the entire staff out there is around to help the scholars. I went out there
to work on a project which was, essentially, the origins of the state problem, sort of where in the
evolutionary history of mankind did you get something you'd call a government or a state, where
essentially you had an institution which had legitimate coercion outside of its membership. A
father can spank his kids or a clan chief can . . . but when you're not part . . . what are the
conditions under which that emerges? I wanted to work a lot in the human relation area files and
they didn't have a good set of them on the West Coast near where I was; so, I went to the
director ... Tyler ... what was his fIrst name?

CAC: Tracy Tyler?

RH: No, not Tracy. Tracy's brother.---..
CAC: Yes, yes.

RH: The impressive Tyler ... was director and I said, "Look it. You know, would you have
a little travel money? I'd like to go out and spend a couple weeks, maybe a month, at New
Haven."

CAC: Ralph Tyler.

RH: Right. Ralph. He said, "What do you want to do that for? Don't you like it here in
California?" I said, "I love it." "You want to leave your family for a month?" I said, "No, I
don't want to but, Ralph, look it! I want to do this research." He said, "I'll tell you what, that's
not a job for you to do. That's a job for a research assistant to do." I said, "That's right. I don't
have a research assistant." "Let me call up Yale and I will get an anthropology research assistant
out there that the center will hire for you for a couple months and get what you want."
[laughter] He said, "Would you like it?" Well, that's much better! There is this notion here that
they knew how to do things better and it was that sort of thing.

CAC: You have to have a discretionary fund to do it?
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RH: Yes. You have to have a discretionary fund and you have to recognize that that's an
important use of your resources.

CAC: You bet.

RH: That's another comment I'll make on Central Administration.

CAC: You and John Turner were the c1)i~f comparativists at that time ...

RH: Yes.

CAC: '" and then Phil Shively comes later?

RH: Much later-in the 1970s.

CAC: Yes. But for awhile there were the three of you?

RH: Yes. Going back to this ... I actually ended up that year writing seven chapters of a book
on the origins of the state, which I never completed. I might get back to it sometime. But I got
interested in another set of problems as part of this. If I look at in retrospect, it's really the issue
of, What difference do institutions make? So, if you say, "Gee, leadership is something that's
important. Cultural values are important. People's attitudes and opinions are sort of important
but holding all those things constant, if I have different institutions what difference does it
make?" I was really concerned about this-there's lot of developing interest in economic
development in the 1950s and 1960s-What is the role of the state or what is the role of politics
in this? Looking at this comparatively, I'd say, "Gee, if there are some political preconditions
for economic development . . . " then you want to fmd that England in the seventeenth and
beginning of the eighteenth century should politically resemble Japan in the eighteenth and the
nineteenth century. If you say, "The industrial revolution came to England beginning in 1775,"
for the two hundred years before that, it should look like Japan two hundred years before 1870.
Furthermore, we know that all of the technical knowledge for industrialization that was known
in England in 1775 was known in France in 1775.

CAC: Ah.

RH: The biggest textile plant in the modem world, in 1775, was in France not in England. The
major use of steam power was in France not in England. The western infusion of industrial
technology in the Far East came to China before it came to Japan-fifty or sixty years before-yet
it took both France and China a hundred years to [unclear] that.

CAC: Now, you're back to your first love of history, Bob.
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RH: Now, we'd say that maybe France and China has something in common and you wouldn't
expect this. If there are going to be any similarities, they should be between Japan and China
and between France and England but I'm really looking now to saying, "Can I find anything
which is similar between England and Japan which is different than with China and France and
something similar in France and China which is different the other way?" That should be~
rare if it happens so I actually sort of began to think about this; and when I came back to
Minnesota, I started talking to John about it because John, of course, was a real expert on Japan
and China, which I wasn't so much. We"sort of laid out the basis for this book on the political
base of economic development then. '

CAC: This is when you begin your joint research- together?

RH: Yes, we begin our joint research together.

CAC: A common problem that neither of you mew the full answer to?

RH: Yes, right and also ran counter to lots of thinking.

CAC: Yes.

RH: In most places, there was something of an economic or material basis of history
interpretation, whether under his name or not there was a Marxist [unclear] that economics
detennines politics. We were sayin~ "No, politics determines economics."

CAC: [unclear] economics?

RH: Yes, at least, if you find these patterns. Also, the view was that Japan was a case of state
lead industrialization and in England, the state was out of it. We were saying, "If it's important,
that can't be right." And it turned out that the way we looked at it, it wasn't right. In fact, one
of the interesting things is that the economic history of England was, by and large, written before
[John Maynard] Keynes and the economic history of Japan after Keynes and there's a couple of
very significant differences to settle. One is that expenditures for military durables in Keynesian
theory is capital investment and before Keynes it wasn't. So, if you looked at the, what is called,
gross public capital formation, in Japan they have all the military durables in that. Jesus Christ!
England during the Napoleonic wars, what were they doing? Right? It turns out there is a whole
set of other things that you see institutionally a little bit different.

CAC: Right. Or like the Civil War in the United States later?

RH: Yes. If you go back into the earlier periods, then it turns out that there's lots of similarities.
For example, in the social nobility systems, in both France and China, you could buy your way
into the upper classes ... in England and Japan, you couldn't. There were 248 nobleman in
England under Elizabeth I and there were about 250 in 1775. The nobility of the robe in France
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went from, what? 100,000 to 400,000 over that same period, something like that and 265 dai
myo in Japan for a thousand years. In China, you could buy your way into the scholar gentry
class.

CAC: You found graduate students who were really intrigued by this new way of looking at
a comparative problem point of view?

RH: Yes. Then, John and I got interested and sort of everything we did then was from a
comparative. There wasn't a good course in the methodology of comparative research any place;
so, we put one together, and brought some people in to give some talks, and actually put out a
book.

CAC: And team taught it?

RH: No, we didn't quite team teach it. What I did was I taught it but I had six visitors come
in and John came to all of those. They ended up with chapters in a book that John and I wrote
the introduction to, and filled in, and so forth. That was done in the early 1970s. That book is
still in print. In fact, I got a royalty check from it. I'm amazed because ... it shouldn't be used.
That was sort of a first of its kind.

CAC: It's a good example, isn't it, of the inner penetration of teaching and new problems, and
new methods, plus research? It gets it right there together.

.......

RH: Yes. John and I took over the editorship of a series from John Wiley in comparative
studies and a couple of other books came out that were actually the standard, sort of methodology
approach, kinds of books for twenty years in the field. Then, we did this study of the British
campaigning in one constituency and he did the labor party and I did the conservative party.
That was comparative.

CAC: It's this comparative work that established John Turner's reputation which leads to a
regents professorship chiefly?

RH: Yes. When John became a regents professor, everything he had done, except two books,
were joint author-John and I did the same thing. Then there was a great revival of comparative
politics in the 1960s mostly under the auspices of the Social Science Research Council
Committee on Comparative Politics which was chaired, for many years, by a professor who was
first at Princeton and then at Stanford by the name of Gabriel Alman. I had been Gabriel
Alman's research assistant at Princeton for a year, actually; so, I knew Gabe quite well. John and
I had some significant intellectual differences with that group, which was clearly the dominant
group in comparative politics in the 1960s and coming into the 1970s. In the early 1970s, they
put out the sixth volume of studies that they did. It was called Crises and Sequences in Political
Development. The book review editor of the American Political Science Review asked John and
I if we would do a review article on the whole series emphasizing this last volume but going
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over the whole history of it. John and I did a review article that was critical ... I think, it was
nicely critical but there was little doubt about the fact that we had some very fundamental
disagreements with them and that became quite notorious actually. There were many people
which would say that it led to the Social Science Research Council deciding not to finance this
committee anymore. They did put out a couple other volumes but it might have broken up for
other kinds of reasons but it was a fairly influential review and it really sort of fit in with the
things that John and I had been doing. Most of the comparative things that had been done up
to that time, you would have two, or three, or four, or five experts and one would do Spain, and
one would do Mexico, and one would dothis and so forth, then they were just going to try to
put them together. John and I said, "No. That's not going to work. You've somehow got to get
it in the same head and you've got to design it." The design of it becomes so important in the
review of theoretical. .. That was quite a revolution actually.

CAC: And it was important--coming back to the history of the University of Minnesota-that
the Political Science Department was supportive but so were the other agencies within the
university for this kind of ground breaking work the two of you were doing, right?

RH: Yes. Let's talk about that a little bit . .. I could go on and talk about some of the
comparative studies we did in Morocco and some other things. I might come back to this a little
bit. In 1966 or 1967, in that period, the university got a grant from the Ford Foundation to set
up a program in international studies-you may remember.

CAC: Who was the prime mover frbm within the university on that, do you know?

RH: Oh, Phil Raup was fairly important in that. Charles McLaughlin was very important in that.

CAC: This was late Met Wilson, thinking of top administrators?

RH: Yes. It actually came about when [Malcolm] Moos was here.

CAC: But it got started earlier?

RH: It got started earlier. Maybe, the first grant came just the end of Met Wilson's period. The
committee-that I was not on-decided that they really should have something . .. One of the
important things to study and look at comparatively is essentially technological change, the social
dimensions of technological change.

CAC: This is the context within the nation generally of the concern of the third world, isn't it?
How do you get development going?

RH: Yes. One of the things the committee decided they should have is a research center in this;
so, they set one up and they asked me to become director of it. I'd never applied for the position
and I wasn't involved in the . .. Particularly, I was a little bit upset with the Graduate School
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for the way they were going about organizing this thing generally but I hadn't been terribly
involved. They asked me if I'd be the director and ... I said I would. I wasn't terribly
interested in doing this administrative sort of stuff but I really thought it was important since a
lot of what I was going to be doing in research was going to be affected in the university by this
new structure and I figured I'd better get into it. So, I became director of that in 1967-1968 and
managed to get another $200,00 from the Ford Foundation with the help of Malcolm Moos-an
interesting story that shows all of Moos' weaknesses and all of his strengths together. He, you
know, had come from the Ford Foundation and the initial grant that we got was quite a bit
smaller than other universities had gotten, 'which I think was our own fault because of the way
we went about doing it. When I said I'd be director, I said, "One of the things I want to do is
go right back to the Ford Foundation now that we have some focus"-which we didn't have
before-"and see if I can't get some more money a couple hundred thousand bucks. Moos wanted
to do this and Moos said, "I think the Ford Foundation owes me a little bit. We'll get them out
here and talk about it." Francis Sutton was the vice-president in charge of this at this present
time. This was in 1968 and as you remember there was a group of us who had gone to the
Soviet Union in 1958 and we went back to the Soviet Union-along with your colleague Harold
Deutch-in August of 1968.

CAC: This was sponsored by, the then, Hill Foundation?

RH: Yes. I was with this group and I think I am in Tbilisi when I get a telephone call from
Malcolm Moos' office. The next Monday Francis Sutton is going to be at the university, would
you be here? As the sun was rising over the Caucasus Mountains, I got on a plane in Tbilisi,
flew into Moscow, got a flight to New York. I saw that same sun setting in New York as we
were landing although it was something like twenty-two hours later..

CAC: [laughter]

RH: I got a hotel room. I couldn't get a night flight out. I got a six or seven o'clock flight out
and I arrived here in the mid-morning-hadn't been in bed for two days-and met with Frank
Sutton. That night Mac Moos had a dinner for all the vice-presidents, Frank Sutton, and I at the
Minikahda Club. We had some drinks, and he took Frank Sutton and lout on the veranda, and
Frank went over to look at this beautiful view of Lake Calhoun, and Mac took me aside and he
said, "Okay, Bob, I'm going to keep all of those vice-presidents inside that room for half an hour.
You have a half an hour with Frank Sutton all by yourself." [laughter] And he did, he stood
at that door, and he wouldn't let anybody out.

CAC: It was a good thing that you had good body metabolism.

RH: I must say, the next week I was .. , Anyway, as a result of this, we got $200,000 from
the Ford Foundation. Then, I later got $250,000 from the National Science Foundation [NSF].
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CAC: At that level. this was very much inter-college and inter-departmental?

RH: We had a running faculty seminar that was, probably, the most exciting intellectual
experience I've had in my life, actually. Every two weeks for about four years, Leo Hurwicz,
Vern Ruttan, Larry Marcus-I don't know if you knew Larry-from Mathematics, Fred Bailey
from Electrical Engineering, and then some graduate assistants that were working along, met and
addressed some really interesting kinds of problems.

CAC: And then visitors from time to time?

RH: Visitors came in for these things, yes. The group sort of agreed that. " My position was
that look, this is not going to work unless everybody comes to every session. It's cumulative
enough that you just can't pick out one to come. They really sort of agreed to that, when we do
it, we will come, so it could become [unclear]. Some of these people, Leo and Larry in
particular, are incredibly effective presenters of technical sorts of things. I remember Larry doing
a thing in control theory and some possible applications to what we were doing that was really
quite imaginative. Larry has a very casual way of doing something. He talked for about two
hours and had a blackboard full of equations on this and afterwards, one of the graduate students
came up and says, "Professor Marcus, I wish I could do something like that. Yau can just talk
off the top of your head and do this." Marcus said, "What do you mean, talk off the top of my
head, it took me two weeks to do this talk!" [laughter]

CAC: Sure, for a small select groUp.

RH: Graduate students were really interested. The ones I had working in it . . . John
Richardson, Stu Thorson. There was a terrific Geography student that worked there by the name
of [Tom] Baerwald, who is now at the National Science Foundation ... a person who has
become quite a famous economist in Canada, Mryna Wooders.

CAC: This work for these graduate students was not a course work? They came to learn?

RH: Right. No courses, no.

CAC: Different incentive.

RH: They were doing theses, and they were doing research, and it really worked out. We had
a student from Mathematics, John Stever, and a student of Electrical Engineering that we were
sort of involved with. What really was interesting is that the contacts that the students from
different departments had with each other continued. .

[End of Tape 1, Side 2]
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[Tape 2, Side 1]

RH: The graduate students had these contacts with people from other fields. They continued
after they left here. Stu Thorson actually wrote an article that was published-quite well known
with a mathematician, John Stever; and for two, or three, or four, or five years after that when
they were off on the job, Stu would have a problem and he would go to John for it. Some of
these contacts existed over a period of time. John Freeman, who is now a professor in Political
Science, was one of those students that was up there. They were terrific students.

CAe: For the four or five of you, how long did this go on?

RH: This is one of our things that didn't make me too happy. The university, under Henry
Koffler, decided that this arrangement in international relations, that Will Cochrane was the dean
of, wasn't going to work and decided to abolish it. The center, which was going along really
well and was getting lots of outside support, was getting about $50,000 a year from the
university, which is about what it needs, something like that. You've got to keep the
administrative structure together, and Henry Koffler decided to take that away, and it struggled
to keep together. The other thing you've got to have is you've got to have a physical place to
get together, and the university tore the building down, and wouldn't fmd another place for it.

CAC: You were using the Campus Club for awhile, weren't you, for some of those meetings?
-'-,~

RH: That was later, yes. This continued in another form later.

CAC: Okay. What it also needs are people willing to commit themselves for two or three years.
What people change is their agendas and their careers.

RH: Yes, although I think that one of the things that was really interesting here was the fact that
this was also evolving; so, it wasn't doing the same thing at the end as it was at the beginning
and so as people's interests changed, they were changing in this context. It was the university
that really undercut it.

CAC: I see. Okay.

RH: In a sense, you had to call for a search, you had to think, oh, this kind of money ought to
be spent through a college. You know, if you can go around to all the colleges and get deans
to contribute ... I said, "Nonsense, I'm not going to go to the dean of CLA [College of Liberal
Arts] and the dean of Education, and the dean of IT [Institute of Technology] and the dean of
Agriculture, and so on, and say, "May I, please, have this sort of money? That's not what I want
to do." I ended up getting about a $300,000 grant from AID, which led to that Moroccan study
that was the end of this; so, it sort of faded out.
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CAC: How many of the same folks were involved in the Moroccan paper?

RH: Very few.

CAC: It was you and John Turner?

RH: John had been in that, yes.

CAC: And who else?

RH: It turned out that at the stage we were at when I did that in the late 1960s, I needed some
people that could do some field research in Arabic and Berber speaking areas and there wasn't
anybody around the university I could get; so, I went to Europe and I got a graduate student from
the University of Paris, and a graduate student from Oxford, and a Moroccan expert, Ernest
Gelner, who was then at LSE [London School of Economics] but went to Oxford that I was
working with there. We also had a project in Mexico. We worked with anthropologists. Frank
Miller was involved on new experimental city development that was pretty interesting, actually.
Rueben Hill was involved in that also so there were quite a few people.

CAC: And also went to Morocco at some point in time or another?

RH: Yes, Rueben did. But the university decided, sort of on the basis of some sense of what
they thought was administrative neatness and responsibility or something, to make it impossible
to carry on without any concern of the contributions it had made or anything like that. That was
absolutely irrelevant.

CAC: Or even the money that was brought in, which you think they would see.

RH: Yes, absolutely irrelevant. So, I was sort of in the situation where when the university
came and asked me to direct this thing . . . and then turned around and decided they were going
to stop it . . . neither the starting or the stopping was done with a great deal of thought.
[laughter]

CAC: I understand.

[break in the interview]

CAC: We are picking up the conversation now a couple of days later. We ran out of time the
first round on September 7th. Now, it's September 9th in the morning and we are determined
to see through this conversation which was so promising in its beginnings. I listened to the tape.
We were talking about Morocco and the pulling of the rug of that program and I think you were
about to say something more about science, and technology, and cross-disciplinary studies. You
take it from there.
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RH: There were a couple of things when I was director of the center that I became very
interested in. One was the relationship between science and technology. It seemed that in the
analysis that I had done, the history that I'd done, was that the social structure and the social
organization is a terribly important feature in that, and that you can talk about inventions, and
you can talk about research leading to new engineering widgets and gadgets but, really, it's these
social inventions that go along with them that are tremendously important.

CAC: By social, you mean cultural in the anthropological sense?

RH: No, I think something a little bit more technical than that. For example, if you look at the
incredible speed with which the automobile got adopted in the United States ...

CAC: Ah ha.

RH: ... and if you'd go back into the nineteenth century, everybody knew there had to some
kind of horseless carriage and there were really three contenders. There was a steam car, an
electric car, and a gasoline car. Now, if you look at this strictly from the technological point of
view, there would be a lot of arguments that the steam car or the electric car should have
developed ... if you'd just look at it technologically. The gasoline car was a dirty, nasty
machine. There was reasonable probability of breaking your arm trying to start it and a number
of other things. But, if you look at it from the point of view of the demand for this kind of
device and sort of where its marginal utility would be the greatest, it turned out it was in the
countryside. Cities had street cars by this time. It was out in the Midwest on the farms that this
is what you needed.

CAe: Long distances to go?

RH: Right. The steam car wouldn't work. Right? They were way too heavy. There was no
central station for electric power. So, you fmd such interesting phenomena that in 1920, the per
capita automobile ownership in North Dakota was higher than it was in New York, even though
New York was much richer in terms of per capita income.

CAC: [laughter] Sure.

RH: Why is it that you get this enormous increase in automobile ownership in the 1920s? One
of the reasons was that somebody invented a way to finance it and, essentially, transfer the idea
of a mortgage to an automobile.

CAC: Sure. Buy it on credit.

RH: You could buy it on credit with time payments and that made it affordable. That invention
was absolutely crucial. Secondly, you had to have roads. If you go back and look at sort of the
history of road building, one of the things you fmd is-you should know this as an historian-the
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Romans were terrific at it. After the fall of Rome, more time was spent taking apart than putting
back together again and as late as the fifteenth and, probably, the sixteenth century, even in cities
the roads were not nearly as good as they were in Rome in the first century. They were dirty
and musty. Now, why? Why? Because the western governments could not figure out a way
to finance them and that way out in the sixteenth century roads and cities were financed by the
government saying that every property owner was responsible for paving the road in front of their
property. That didn't work. What you have in the automobile, you had to have roads; so, what
they did, essentially, was put a tax on gasoline, dedicate the tax to road building. You get a
positive feedback loop-the more cars, the more gasoline; the more gasoline, the more roads; the
more roads, the more cars; and so on. It's a social invention and they account for it.
Furthermore, they account for a whole set of things. The federal government was involved in
this, this was a federal tax. The federal government set the route of these. This was under the
control of the Department of Agriculture. It was~ clearly tied to a set of these agricultural
interests, which is where the need was and those social inventions really determined why it was
that you got a gasoline car rather than an electric car. It determines why you get the pattern of
automobile ownership that you've got in this country. Those kinds of things are important.

CAC: That's right and you had to have an economy large enough and distributed well enough
so there's purchasing on the part of those who want to buy a car.

RH: Yes, but not enough to pay the whole thing in one fell swoop because you really get the
idea then of mortgages on real property applying now to chattels.

.. .......

CAC: Were there things like this in the Moroccan project?

RH: Yes and it went back to the work on China, Japan, and France, and Britain. One of the
things that came out of that study was that one of the distinctive characteristics of an industrial
technology was the lumpiness of the capital requirements. It's possible to weave as much cloth
on hand-driven looms as it is in a steam-driven factory. The way you do it in capital allocations
is entirely different. You can buy one loom, and you can make cloth on that, and when you get
some profit from that, you can buy the second loom and you can get up to a thousand looms
worked out. The factory produces not one piece of cloth until it's all done; so, the entire capital
has to be there. Okay? That means that when this technology becomes available, our argument
was, it was necessary to have a set of social structures that had led to concentrations of capital
that were then available. We would argue that this is exactly what happened in France and
Britain and that capital got concentrated; whereas, in France and China, it got distributed. There
were two factors that were most important in this. One was the nobility system and that in
France and China, it was possible to buy yourself into a traditional prestigious class. In France,
it was done by the device of buying an office. A title went with the office. When you had a
title, you were prohibited from participating in any trade or profession except for glassblowing.
It allowed you to wear silk clothes. It allowed you to buy agricultural land and property. In a
sense, it took you out of the economically active parts of society and put you in another part.
From the point of view of the individual, it was a fme investment. From the point of view of
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the economy, it wasn't. I put down one hundred thousand levre and I get an income of five
thousand levre a year, right? Then the kings, when they got a little bit broke, they would cancel
all the sales. At one time, you had to buy them back. But, you get, say, during periods of war
as much as 50 percent of all government revenues came from the sale of offices. This was at
a time when the French king was collecting about five times as much per capita in taxes as the
English king was and the average, I think, from Louis XllI to Louis XVI was about 22 percent
of all central government finances came from the sale of titles. That's an incredible dispersion
of capital. So, you go out in industry or commerce and make money and then you buy a title
and the king takes it and spends to build·Versailles. Okay? [laughter] Exaggeration.

In China, the device was a little bit different. There the prestigious class was a scholar gentry
class. It was a little bit comparable to the situation in France with the nobility of the robe
because you got into the scholar gentry class by passing the Confucian exams and that also made
you eligible for bureaucratic appointments; so, it was also tied up with offices. How did you get
into the class? You passed the Confucian exams. How did you do that? You'd have a tutor,
essentially a teacher, to teach your son how to read and study for the Confucian exams; so, a rich
merchant could have his son enter that class. When you entered that class, you were prohibited
from participating in trade but, it turned out, that there was a fee you had to pay to take the
examinations, a small one actually. You had to pay for a tutor. When the central government
got hard up for fmancing, they sold academic degrees. So, now the merchant didn't have to just
be content with his son getting into the scholar gentry class, he could go to buy the degree. I
think we discovered-I can't remember all the details on this-that from the end of the eighteenth
century into about 1820, we found -a'record of 300,000 academic degrees being sold. It was not
entirely on a small scale. It had that exactly same sort of device.

In England-as I mentioned on the tape before-the title of nobility from the time of Elizabeth
I to George III almost didn't change . . . 200 to 240. They were a handful. They weren't the
300,000 that you get in France. In Japan, through the entire Tokugawa shogunate-and probably
before-there were 265 dai myo and you couldn't get into the samurai class; so, what happened
was that in the economically active sectors of society, the merchants, the traders, and so on,
could not dissipate their money this way, so it tended to concentrate. Then combine that with
a law of a single heir inheriting; so, if you died intestate in Britain, a single heir inherited. In
Japan, it was even tougher than that. It wasn't the eldest son, necessarily, but it was a single
heir. In France, by law, you had to distribute your estate depending upon what section you were,
either a half or a third had to be distributed equally, and girls participated because you had
established dowries. In China, all sons inherited equally. You do that for 200 years, it has quite
an affect on what happened to the capital. Also, that inheritance pattern really affects population
growth because in those old-fashioned days, you didn't get married and have children until you
could support a wife. If you knew you were going to inherit something from the old man, you
got married young but if you knew you weren't, you had to get a trade and it delayed marriage.
The records are every eighteen months that marriage is delayed, there's one less child born. The
effect of this is that Japanese population from the 1604-the beginning of the Tokugawa
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shogunate-up to the end of the nineteenth century, it went from about 17 to 20 million. The
Chinese population from 1650 to 1850 went from 150 million to 300 million.

CAC: Was this kind of a model of analysis replicable in the Moroccan study?

RH: This is exactly what I tried to get. I said, "What do you want to find out? What happens
if there's a sudden increase in income in an area and you have two groups of people-culturally
different, tribal-that are identical in all the things we think are important but different in this
mobility?" In one, it's possible to buy prestige \yith money and in the other it's not. So, there
were a couple of places in the world where this is possible and one of them was in this northeast
area of Morocco. This is, essentially, a difference betw~en the Arab tribes and Berber tribes.
Their educational levels were the same. They were Moslem. They had about the same income
levels.

CAC: About the same demographic size?

RH: Well, what I could do was get two fairly isolated groups; so, there were sub-groups that
identified themselves sort of tribally. There was this big dam and irrigation work going on that
was going to bring in lots of money. The devices were that among the Berbers, they had almost
a potlatch society like the north coast Indians; so, at wedding ceremonies, for example, the
relatives of the bride and the relatives of the groom would gather and a dancing girl would come
and dance. She would dance up to the relatives of the bride and they were supposed to pin
money on her clothes. Then she'd "dance over to the males relatives and say, "Look at those
cheapskates." Then she'd go back and forth taunting them into getting more and more money.

CAC: But she had to surrender the money at the end of the evening?

RH: It went to the bride and groom.

CAC: Daughter] I hope she got a [unclear].

RH: It turned out that the Arabs did something similar to this but the amounts of money that
were involved were strikingly different, in the order of magnitude, different. Also at funerals,
when you buried somebody, the relatives could come and you were sort of obligated to feed them
as long as they wanted to stay. You really had to make this a big thing so you might slaughter
all your sheep to show how generous you were. The Berber group would be dissipating this
money but getting real prestige in the traditional system.

CAC: So, now under those two cultures you have a major capital investment of a dam that's
going to bring lots of electricity and lots of . . .
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RH: Lots of income to the families. Then, the question is, How do they distribute that? I was
there in 1969. I was back in 1978 and I'm going to go back again sometime because it takes
awhile for these things to play out.

CAC: You had lots of folks doing that work?

RH: Yes. And there were other questions also that we would look at.

CAC: Sure, sure.

RH: One was we had to look at the affect of the dam and how the income was distributed but
this is sort of the natural experiment side of it that I was interested in.

CAC: It necessarily involved cross-disciplinary kind of work?

RH: Yes, in the sense that a lot of the information and data and research techniques that you
use were not developed in political science but in other kinds of disciplines. But that gets us to
the question of multi-disciplinary concentrations that came up. This was sort of a multi
disciplinary center, and I sort of got interested in the intellectual problems associated with that,
and really puzzled and disturbed, actually, because as I began to look at things called inter
disciplinary and multi-disciplinary, in the natural and biological sciences these had been
spectacular successes in many cases and in the social sciences, I really felt that they were the
place of charlatans. '.

CAe: A lot of it is what I used to call parallel play.

RH: Yes, and so as I began to look at this a little bit and say, "There is really something really
different going on here and we want some different names." So, I said, "Gee, you're got
something called inter-disciplinary." The classical case of that is Biochemistry. What happened
in the early part of the nineteenth century, the biologists were really puzzled about animal
nutrition. You took food in and it obviously nourished you. You'd die if you didn't have it.
How was that happening? The biological views on this were essentially a physical view. You
cut up the food with a knife, and then you put it into your mouth, and you chewed it up with
your teeth, and then you put it in the stomach, and ground it up a little bit finer, and you ground
it fine enough so it eventually got into the body. That, obviously, is not what was happening.
That doesn't answer the questions. But there was nothing in biology that could address the
problem. You had to make it a problem of chemistry and when you make it a problem of
chemistry, you say, "Ah! There are enzymes and acids in the saliva, in the stomach, and really
what I'm doing is making a chemical transformation, not a physical transformation of this." But
the answers that you get by making it a problem of chemistry feed right back into biology. In
this particular case, what started as inter-disciplinary becomes a discipline.

CAC: Ah!
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RH: It operates-the examples are always best-when you're dealing with two disciplines, one
which is micro to the other and chemistry is micro to biology.

CAC: Imbedded in it.

RH: Yes, micro to biology. You'd have other examples of this that come up. I can't remember
exact details of it but, I think, it's something like the first three Nobel prize winners in chemistry
were all physicists. It was quite clear the problems in chemistry, at that time, were problems that
could be solved by looking at it physically rather than chemically. In some biographical writings
of Linus Pauling, he says "As a young man, I became determined to study chemistry by the
methods of quanta-mechanics." It's the same thing. He's in chemistry and he's picking up
something micro to it and coming back. .

For multi-disciplinary, that's something quite different. That's when you have a number of
disciplines that are all contributing to the solution of a problem. The Agriculture Experiment
Station is the best of example of that.

CAC: Ah.

RH: I'm trying to develop a new variety of crop and I have to have a plant pathologist, and a
plant geneticist, and a soil engineer, and so on. It's really interesting that lots of the statistics that
we use in political science and other social sciences came out of agriculture. The research design
ideas came out of agriculture. This· is where you get the Fisher research design, this is where
you get the correlation [unclear], this is where you get the regression kinds of things. It's quite
clear, you do a study like this and look at a multiple regression or a multiple correlation and the
geneticist can say, "That's my variable," and the plant pathologist can say, "That's my variable."
Right? So, the disciplines remain separate and the problem is how you put them together on
what is a synthetic problem rather than analytic problem. So, sending a man to the moon is
multi-disciplinary in that same sense. These intellectually are very, very different operations.
They've been successful in the physical sciences and biological sciences, I think for a couple of
reasons. One is that there is an order of the disciplines on a sort of a micro macro scale; so, you
can go from sub-atomic quantum things to atoms, to molecules, to larger molecules, to organs,
to life forms, and so on. Therefore, the idea of taking a problem in one discipline and addressing
it with the methods and techniques so it doesn't micro to it makes sense because there is
something micro to it. The social sciences don't organize that way at all, at all. Sociology is in
no case a special case of psychology. It's very different. Secondly, and for the multi-disciplinary
case, there is an underlying unified conceptual structure. So, everybody agrees that the world
is made up of atoms and molecules, right? That substrata, intellectual substrata, exists across
them and allows for . . .

CAC: It's a foundation for [unclear].
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RH: That and an essential vocabulary. The social sciences are organized very, very differently.
Political science deals from everywhere from individual behavior to international relations.
Economics deals with everything from individual. " So, they are organized differently and you
try to bring those two together. You have to bring them together on the entire interface from
individual behavior and individual preferences all the way up. That's an almost impossible
intellectual problem and there's all kinds of places in this for charlatans to operate because of
that. The other thing that happens-and this came up when I was dean-is that an awful lot of
things at universities that are called inten.ectual or inter-disciplinary are inter-departmental.

CAC: Sure.

RH: The problems you get are administrative problems not intellectual problems. But the
faculty said, "0h, these are tough to do because it's inter-disciplinary." Nonsense, for most of
them. There's very little sense in which the study of English literature is a different discipline
than the study of German literature. They have different skills but a different discipline? Now,
you have fights like mad.

CAC: For turf?

RH: Yes, but they are administrative kinds of things and that represents a very different
problem. I could say the same thing that in the sciences where you have genetics and
agriculture, it should be the same as genetics and medicine, and should be the same as genetics
someplace else. And if you try tcr put together a program, you don't face these intellectual
problems, you face administrative ones.

CAC: It is clear also, thinking of the classroom instruction-undergraduate not graduate,
laboratory or research-that Minnesota, not all by itself, certainly was a pioneer in the 1940s, and
1950s, and 1960s in inter-disciplinary, cross-disciplinary teaching, right . . . Humanities,
American Studies and so forth? This you would say this would be the case for the observations
you are making?

RH: Yes, I think so, although, one of the things I didn't mention, Clarke . .. When I came to
the university, I felt I sort of had some shortcomings in my education. I went through parts of
it too fast, and there were some things I didn't know, and so I systematically took seminars. I
sat through Jake Schmookler's in Economics. I sat through all of Leo Hurwicz's seminars and
really did the work, actually, not just sort of sitting there.

CAC: Bravo.

RH: I sat through several seminars in anthropology . . . Ad Hoebel's things on political
anthropology. I took some work in mathematics and then I get interested in these people; so, I
jointly taught classes with Ad Hoebel in political anthropology. I jointly taught a seminar with
Jake Schmookler in Economics. I taught a course, Introduction to Mathematical Structures, for
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Social Sciences in the Mathematics Department with Larry Marcus. These weren't in Political
Science.

CAC: I understand.

RH: These were in these other departments.

CAC: Well, the best way to learn is toteach.

RH: For about a ten-year period, I was spending a good share of my time going to these
seminars and doing the reading.

CAC: Sure.

RH: When we began talking about some of these multi-disciplinary problems and what's the
intellectual structure of the discipline? ... that's what was sort of important to me. What's that
intellectual structure? You begin to see this if you really struggle with those graduate seminars
... and you can begin to see some of the differences.

CAC: You were accumulating capital and not dispersing it against the future.

RH: Yes, maybe. [laughter]

CAC: To use a metaphor. Do you want to say a bit more about Political Science itself and its
development over these years? We did say a bit about its governance earlier and governance
does, after all, relate to quality.

RH: Let's go back a little bit because the Political Science Department had distinguished
beginnings. Its fust chair-I don't think we called it that-was William Watts Folwell, actually,
after he was done being president. I think he also was chair of the Economics Department for
awhile. He really started all kinds of things here.

CAC: We claim him as an historian, so that's all right. He wrote a [unclear] history of
Minnesota.

RH: Yes. And of course, what he was was the librarian ... and an undergraduate major in
Mathematics, I believe. It was a distinguished department in the 1930s and 1940s that had done
some significant things. Its development in public administration, with aid from the Rockefeller
Foundation I believe it was, was certainly nationally recognized. This department was probably
one of the very fust in the country to have a course taught in Japanese government politics,
which goes way back to the early 1920s.

CAC: Quigley [unclear] that early?
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RH: Yes. One of the tragedies of the university is that-which I'll talk about later maybe-we
can't give a course in Japanese government today. We don't have the faculty to do it. So, here
you have one of the departments that was the fIrst in the country to do it and which taught a
course in Japanese government politics from the early 1920s up until, oh, fIve years ago. It
hasn't been teaching one recently because we don't have the faculty and the college does not look
favorable upon continuing that line of activity. The most distinguished member of the
department was William Anderson, who was an undergraduate at the university, was Folwell's
research assistant as an undergraduate. _,

CAC: Good heavens!

RH: He had a Harvard Ph.D. I knew Bill. You'll fInd this remarkable but I think, Clarke, that
Bill Anderson had shaken the hand of every person who's been president of the university from
Folwell to Hasselmo.

CAC: Hasselmo before he was president?

RH: Before he was president. Keller before he was president. Yes. Right.

CAC: He was my next door neighbor for about fIve years ... a remarkable person.

RH: Yes. Bill was active in lots of different fields of political science. In the late 1950s and
1960s, you get this change in the department. As I said when I came, I was the only instructor
and John Turner was the only assistant professor. Anderson retired the next year. Clarence
Ludwig retired. Asher Christianson died of a heart attack. The senior associate professors and
junior full professors-where the life of your department is-were really Herb McCloskey, and
Werner Levy, and Mulford Sibley~ and two of those three leave the university. So, there was a
tum over and the new hiring was done all, essentially, at the assistant professor level. I think
Frank Sorauf was hired as an associate professor but he was young. There was no senior person
brought in.

CAC: I think that was a college-wide priority, strategy.

RH: Yes, and there were other priorities. It would have been all right if they would have
followed through on it. The department, in terms of national ranking, its reputation declined in
quality in the 1960s. There was a very, very conscious effort to really build up the quality of
the department and Charles McLaughlin was key in that. He made the transfer from the old
people to the new people and that transfer came primarily in terms of hiring personnel.

CAC: Recruitment, you bet.

RH: Right. You asked me before if there was an old boys' network and I said, "There was a
young boys' network."

l
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CAC: Right.

RH: Very crucial in this growth was this change in the graduate program, which I talked about
before. Then, you have some chairs that were of importance. Frank Sorauf had two terms as
chair for six years. Sam Krislov did it for a term or two.

CAC: So, you get continuity of leadership?

RH: Yes. I did a three-year term the end of the 1970s up until the beginning of the 1980s. I
never liked that job. I never wanted to be chair of a department. That was not the kind of
administrative interest I had but there was a sense in the department that there were certain
chores, tasks, that had to be got done and when your tum came along, you did it. Both Frank
and Sam wanted to be chair and that was a little bit different. For directors of graduate studies,
for important roles like that, there was this view of a certain obligation to do it. I know when
my tum came along, I did it. I begin to get impressed at that time with two things. One was
the fmandal difficulties of the university and how they manifested themselves at the department
level. You're going to have to get some other source of money ... this isn't going to work; so,
I really worked on privately raising money, and actually got an endowed chair for the first time
in the department, and managed to kick that direction off.

CAC: This was before there were developmental officers in the college?

RH: Yes, right. The second thing was the fact that the technology of research was changing so
fast.

CAC: Ah.

RH: One of the interesting struggles I had in the department was to buy a word processor. Now,
a word processor that worked in those days cost about $16,000 or $18,000, so that was not minor
but, oh, the debate of the argument was just incredible.

CAC: With the college or within the department?

RH: Within the department. Some people said, "Gee, if we get these things and they are as
good as you say, then, the secretaries will all lose their job." There was the technological
employment argument. Another person said, "Gee, if you can do this and everything they say
you can do, then people will publish too much." [laughter]

CAC: [laughter] Well, there is that risk.

RH: Yes, there is but you live with it. But we got one in and it did make a difference, let me
tell you. Of course, the CPT technology was-which for word processing was incredibly good
just past over by the desk top computers. Once you could make a desk top computer into a word
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processor, suddenly, you got all the economy to scale that were involved in that, and CPT went
out of business, and we got lots more word processors. I think those were the important issues
... plus, there's always a problem of personnel, and hiring, and the Affirmative Action policies
were coming in then. We made an effort to hire some women when I was chair. A couple of
them worked out and a couple of them didn't work out. I look at that period as doing your duty.

CAC: That's probably also the case that from a university point of view, it's very difficult-I
think if you looked at the shape of many careers-to be thought of an associate dean, or a dean,
or vice-president, or whatever, without coming up through the ranks. To have had administrative
experience is very important.

RH: Yes, absolutely. I think we've got some people around here that didn't take that route and
it hurts. I was not terribly interested in an administrative career. Let me talk a little about that
because I sort of got into administration with that Center for Comparative Studies in
Technological Development and Social Change but the interest in that was much more an
intellectual interest. In the mid 1970s, the college decided that it needed some kind of
development officer and they asked me if I would do that. I think the coordinator of Research
Development was the name that it was given. Frank Sorauf said that we don't think we can have
a director of Research Development but we can have a coordinator. I'd had quite a bit of
experience by that time in grant writing and so forth, and I thought that college wasn't organized
right to help people do that; and so, I'd be willing to take a couple years and try to set up an
office that could do it-which I did. Actually, it worked out quite successfully. The amount of
outside research income that the faculty and college got went up by $2 million over those two
years on an annual basis and it fell off again after I went out. It turns out that the problem is
almost entirely a problem of getting people to make application. I think there's a serendipity
factor in research applications of about 14 percent, which means if you send in any proposal-no
matter how bad-seven times, it's going to get granted. So, the major problem is getting people
to apply.

CAC: But having a facilitator would help persons who are unfamiliar with this. You know, my
first major research grant, Jack Darley [unclear] with, he was just associate dean. That was it.
He was clueless.

RH: That was important in a couple of cases where people had no idea how to write the grant
and I'm not talking about the technical parts of it. What is it you say in a proposal? I remember,
I took a proposal from Sheila McNally, which was a wonderful, wonderful idea and it was just
an awful proposal. I sat down with Sheila and said, "You know, Sheila, writing a research
proposal is like writing a sonnet. You can have an awfully good idea and write an awfully bad
sonnet." So, I did help people with that ... most of it was this little newsletter of Larry's and
I discovered that what you wanted to do was to publish in very prominent positions who had
gotten how much money from where. The reaction to that was it was absolutely incredible.
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People would call me up and say, "If that stupid s.o.b. can get a grant, so can II I never thought
I could./I It got to the point where-I remember this-it came out on the fifteenth of the month
and if we were late, we actually got calls from people asking where it was.

CAC: [laughter]

RH: It was mostly to create the impression.

CAC: But at this very time, Bob, that the- places that one could apply to were multiplying? It
was very difficult in some disciplines to keep track of the new foundations, and what their
gimmicks were, and what they were looking for.-

RH: That's right. I always remember that we put a great big book on this. We must have had
200 different things in this book that you could look up and fmd out about that we put together.
I think the technical side is involved, you had to know that, and we provided a lot of that kind
of knowledge but you've also got to have the motivation to do it and to come into the office and
say, "This is the research I want to do./I And don't just come to the dean of the Graduate School
and say, /II need some money./I There is some chances to go outside. So, I did that for two
years.

CAC: It's a good example-I think you've mentioned it before without using these words-that
good administrators are facilitators_.~or the business of what the faculty wants to get done.

RH: Yes, that's right. As I say, I wasn't terribly interested in that job although I thought there
were some things that had to be done. I was somewhat interested though in the dean of the
Graduate School job. That had a different kind of attraction because of the way it was set up
and operating in the university. When Bryce Crawford stepped down as dean, I was one of two
people the search committee recommended to become dean of the Graduate School. May
Brodbeck was the other person on the list and she got the position. It's kind of interesting that,
although I got a letter saying my name had been sent over to the vice-president, I didn't know
what had happened until I read in the paper that May Brodbeck was dean. The academic vice
president never talked to me about it. Then when May left, there was a committee and there
were two names put forward ... again mine was one of them. Warren Ibele was the other.

[End of Tape 2, Side 1]

[Tape 2, Side 2]

RH: I had quite different views of what was involved in that job. It was no surprise to me that
he asked Warren to do it. Then, when Warren stepped down my name ...

CAC: Does that need more explication because Koffler's name has come up so often in other
interviews? What perception did he have of the office?
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RH: I'm not quite sure I know, except that I sort of got the impression that he felt that the
problems administering a university had more in common with a conversation in a Viennese
coffee house than with, probably, any other kind of human activity. Also, one of the
concerns-I'll talk about this a little bit later-that I had was the development of a research policy
at the university and I was beginning to get very concerned at that time about the absence of
central policies on research. The distinctive feature of American research universities is this
very, very close integration of graduate education and research and, therefore, you don't want
research policies developed independent.of concern with graduate education policies. That was
really one of the central problems that was coming up. Almost no vice-president or president
wanted to address that issue, frankly. Primarily, they did not want to get involved in what clearly
would become a struggle with the Medical School and the Institute of Agriculture. I might come
back to this a little bit later but when Hasselmo came on as president, the first month he was
here, I had a long talk about this problem and I said, "There are some very, very serious and
possibly dangerous-from the university's point of view-research practices going on at this
university because there are no central policies and I think that you've really got to move to get
those in hand." He asked what I was talking about and I said, "One of the examples is the ALG
program in surgery." I said, "1 don't know very many details about that but I would be very,
very concerned if I were you," and suggested that we organize things to look into, not that
specifically, but into a set of policies across the university. The day after he talked to me, he
talked to the chiefs of the political departments in Medical School and decided not to do it.
That's carrying the story forward but that was ...

CAC: You're stressing that the Itlstitute of Agriculture had the same kind of independent
autonomous clout and parochial power?

RH: Yes, right, and that administrators around here began to say that if you want to survive as
an administrator don't cross them. This is really very important in Ken Keller's career. Ken, you
know, was an associate dean of the Graduate School under May Brodbeck and, then, he was
acting dean for a year. Then, there was a search that came up and Ken's name didn't even get
on the search committee, it didn't even go forward. Ken had had a couple run-ins with the
Medical School and, essentially I think, a veto was exercised on the search committee. Ken
learned that and he never in the rest of his career ever crossed the Medical School as acting vice
president or president. I'm sorry he learned that lesson but it was quite clear.

When Warren stepped down, 10 and behold, my name comes up again with the committee. Ken
Keller was academic vice-president. Ken and I had a long talk and we did have a couple of
disagreements~ although, on most things we agreed, actually-I don't know what the issues
were-but Ken shied off from sort of aggressively addressing this research policy problem,
although was much more sympathetic, recognizing there was a problem there.

CAC: But he was prepared to let someone else do it?
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RH: Well, he didn't quite know how to do it, I guess, is what I'd say ... how to approach it.

CAC: It's not easy.

RH: No, it was not easy. It was not easy. When you begin to look and when you begin to see
some of the abuses that were going on-that I didn't know about at the time-it reinforced my
view. Anyway, I got to be graduate dean. A couple of things right in the very beginning that
really had big affect on me . .. I became dean on December 15, 1982. On December 16, a
letter appeared on my desk from the Graduate School at Mayo in Rochester, which was part of
the University of Minnesota Graduate School, saying they want to become independent and sever
all ties with the university. There were very close ties with six or eight programs.

CAC: Now, presumably this had been going on for a long time ... I mean, their unhappiness?

RH: There had been talk about it this way and that way but, no, it came as a real surprise to
everybody in the university.

CAC: I see.

RH: There was nobody that could have told me before I became dean that would be the first
problem I had to address. So, that separation came. Two other things happened. One was that
the National Academy of Science's review of the quality of graduate programs came out in early
1983 and it, from the point of the view of the University of Minnesota, looked bad. Every
program in the Arts, and Sciences, and Engineering that were reviewed-just Arts, Science, and
Engineering so that the clinical departments of the Medical School weren't involved~ Agriculture
wasn't involved~ Law businesses weren't involved but Physiology and Anatomy and Microbiology
in the Medical School were involved-every single program in all the natural and all the
biological sciences had declined in every single ranking since 1957.

CAC: I hear it.

RH: Something similar was happening in the Humanities except that in 1957 there were a couple
Humanities that were so low that they weren't rated so you can't say they all declined. English
went from, oh, I don't know, eleven or twelve in 1957 to forty-one in 1983, someplace below
Texas A & M. Philosophy, which had been one of the great departments in the 1950s, was not
in the top twenty in 1983. This really concerned me. I thought the state of Minnesota needs a
great research university and by golly! this was showing that we were rapidly headed in the
opposite direction. There was a time when we were as good as or better than Stanford or UCLA,
and by golly! by 1983, we weren't. There were places like Texas, and the University of
Washington, UCLA, that were going up and we were going down. The other thing that happened
was the Graduate School does reviews of graduate programs arid there had been a set of reviews
in Biology that had been started before I came in . . . but the outside teams came in just as I
became dean~ and so, we had an outside team in Biochemistry, and Anatomy, and Physiology,
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and Microbiology, and a couple of others. By that time, I had the reports. I mew what was
happening on the quality of national assessments on this; so, I actually took extra amounts of
time and sat down with the chairs of these outside review committees to chat with the general
problem. What's going on here in Biology? They were quite frank and said things about
Biology, generally, which would probably not have come up in anyone department.

CAC: Or wouldn't come up in written reports?

RH: Wouldn't come up when you're talkirig about one department but it comes up when you see
the whole picture.

CAC: I see, okay.

RH: And written reports, there might have been some reason not to have some of it come up,
too. Essentially, what they said was one of the great intellectual revolutions of the twentieth
century was the revolution in biology that led to molecular biology.

CAC: You bet.

RH: They said, "It bypassed the University of Minnesota." It bypassed the University of
Minnesota. By 1980, of course, we had some people that did molecular biology here but "None
of the important work in molecular biology in the 1950s, and 1960s, and 1970s was done at
Minnesota"-is exactly what they sa1a- ... it has no reputation in what is now biology." "Then,
a few other things came up," they said.

CAC: That was an interesting field to select because the change was more rapid there than in
most of the other . . .

RH: Right. Right. But if you looked back, if you looked at the revolution that occurred in
physics with the introduction of nuclear physics, we weren't left behind in the 1940s and 1950s.

CAC: We had Al Nier.

RH: Well, we had more than Al Nier but, yes, we weren't left behind. If you look at
Economics, not only were we not left behind, but it was at Minnesota and Chicago that rational
expectation economics was developed. If you look, for example, at a journal of opinion like the
Economist from London, they sometimes when a public policy issue in economics comes up, they
will say, "How would a monitorist look at this?" Right? "How would a Keynesian look at this?"
Right? "How would a rational expectations person look at it?" So, they are essentially saying
that Tom Sargeant is [unclear] in that same category, right? We weren't being bypassed. So,
they were saying, "What was happening? Why were they bypassed there?"

~~-l
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Furthermore, they said some other things. They said that Minnesota, in the 1920s, was one of
the founders in the country of an M.D.-Ph.D. program, of combining M.D. training with research
training in a Ph.D. and granting both degrees. They said that by 1982, 1983, our MD-Ph.D.
program was of no consequence, whatsoever, in the country. They also said, that while we had
a tradition of very strong physiology, say, when Morris Vissher was here and Microbiology under
Watson and [unclear] was very, very good. New areas in biology are very important, like the
area of neuroscience, which we have some people that do it here but we had no recognition, no
program. I'd been dean for three months, and let me tell you, I really was concerned.

CAC: I'm going to interrupt you just a moment. How long did it take to resolve the Mayo
thing?

RH: Oh, about two or three months.

CAC: Okay. You had cleared the desk and it was fated decision?

RH: A lot of that I could delegate because a lot of that was technical.

CAC: But it was a fated decision?

RH: Yes, essentially. The problem came up in regard to an endowment. Let me get to that later
because I want to bring it up because it illustrates some of the problems.

CAC: But this was a problem that was resolvable ... whether for long run good or ill, it was
done?

RH: it was done but, you see, you had about fifty, or sixty, or seventy students that had a
question, Are they going to get the new Mayo degree or the Minnesota degree and how are we
going to handle that? So, what we did was we gave them the option and every single one opted
for the Minnesota degree; so, that meant we had degrees to give to people that were now in a
program over which we had no control.

CAC: Till they were down the pipeline?

RH: [unclear] handled that beautifully and we could handle that as a technical problem. There
was no fight over whether they were going to separate or not.

CAC: Okay.

RH: That was pretty apparent that that was done and no use fighting it. I had an associate dean
then, Judd Sheridan, who had been in cell biology in the College of Biological Sciences and had
moved to the Medical School in the Department of Anatomy. He was a wonderful biologist and
a very good associate dean. He and I sat down and wrote a memo on the state of Biology at the
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University of Minnesota, a ten-twelve page memo, which we rewrote about three of four times
to soften it. [laughter] The fmal version pulled some punches, let me tell you, but it was still
pretty devastating.

CAC: This was for whose eyes?

RH: I sent it to Ken Keller and Neal Vanselow, as a confidential memo.

CAC: Neal Vanselow being the Health Sciences ... ?

RH: Vice-president, yes. I said that there are some problems here that are addressed in this
memo. It's confidential. I'd like to have a chance to talk about it. Vanselow got the memo and
xeroxed it and sent it to every single chair in the Biological Sciences in the university, without
ever telling me. Let me tell you, the feces hit the fan. Then, a committee was set up to try to
look at things and it got pretty hot and heavy for awhile.

CAC: How large a constituency was that? How many department chairs are there in ...

RH: Oh, Jesus. Fifteen, twenty.

CAC: Okay. They separated it out ...

RH: They also sent it to the deans-' and all over.

CAC: Oh, sure. It got in the hands of deans, I'm sure, when everybody knows it.

RH: It was just an impossible way to behave. Anyway, I had a chance to sit down and talk to
them about this. I said, "First of all, do you agree? This is the evidence. This is the case. Do
you agree?" The evidence was just absolutely overwhelming, Clarke. The result of that wasn't
very good but there were a couple of things we did do. One is, I figured we're going to have
to really address this M.D.-Ph.D. program and Neal Gault, who was dean of the Medical School
then, saw that as a problem, too. The problem was this that there are ten, called, physician
scientist programs fmanced by the National Institute of Health in the country and those are the
M.D.-Ph.D. programs. If you can't get that kind of financing, you can't compete with those
universities. But it's limited to ten. The only way you can get that fmancing is to knock
somebody out. In order to get a program started, what you really had to do was to provide
tuition and promise them some other fellowships to first year medical students who are in that
program, otherwise, they won't apply. You talking then about $15,000 to $17,000 tuition because
most of these people would be out of state. I put together a committee, and I sort of worked
with them, and I had a couple things that I thought were important. One was we had to be able
to finance the first two years of medical school and then the next two years, they would,
essentially, be in the Graduate School in a Ph.D. program, then, they could be research assistants.
Then the rest of it, we could probably work out of a research grant but that beginning, we
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couldn't because you can't be a research assistant when you're trying to get through the first two
years of [unclear] Medical School. So, we had to get back the money. Secondly, I felt it was
important to use the advice of the Graduate School and make sure that what we're saying is at
least this Ph.D. is a Graduate School degree, not a Medical School degree and from the
perspective of the Graduate School, there are no colleges, there are no departments. None of that
exists. All there is is a graduate faculty and, therefore, you could do your Ph.D. in any field in
the whole university. It didn't have to be one in the Medical School, actually, which gave some
real advantages if somebody wanted to do a Ph.D. in Biomedical Engineering. It turned out later
that there was a person that applied that wanted to do her Ph.D. in Medical Ethics and it would
be in Philosophy. It would be a Philosophy Ph.D. See? I said, "Look, don't recognize that this
is in the Graduate School . . . "

CAC: Excuse me. These were probably sports though, were they not? Most of them would,
in fact, take a Ph.D. within in some department within the Health Sciences?

RH: Well, they are not as much sports as you think, actually; that is, they need to count for 10
or 12 percent.

CAC: That's a good sport ...

RH: [unclear] would be 1 percent, right?

CAC: That's right.

RH: But, furthermore ... there's some other reasons for this.

CAC: Okay.

RH: The reason that we had a graduate program with Mayo, which was split up, was because
in 1911 or 1912, the Mayo Brothers had given a grant to the university of $1 million or
something like that-I don't know the amount that was given at that time, maybe not that
much-for the support of graduate education in medicine. That endowment, I think by 1983, was
at $4 or $5 million. The university had just taken the income from that endowment and given
it to Mayo to run their part of the graduate program. There was no discretion at all. They just
got whatever was in that kind of thing. Ah ha. But now, they are separating and who gets that
endowment? We decided to split it. I can't remember exactly what the terms were ... half and
half ... or we might have gotten a little bit more; so, we end up with an endowment of some
money there. It was formerly in the Graduate School.

CAC: This is the first time you'd had monies available in the Graduate School?

RH: No, there was other money but this money had always since 1911 been in the Graduate
School but nobody paid any attention to it because there was no discretion.
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CAC: [unclear] to be handed out?

RH: Right. There was no discretion.

CAC: But the Graduate School, when you came into it-I may be wrong in this statement-did
not have a large discretionary budget of its own to invest and use.

RH: No. No. Then, the question came up now, Who gets this money? Ken Keller is president
and I said, "Ken, it's in the Graduate School." And Nils Hasselmo wanted it. He said, "You
know, it says it's for medical education." I said, "No, it doesn't, Nils. It says it's for graduate
education in medicine and that's done in the Graduate School." "Furthermore," I said, "I want
to use this endowment to fmance the fellowships for this M.D.-Ph.D. program." Vanselow
wanted to use the money to support two residents. Well, we really went at it and we, finally,
Ken put us down in room to sort of try to work this out and I wouldn't yield a bit. I wouldn't
yield one little bit. I, essentially, told Ken-it's the only time I ever did this-I said, "Ken, my
job is on the line. If you're going to take this money out of the Graduate School, you're going
to have to find another dean and right away, like tomorrow." I managed to win that one ...
also, with a bit of support from the Medical School because the good people in the Medical
School were as worried as I was that M.D.-Ph.D. program was pretty bad.

CAC: And they knew they weren't in the top ten?

RH: They probably weren't in th~top fifty.

CAC: Well, I mean, but not the ten ...

RH: Anyway, what happened was we set up this program. I felt that in three or four years, we
should try to put in an application and try to get in this top ten. Leo Furt, who was the director
of Graduate Studies, did it in two years and by golly! we got it. We knocked somebody out but
one of the attractive features was this fact that you could do your Ph.D., [unclear], any place in
the university. That turned out to be a big strength. It's now been renewed a couple of times;
so, what got started there has continued and I think one of the things that are important . . .

CAC: For your own morale and your own authority, it was essential to win that particular one
early in your deanship?

RH: Right, yes. I think something else is interesting, also, and that is that in problems like this,
the initiative has to come from the Graduate School. The Medical School knew that that program
was bad as much as I did, probably more than I even knew it was bad. The Medical School is
driven by the political departments ... not a high priority there ... this kind of degree.

CAC: Yes.
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RH: And yet, according to these visitors that came in and reviewed programs, it was a terribly
important thing to do.

CAC: Presumably, that kind of observation was available to deans and vice-presidents in the
Health Sciences?

RH: Sure, but . . .

-'-

CAC: The political powers and the political ...

RH: It has to be driven ...

CAC: So, it's systemic and not personal?

RH: It's absolutely systemic, right. Absolutely systemic. Now, Nils was a big supporter, there's
no doubt about that but that drive had to come from the Graduate School. The same thing is true
for Neuroscience, which we didn't have. It turned out when these people said we should have
something in neuroscience, I found by going through the records, that there were thirty-four
people in the university that had over a $100,000 a year in outside research to do neuroscience.
Right. There was no program. Most of them didn't even know each other. They came from
fourteen departments and five different colleges. So, we put together a committee and put
together a Neuroscience Program. That was another place where this concern with inter
disciplinary and inter-department issues really came up. A couple problems in this program
became pretty apparent to me right from day one, as soon as I put the committee together. One
was that the faculty that I wanted to use for this didn't know each other. You had to have some
way, not just to know each other, but to be able to work together. Secondly, when you look at
these other schools at who goes into these programs? . . . they come from all over . . .
undergraduate degrees in Physics, in Engineering, in Psychology, in Biology. So now, you get
a student body that comes in, no common ground in a faculty that doesn't know each other, how
do you run a program? The Graduate School came up with the idea-and with talking to
people-we will run a six-week session at the Itasca Biological Station in August before classes
start. We'll bring all the students up there and the faculty will come up there for three, or four,
or five days and there'll be houses for them to live in and so on. They'll be isolated as hell. The
faculty came up with this idea, what you do is you teach them the laboratory techniques in
neuroscience. Now, none of them, no matter where they've been are going to know that. How
do you put a probe into a single nerve cell? That's pretty tiny, right? Yet, if you're going to do
neuroscience, that's what you have to be able to do. We got some money, and got some
equipment, and moved it up there, and ran this four- or five-week course, I think it was. Faculty
got to know each other. The students living together, they began to know each other and they
came out of that with a common set of skills that now you could use as you brought them into
the program.

CAC: What was the size of that group? How many faculty? How many graduate students?
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RH: The entering graduate students would be seven to twelve.

CAC: That's manageable.

RH: Yes. There were probably thirty in the graduate faculty of which about fifteen or eighteen
were important.

CAC: Okay.

RH: They were spread around.

CAC: You could use the workshop setting for that kind of size population.

RH: Oh, yes. They worked like dogs out there. They would come and by eight o'clock in the
morning, they would have somebody come in and give a lecture and you lecture right in the
laboratory where it was. This went on with a discussion for about two hours. Then, you worked
for awhile on your set research things they had to do to learn these techniques and things and
then they had other sessions that went on. I went up there at the beginning. Some of these
lectures were really fantastic. There was a neurosurgeon from the Vets Hospital came ... just
terrific. The people would pull together. There were a couple outsiders that came in, that were
invited in. One of the problems was that, although we had quite a few people doing
neuroscience, we didn't have anybody doing neuroscience of primitive animals. Almost the
whole body of neuroscience was built on the squid and the leech. [unclear] came and said, "We
really have to have somebody in primitive neuro systems to make this program go. I said, "That
sounds reasonable to me." "Where in the university should such a person be?" I said,
"Entomology," for two reasons ... that's where you got to deal with simple biological systems
but, furthermore, there is an intellectual reason. An awful lot of the insecticide problems attack
the nerve systems, right? So, there would be some sense. I went over and talked to the chair,
Richard Jones, of Entomology and said, "We really sort of need this. If you would, for three or
four years, be able to fmance half a position, I'll go find the money for half a position so we
have a full position. Then, I'd like to see a search committee that has three people from
Entomology and two people from the Neuroscience Program." He agreed and went out and hired
a terrific gal, terrific gal. She came in and now is very, very key in that program, very key in
Entomology. I think there have been people in the M.D.-Ph.D. Program for which she is their
Ph.D. advisor from the College of Agriculture, for example. Again, the point that I am trying
to make here is that this requires the administrative organization of Graduate School to do. All
the potential had been sitting around but until you look at from . . . you can't move in that
direction and if you had moved in that direction with a college, it would have turned out to be
very, very different. There would have been an Institute [unclear] Science in the Medical School
and there would be fifteen or twenty people around the university that would not really be able
to participate in that.
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CAC: But it also requires a dean and a staff that are versatile enough. " I mean, you had sat
in on these other seminars, as you say in your mid career, but none was in neurology, for
example. What was your sense? How far did you have to go down the line of understanding
what the hell was going on in any teclmical sense?

RH: Well, how far? I don't know, Clarke. I'd had biology and chemistry as an undergraduate,
not very far, but I'd had that. I had been for years, and years, and years, and years, a member
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and I read science every week.
science in the last twenty-five years has been 80 percent biology. I had some sense of that and
what was going on.

CAC: And that's sufficient?

RH: I think that's sufficient if . .. I think there is a quality judgment.

CAC: You couldn't pull it off unless you knew something about the basic language.

RH: Dh, no, no. Judd Sheridan was a biologist. I had associate deans that knew that area. You
have to be able to ask the experts in the field intelligent questions and they have to recognize
that, that you've got to know something or you could never ask that. You may not know it but
knowing that that's the thing to ask, that tends to be important. You have to have some of that
across lots and lots of different fields, actually.

-- .~

CAC: It's just staggering.

RH: But it's kind of fun.

CAC: Sure.

RH: This was only the one administrative job I was interested in and that was because there's
an incredible amount of intellectual stimulation that's involved. This came up-a classic piece
. .. Hasselmo was the vice-president for administration here for the first six months I was dean.
He left in September of 1983 and I'd been dean for nearly nine months then. In August of 1983,
it was just about a month before he left, he came over and talked to me. He said, "Bob, I've
been responsible for planning. We're going through a planning process. I'm disturbed about
something. In all of this planning over the past two or two and one-half years, there's been
almost no input on, What are the research areas that the university should be going into? It's all
been organizational. It's all been [unclear]. Would you write me a paper on what the frontiers
are going to be?" [laughter] You know, in two weeks. It's one of these sorts of things that if
somebody gave you a year to write, you could never do it. But if you have two weeks, then, you
can, well, okay, fme, let's recognize this was two weeks. Jim Johnson, who had been the chief
scientist at 3-M-who I had on a 20 percent appointment in the Graduate School-and I sat down
and did this. We left out Medicine.
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CAC: He knew fields outside of high temperature ceramics or whatever his expertise was?

RH: The chief scientist at 3-M ran their central research labs when they had them and so he had
to sort of have lots . . .

CAC: Be versatile like a dean?

RH: Yes, he had to be pretty damn versatile. Then, he also knew [unclear]. The developing
areas of material science became pretty apparent in that. I gave this paper to Nils.

CAC: How many of the fields that you specified-were outside of the sciences?

RH: Oh, I had quite a treatment here of Economics and the information processing side of this,
not looked upon primarily from the hardware side but primarily from the point of view of, Who
are the users of this information. What do you have to know if you're going to be able to use
it? How do you structure this? That involves Accounting and Economics and lots of things
there. There was, also, quite a section in the Humanities that really argued that the university
really should do more like Agriculture Extension in the Humanities; that is, that the ties with the
symphony and the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra should be strong.

CAC: And the Guthrie and the Art Institute?

RH: Yes. In fact, as dean, I really pushed these. We tried to reestablish a tie between the
theater and the Guthrie. This Fine Arts master's degree in Conducting in the Music School was
really cooperating with the two orchestras and with the Bach Society and so on; so, you'd get a
chance to conduct these orchestras as part of the master's program. That all stemmed from this
paper. That's really why I wasn't going to encourage these when these things came up and other
people suggested them.

CAC: In this two-week period, do you talk to lots of folks?

RH: No. Almost nobody.

CAC: All right. You just had to bring your accumulated capital, right?

RH: Right, yes. A couple times, I made a call [unclear] what do you sort of think of this or that
and the other thing, yes. [unclear] Nils that I had no effective university planning [unclear] but
boy! did it ever affect my thinking for the next six or seven years.

A couple of other things came up as dean. One was that . . .

CAC: I'm going to intercede here with a statement, which is in the form of a question. I've
talked to some administrators, some persons who were close to administration-that is they were
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in Morrill Hall but not the highest officers-and they observe that the number of issues that have
to be addressed, over which you have no control, coming in daily, weekly, monthly, makes it
extraordinarily difficult at that level to set aside time for thinking. All right? But you're
describing a deanship in which someone could keep the shop. I mean, you didn't have to engage
in that kind of . .. Problems weren't brought to you. They were in an emergency with the
Mayo, etcetera, right? But you had more control over your agenda so that you could set aside
two or three weeks to kind of do this?

RH: I think that that's true. It happened t'o be in the summer, this one was. I think it got worse,
however.

CAC: You mean for the deanship of the Graduate School?

RH: For everybody.

CAC: All right.

RH: Now, we'll talk a little bit about this, the time pressures ...

CAC: Okay. Because I heard this from so many people.

RH: But I think this is not, primarily, a function of more problems coming on. It's how
miserably organized we are and the inability of the president and the academic vice-president to
outlaw turf fights. Essentially, what they have to do . " They essentially say, "No! ..."

CAC: That's a chief generator of business?

RH: Yes. " ... you cannot fight over this particular thing. It's going to be this way." What
that would do would be to eliminate 150 hours of meetings ... rather than saying, "Well, get
together and solve it." That means you can't not go to the meeting. Right? It's just incredible.
Getting back . . .

CAC: But I want to state it just once more for the record, that the deanship as defined and the
business of the Graduate School at that time was such that you had the liberty to set aside time
for thoughtful work?

RH: Yes, I did that.

CAC: And that's systemic and it's partly personally?

RH: Partly because I delegated certain kinds of tasks.

CAC: And you gathered a good staff?
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EH: Yes and that's the most important.

CAC: How large a professional staff did you have?

RH: Not very big. Judd Sheridan was key. I changed things around in the Graduate School.
I brought Myrna Smith into a really central role and Myrna's a smart, effective sort of person.
Ken Zimmerman you have to know how to use right. Ken also is incredibly knowledgeable
about the university, not good under pr~ssure. Don't ever put Ken under a [unclear] weight.

CAC: He would run the shop?

RH: Yes, more than that. He's very creative on that. Then, there were some people that had
tenure there that I couldn't get rid of.

CAC: That's not a large staff.

RH: No, it's not.

CAC: I didn't mean to deflect you from this but I've heard so many other persons comment upon
this.

RH: I think a lot of it is, you've really got to set some priorities and that these developmental
kinds of things. .. Remember nOw, I'm driven by this concern of this great decline in the
quality of the graduate programs here.

CAC: Yes, yes.

RH: And that there are some fundamental systemic things happening that aren't good and you've
go to begin to sort of get at those. A couple other things that concerned me. There had been
an increase in graduate tuition that had occurred in three or four years in a row. It was really
quite substantial. It was having a devastating affect on graduate programs. The reason for this
was that there was no course requirements for the Ph.D. except for a minor. You had to have
eighteen credits and a minor but no other courses are required by the Graduate School for the
Ph.D. That meant people weren't taking courses.

CAC: So, that meant you didn't have any income?

RH: You didn't have any income but you'd also see a program that would come in for, say,
somebody getting a Ph.D. in Mathematics and they'd have eighteen credits outside Mathematics
and three credits in Mathematics. Now, they had been here six years.

CAC: They had been doing something presumably.
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RH: They'd been sitting in these courses so what we were doing was giving courses without any
income.

CAC: [laughter]

RH: It was really discouraging because I'd have people come to me and say, "Gee "
Somebody in Physiology worked out a 8000-level graduate seminar in Physiology that was
primarily aimed at people who were in the Ph.D. program in Biomedical Engineering. He said,
"I worked on this for a year and one-half' It's a good course. I fmally signed up. Not a single
person signed up for it." I said, "Why not?" He said, "Because we have to pay tuition for it."
Here's where we said, "We've got to really revise-this."

CAC: Excuse me. How extensive was that problem?

RH: It was incredible. Phil Raup came to me and he said, "Bob, I've got this course that I give
in this sort of thing, and I've had students in the past, and no students come now."

CAC: It's not part of my experience in the Social Sciences/Humanities at all. All the
departments I know well, have course requirements. People have to be there till they get beyond
their prelims.

RH: Yes. In some departments, and this is mostly in the Social Sciences, you define a Ph.D.
program in terms of the number Or"courses in the that department, but in most places in the
university, that's not true.

CAC: In most places?

RH: Yes.

CAC: Okay. This is a good job I got. I'm learning things.

RH: Or if they did have the requirements, they didn't require registration. It would be okay to
just sit in on the course.

CAC: I see.

RH: It's not that there wasn't a body of things that you had to master but for example, Clarke,
the different cultures. .. In Mathematics, you get admitted to the Ph.D. program right at the
beginning when you're coming in. You may have to go to masters but they know you're Ph.D.
material, right? The first thing you do when you arrive on campus, before you take a single
course, is take your Ph.D. prelims. That's the very first thing you do. Right?

CAC: In that sense, they're [unclear] qualifying [unclear]?

- - - - l
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RH: No, they're diagnostic. You're saying, "Ah, fine. You'll do fine as [unclear] but you don't
know enough about advance analysis; so, you take these courses." Then, the next fall, they take
them again. I think that the average is something like 3.4 times you take them ... and then you
pass. It's actually interesting ... it's an interesting way to do it. Every year, you fmd out where
you are ...

CAC: Command of field ... it's outcome based.

RH: And it's embarrassing. They admitted some student from China who shows up here,
couldn't speak English very well, gets off the plane, the first thing that happens in a strange
country when he was jet-lagged was to take the god damn prelim ... and he passed! [laughter]
So what we had to do was a couple of things. One is we had to put in a resident's requirement.
You have to register in so many quarters full time. We also knocked out registration ...

CAC: [unclear]

RH: [unclear] Well, this was a big fight.

CAC: You had to carry it to what administrative council or faculty council?

RH: I had to carry it through the policy review committees-there are six of them in each
area-and through the executive co~ittee and then, of course, through Central Administration
for the regents. .....

CAC: How much politicking did that take?

RH: It took a lot of work because, first of all, I had to convince the faculty that this had to be
done on educational grounds.

CAC: And also on income ground?

RH: Yes, on income grounds and then the departments came to me and said, "Look, if you do
this, this is going to cost us $200,000 a year if we're supporting these students, to pay this tuition.

CAC: That's the only way they could keep the students was to put them on fellowship.

RH: Right. What they were doing was they were, as RAs [research assistants] and TAs, paying
them a salary and then they weren't taking any classes except they were sort of sitting in and all
that was going on the side. They came up and I got letters from the chairman of the Chemistry
Department, he laid this out. I got a letter saying, "If you're going to put this through, we need
$150,000 a year in additional funds." I read it over, and studied it, and I said, "No, you're
wrong. It's going to take you $220,000 if you're going to do it. Look, we're going to have to
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do that" That's when I went to the legislature and got an appropriation of $95 million for tuition
and fellowships for all RAs and TAs, and built it in as a fringe benefit, and tied it in.

CAC: Now, you went to the legislature? This was a special?

RH: Well, no.

CAC: Or was it built into the budget?

RH: It was a request for additional funds and so when you go to the legislature ...

CAC: But labeled for the Graduate School?

RH: Labeled for this [unclear] purpose. I had quite a fight with Ken and a little bit with Peter
Magrath, although I must say, Peter was much more sympathetic than Ken. I told them why we
needed this.

CAC: This must have been very late Magrath?

RH: Yes. In fact, it was resolved before he left, but he left before it ever got to the legislature.
This would have been in June and he left in July, or something like that. Essentially, what I said
was that this is a problem. We've got to pay the tuition and what we should do is to pay the
tuition for RAs and TAs. We should make it a fringe benefit and then on grants and contracts,
it will come in as a fringe benefit. It will get there but we've got to have it for the TAs and I
want the money from the legislature. Ken said, "How much?" And I said, "To start out with,
it will be $2V2 million a year, which is $5 million for the biennium." There was quite an
argument over there and . . .

[End of Tape 2, Side 2]

[Tape 3, Side 1]

CAC: ... from the legislature?

RH: I was told over in Morrill Hall by Ken Keller and ... who was the person that was doing
... ?

CAC: Was it [Stan] Kegler still?

RH: Kegler was there ... that I was absolutely [unclear] to think the legislature would be
willing to provide fellowship money for these graduate students, most of whom aren't
Minnesotans and many of whom are foreigners. He said, "They don't even know what you're
talking about when you're talking about graduate education, talking about research assistants."
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I argued with him and I said, "Look, I think that what this university has to do is to present itself
as a research university and to present to the legislature the need for having a research university
in the state." There were some very unpleasant, very unpleasant confrontations and, I think,
fmally ...

CAC: But in the abstract, Ken was committed to that theoretically?

RH: Yes, but he didn't think this would go. Finally, I think Ken decided that he was really
going to embarrass me and he said, "Okay, we'll put this in as a request for $2% million." I
said, "That's not enough, Ken, but I'll go for that if you make it $2% million in the second year
of the biennium." Because that means that the next year it's $5 million automatically. Two and
a half million over the biennium is a $1 % million a quarter a year but $2% million in the second
year of the biennium is . .. Right? So, Ken agreed to do that. Then, I had to set out and say,
How am I going to get this through politically? I went over the money committees in both the
House and the Senate and ...

CAC: This was with a green light? Kegler and company allowed you to do this?

RH: No, they didn't know it.

CAC: Okay. That's for clarification because I hear from others, you see, that Stan had to keep
things pretty well . . .

RH: First of all, I had to do the research and he didn't have to know that. What I wanted to find
out was who were the key people on those committees, where they came from but what I really
wanted, Who do they listen to? You going to have to have somebody sit down and they're not
going to understand it; so, they've got to have somebody they really trust to explain this to them,
to tell them it's a good idea.

CAC: Fair.

RH: I, also then, set up an outside advisory committee that was chaired by Les Crowe who then
was the vice-president for research at 3-M.

CAC: Johnson helped you get to him?

RH: Yes, helped me get to him. John Finnegan from the St. Paul Dispatch was on it. It was
a very, very good group. I, partially, took this problem to them and how we were going to do
it. Then, I found out the following kinds of things. Lynn Carlson was chair of the committee
in the House. Jim Rest's-from the College of Education-wife managed his campaign. Now,
the one person a legislator listens to is who managed the campaign. So, we get over with
Jeanine, Would you sit down and explain this to Lynn and how it's a good idea and very
important for the university? Gene Waldorf, who chaired the committee in the Senate, is an
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engineer at 3-M. Les Crowe gave a little lunch at 3-M to which I was invited and a couple
members of my [unclear] and Gene Waldorf. Les said, "Gene probably has a little program
[unclear] university and wants to ask you for some money and he'd like to explain it to you."
I explained it to Gene and he looked puzzled for a minute. All this money for fellowships? Les
said, "Gene, I want you to know that 3-M is interested in this program." There was a Duluth
legislator on the House committee and I went up and got somebody to talk to the judge in Duluth
and got people that were really close to say this is something which is also important to Duluth.

CAC: Ah ha.

RH: I went down the list and I had somebody, who a majority of the committee trusted, talk to
them privately before I did; so that, when I came in, it was open and available. It turned out that
of the increases in the budget that were requested that year-and that's all that's ever
discussed-last year's budget is never discussed and, then, only the increments. This was not a
special. This was in the 0 & M [Operations and Management].

CAC: Yes, I understand.

RH: It was the only request that was funded on 100 percent of what they asked for. Now, Ken
Keller got so enthusiastic about this because it also turned out that if we could get $2% million
on grants and contracts ... That budget by the time I left was about $22 million in fellowship
money. It just changed this bloody..Graduate School all over the place. Ken got so enthusiastic
he went around and gave speeches and said, "You know, by golly! we have this money now to
provide tuition and you business men, if you would set up a fellowship to support graduate
students in the university, the university would pay the tuition for it." I heard him give that. I
said, "Ken, we don't have enough money for that. We didn't build that into the financing. That
isn't covered in the $2% million." And by god! Ken began to get money. It came in the
Minnesota Campaign and we had to deliver. So, the next biennium we went back to the
legislature and asked for another $1 million. I turned out we asked for it on a formula basis.
The way we figured that, it turned out to be a $1,060,000 for the same purpose. This was tuition
money for fellowship [unclear], essentially. We had to do the whole thing again and, again, the
legislature only shaved $60,000; so, we got $1 million. Again, it was the only request that was
made that wasn't cut. Now, when I went back to these people and said, "Look, this thing will
sell. This is the way to go," they would not take me up on it. They would not do it in the
future.

CAC: Central Administration, not the legislators?

RH: Yes, the Central Administration would not put these kinds of requests in the budget on the
grounds that the legislators won't understand it. One of the things that is very interesting here
is ...

CAC: But they have continued. Once, Bill ...
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RH: Oh. these have ... building a base?

CAC: Yes.

RH: Of course and they're building this fringe benefits. I did this in a way you can't get rid of
that. It's going to be very. very hard. There's nothing harder to change than a fringe benefit.
When I resigned as dean. I got a letter from Gene Waldorf. chainnan of the money committee
saying. "It was a pleasure to work with you, Bob. [unclear]." Then, he said something in that
letter that I found very fascinating. He saM, "Bob, in the years I worked with you, I learned that
I could always believe what you told me."

CAC: You make the inference from that that ...

RH: That there were some people he couldn't trust.

CAC: Right.

RH: You're damn right. Why else would he say that? It's a strange thing to say in a letter that's
a routine form letter. It's a very strange thing to say.

CAC: I'm a good historian and I think that that was a reasonable inference for him to make.

RH: [laughter]

CAC: I have to press just one more question on that. Mr. Keller and Mr. Kegler are very
jealous of people not doing end runs on them, as the saying goes. They carne to know you were
doing it. Your early stages may have been discreet.

RH: Sure, absolutely.

CAC: And so what?

RH: I think that they don't mind end runs if it's part of the university position, see?

CAC: So, they'd already made it part of the [unclear]?

RH: They had already made that. There it was in the budget request and I was supporting that.
Now. what they hate is, is when somebody goes in there and says. "Geez, would you augment
this a little bit or shift it from here to here." I wasn't doing that. I was following right down the
line; so, I didn't end run in that sense. I did tell Ken I was going to go out and sell this.

CAC: Sure.
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RH: But I didn't try to get it written in without the permission of the university. What we did
then was we managed to build in the resident requirements so students began taking degrees.
We began paying tuition and, then, we also really worked on the support; so, essentially what
happened, Clarke, was that in 1983, 1984, there were about 2700 or 2800 graduate students out
of 8000 that were on fmancial support, TA, RA.

CAC: Roughly, a third?

RH: Yes. When I left, it was about 5000 out of 8000 and the budget's were, again, an order of
magnitude bigger. I came in with a fellowship budget of $2 million and, I think, it got up to $12
million. There was nothing for fellowships when we started and, I think, we were spending
about $20 million a year on that by the time I left. It was all in this fringe benefit account over
which I had no discretion. Essentially, what that did, it professionalized the graduate students.
You no longer had people in English and Philosophy pumping gas on the side. They were
getting paid.

CAC: They were real apprentices.

RH: They were real apprentices and the difference between somebody in English and somebody
in Electrical Engineering still existed but it was not that great. If you look at that 5000 and look
at then 8000 graduate students, or so that I registered, and you say, "It's five-eighths." Actually,
about 1400 of the graduate students are in the MBA program and that's not a financial aid
situation in the university at all. So, you say, "We're not talking about 8000. We're talking
about 6600." Then, you say, "1 have another 400 or 500 of those that are ABDs that aren't
around." They have to register for continuing registration but they're not around, right? So, that
could cut it down to 6000. Then, of that 6000, I probably have 100 or so that I finance outside
the university. They're foreign students that have a fellowship from their home country and we
don't even know who that is. I began knocking this down. What I found was fifty-six people
in the Graduate School that I think deserve fmancing that didn't have it.

CAC: Now, I'm sure you appreciate better than I how difficult it is-even though all departments
are benefiting from this new arrangement-to get the faculty to know that that's what's going on?

RH: Yes.

CAC: As graduate dean, that must have been a terrible frustration ... or not?

RH: Oh, you know, one of the things that was important about the deanship is that you have
these policy and review councils, which I had meet every quarter and I met with them every
quarter, which meant I talked to 200 faculty a quarter from all over the university. Part of what
I'd do at these meetings is I'd tell them what's happening in Morrill Hall, and I'd talk about this
and that, and I'd explain these kinds of things. I think that over a period of time, you begin to
build up a communication network, and they talk to each other, and they talk to other people.
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I think that's one of things that they think about wrong over there now. I think that's incredibly
important for that dean to do. You're the only dean that regularly meets with faculty, the only
one.

CAC: Yes, I understand that.

RH: There's also the committees, the Fellowship Committee and the General Research Advisory
Committee, which I'd go and I'd sit there ...

CAC: It would be one person out of a department of forty or fifty ... one cannot rely on that
one person reporting back ... I mean, the distribution is very chancy.

RH: Right. That's true. But over a five-year period, I'm going to have different people and
there's going to be some changes, and things are going to happen, and if they don't hear from
their own person, they're going to hear from somebody else.

CAC: I'm raising the problem of communication within an enormous institution.

RH: Yes. I know. [unclear] that I did in this other job was important. I think there's some
things that could be done that I argued for for years and never could get anybody to adopt. Let
me say another thing, that in putting this tuition thing, I talked a lot to the graduate students
through their organization and this tuition problem was a real one for them, that's why I attacked
that first. The other one that was ii"real one was health insurance.

CAC: Because they were only 50 percent employed and not, therefore, on it?

RH: Yes. Essentially, I talked to them about it and I said, "Look, I can't do health insurance
and tuition at the same time. I can't do it." But as soon as we got this tuition thing set up, then
we went for the health insurance and set up a program-again, for which I got into a very, very
tough fight in Morrill Hall. I got Gus Donhowe behind me on this one.

CAC: One of his stop-offs was at Fairview Hospitals, I knew.

RH: Yes. He was really worried about the hospital, the long-range future of the hospital. He
agreed that it would be a good idea to set up our requirements for a health care program, and put
it out for bids, and let Boynton Health Service bid on it if they want but they've got to compete
with everybody else.

CAC: I see, okay.

RH: And Blue Cross got the contract and, then, we got in a terrible fight in administration. Gus
died and they demanded that people also pay the Boynton fee, which was really stupid. The
reason Gus supported it was he said, "Here we've got 5000 people ... if we can make Boynton
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a clinic in group health-that's what he wanted to do was to get it outside of Boynton, then get
for Boynton to cut back in again, they had to become a clinic-then, they could meet those
requirements. Then the faculty could use that and you feed the hospital. If you could find ten
to twelve thousand new people, all of whose hospital referrals are going to be to this hospital,
that's going to help his problem. We actually set up what I think was-in talking with other
deans-probably the best graduate student health care system in the country when we did it,
partly, because people complain a lot about some of the disadvantages of managed care ... It
turns out for graduate students managed ,care is just exactly what they need, exactly what they
need. They just don't have the time, or the knowledge, or anything to go out and select specific
physicians.

CAC: They don't have the network to do it. The other thing is that because of their age, they're
reasonably healthy.

RH: Yes. Although, it's really interesting that one of the ...

CAC: Emergencies probably were ...

RH: Yes, that's one of the very, very major problems we came up with. I talked to the dean at
Princeton and they put in a program-it wasn't quite as good as ours, I don't think-but a few
years before and as soon as it went in, the birthrate among graduate students just skyrocketed.

CAC: [laughter]

RH: What they discovered was that most graduate schools now have, oh, 30 to 50 percent
foreign nationals.

CAC: Oh, sure.

RH: What happened was that every foreign national wanted to have kids that had access to
American citizenship. They would bring their wives over and get them pregnant, have the baby
born here. Whoom! So, the question was, can we exclude pregnancy? Geez, there's other
reasons why you can't do that but that is a problem and what you're doing is you're creating an
enormous incentive to do that.

CAC: And important for students coming from areas where they want to have that escape hatch.
I've had students from the PRC [people's Republic of China] who found this particularly
appealing and they had a baby nine months after they got here.

RH: Right. [unclear] it goes up. [unclear] private.
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The other thing about the quality of the university in looking at this is that you could see pretty
clearly that there's going to be in the 1990s an incredible replacement of faculty. Those figures
came up nationally and I worked a lot on that. But if you just looked at the University of
Minnesota, that in 1982, 1983, 1984-in that period if I remember right-we had about eleven
or twelve retirements in the university a year. If you projected this to 1996 and said, "Everybody
teaches until they're seventy and then retires at seventy," we would have sixty to seventy
retirements a year. Now, some would stay later than seventy but many would retire before they
got to seventy. That just gave you an idea. I said, "We're going to end up with here with a real
competitive position for good faculty even if universities generally are cutting down on faculty
because for the faculty you want, those schools aren't going to. Harvard is not going to be
reducing its faculty size particularly and the way it hires so that we were going to be in a real
bind in that period. I thought it was important to try to recruit in some outstanding young
faculty, and give them a good career boost, and try to develop the institutional loyalty; so, that
when the crunch came, they'd stay, which is what happened in the past. One of the jobs that you
had as dean of the Graduate School was you chaired a committee called the President's
Development Committee, which was a committee which was supposed to set sort of priorities
on going to private foundations for money. Well, the committee met once in awhile and,
essentially, what it did was okay anybody that wanted to go. I saw that committee as an
incredible opportunity. I talked to Peter and Peter Magrath, essentially, agreed. We got together
and I said, "No, I'm not going to review all these requests that go in, Let's sit down and decide
here what the university priorities are and then write proposals." I made a case that one of the
things we really should do is to launch a young faculty program. We ought to be able to get
some money and give these people> ..

CAC: Not necessarily to recruit but to support them once here so their careers would be
advanced?

RH: Yes, right. This is, again, the Land-Grant Program [unclear]. This is before the Minnesota
Campaign. We talked about this, and this was agreed upon; and I said, "You know, if you're
going to run a program like this, you almost have to run it out of endowment funds." You put
a program like this into effect, and you come to the first entrenchment, and let me tell you what's
going to go. [laughter] But if you have it endowed, you can still do it. The committe"e decide
that we should do this and we were having some difficulties with the McKnight Foundation at
the time; so, they said, "Bob, why don't you talk to Russ Ewald and see if they might be
interested in this?" So, I wrote Russ a letter, and called him up, and started talking to him about
it. It was quite clear that . .. Do you know Russ?

CAC: I know him so much by reputation. I met him once.

RH: He's a curmudgeon and, of course, he ran that foundation out of his back parlor.
Obviously, there were some things about the university he wasn't terribly happy about. I talked
to Russ a number of different times and wrote letters. This went on for about, oh god! seven,
eight, nine, ten months . . . maybe, even longer . . . it might have been over a year. It was a
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long time. Then, Keller and [David] Lilly decided to launch the Minnesota Campaign. So, this
obviously, [unclear] money we needed could fold into that. Then, about four months before the
campaign initially got started-people lrnew it was coming but it hadn't been formally announced
yet-I had lunch with Russ Ewald to talk about this. I got a call from Russ, "Bob, would it be
okay if I brought Ginnie Binger with me to lunch?" I said, "Well, that would be all right, Russ,
if I could bring Ken Keller." So, off we go. Essentially, at that lunch, in the Minneapolis
Club-without ever saying it-it was pretty clear that they were going to make a grant of $10
million to the university, which they did,~en for the Minnesota Campaign.

CAC: In endowment form?

RH: Yes, as discretionary form. You could do with it what you want. Then, Russ, when that
came through about two or three weeks later, called me up and said, "I called Ken and told him
he was getting $10 million and it's a discretionary fund for the president but I told him that we
were very, very interested in having that program Bob Holt talks about financing for $5 million."
So, we set this up as these chairs so we could double the money with the puff funds, right? and
got $10 million; and then I went out and raised another $4 million. I think, I got that thing
endowed at about $14 million and put that into effect. That, again, was really aimed at
addressing the quality problem, the long-range competitive problem, and so on. It's a good
program. If you look at the people in that, oh boy! Look at the people in History they've gotten
there.

CAC: I lrnow.

RH: Steve Ruggles, Luise White [unclear], although, she did leave but for other reasons.

CAC: One could name lots of them.

RH: Yes. I think it's really helped their career. Oh! Steve it really did because he's in with the
kind of history that he really needed that year. So, that was one of the things we got into.
Another thing it did and this was this whole problem of multi-disciplinary graduate education.
How do you deal with that? Partially by accident, partially by thought, we developed the idea
of having, what we call, free-standing minors; that is, minors in an area where there is no major,
and address the multi-disciplinary problem, and also the problem of how you incorporate research
centers into graduate education without having them fight with departments this way. We have
one in Cognitive Science. We have one in Interfacial Engineering. We have one in Paleo
Ecology.

CAC: Would the Center for Advanced Studies be another example? They offer no major but
they could be used as a minor.

RH: Yes, that could be an example. Yes, I don't lrnow if we have one there or not but we could
do it. There's one in Large Scale Computation. Well, the idea is this, these are formal minors
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in the sense that you have to admit it. There's a director of graduate studies. There's a graduate
faculty. Since there's no department, then you've got to have that, right? Normally, they have
one or two course seminars that are taught and, then, they take courses in the various fields that
are related to put together this minor. But, the idea is that you'll have now a student from each
of four or five different disciplines together in this minor and really what they learn to do is to
work with somebody from another discipline. It's mostly what I called earlier the multi
disciplinary problem, the synthetic problem. So, in Interfacial Engineering, for example, you
have a seminar which is given and in the seminar will be somebody from Chemistry, and
somebody from Electrical Engineering, and somebody from Physics, and somebody from here.
Then, most of these operate with this course seminar with an outside visitor speaker program;
so, now the graduate students come and they bring their disciplinary advisors with them. What
I'm saying is that in these programs I'm not making scrambled eggs. I've got a whole bunch of
sunny side up eggs but what you really learn to do is how to interface with the other discipline
and how to bring the technical expertise of that discipline in, not how you master that discipline.
They've worked out fantastically well, fantastically well. It's about the only place in the country
that does it this way. We've actually-interestingly enough-won competition for NSF
fellowships for minors, which you might think is absolutely unheard of but we've beat out majors
allover the country by doing it this way.

CAC: What you're describing is, however, mostly in the sciences?

RH: No, there's one in Gerontology. There's a combination of the History of Science and the
Philosophy of Science that does one: There's one in Political Psychology that is very good.

CAC: Okay, those are good for instances. Bravo.

RH: It's really worked and it's very cheap, actually. The Graduate School has to put some
money into it because, again, backing can come from all over on these.

CAC: All the initiatives you've spoken of so far have built in survivability.

RH: Oh, you have to do that. Frankly, that's one of the real ethical dilemmas I faced. From
the point of view of setting up a partially professional public policy, I know that one of the
things that's really dangerous in public policy is to build them in for perpetuity, building in
expectations, and building in the mechanism that makes it very, very difficult to change it. On
the other hand, I knew at the university, with the retrenchment they were going through, what
it is that's going to get it first; and so what I did was build these bloody suckers in in such a way
that they're going to be almost impossible to change. Now, I think that in the short run, the
thirty-, forty-, fifty-year run, that's a good idea ...

CAC: That's all you can plan for.

RH: I think you're right but I can imagine this creating some difficulty in the future.
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CAC: Long-range planning is five years?

RH: Yes. But I did that very deliberately and we locked them in.

CAC: Anyone that's been hanging around the university in whatever capacity, mows that free
standing programs are pretty vulnerable. It went all through the 1970s and 1980s ... I mean,
every two years this came up.

RH: Sure. But I think also things that involve sort of special kinds of privileges for one set of
faculty like the McKnight Land-Grant Program, you think, boy! that's going to get clobbered in
a tough retrenchment. Why should we let somebody have a year off with $16,000 a year tuition
money when we have to [unclear]? There's a leveling effect so you've go to block that. Raising
$14 million is not the easiest thing in the world. I had to work at that but I felt that was . . .

CAC: That is, again, an evidence of the capacity of you in that office to set priorities and to
invest your time in the big questions.

RH: Yes. When we did the first McKnight Land-Grant appointments before the regents-we
would always bring them to the regents and introduce them-we had Russ Ewald there. So one
of the regents asked Russ about the program and Russ said, "Well, I think this looks like a good
program and you can thank Bob Holt for being obnoxiously persistent." [laughter]

CAC: And it took him to recogniZ'e that?

RH: Okay. I think the other thing to talk about just briefly is this thing I mentioned earlier and
that is the absence of a capacity to do research policy at this university ... or almost total
absence. That's because we didn't have really an effective Center of Research officer. I'd always
felt that the way this works best is to have a graduate dean who's also vice-president for research
and that's in the same job. That's, essentially, the model as it is at Wisconsin ... they don't call
it a vice-president but that's what it is. It's important for that person to be in the central council,
whatever it is. You've got to be part of Central Administration, in the core, but you've also got
to be tied in sort of with the graduate education. Ken Keller would not have anything to do with
that model; so, I agreed when I became dean, I wouldn't even talk about it when he was there.
I think it partly had to do with his earlier run-in with the Medical School and he mew this would
be a run-in. When Hasselmo came on-I'm an old friend of Nils's-I talked to Nils quite a bit
before he accepted the presidency and then when he came on, I talked to him quite a bit. He
said he really wanted to go with this vice-president route. Actually, he announced in brief, he
was going to do it and then backed off . . . I felt partially because of the pressures from the
outside world that have to do with animal care requirements, and human subject requirements,
and scientific integrity pressures, and stuff. You've really got to have a set of central policies,
and a way to see that they are enforced or otherwise, you could have people that would destroy
the university because the punishments that come, are punishments of the university.
Furthermore, with a Land-Grant tradition and working with the community, you had to have a
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set of policies that dealt with how that interface is going to take place and, particularly, when
there can be lots and lots of money involved. There, I knew some things around this university
that I just thought were atrocious, actually ... faculty members at the university that would set
up a company outside the university and then receive a research grant from the company inside
the university.

CAC: I understand. But there was no protocol to comment or to regulate, oversee that?

RH: No, there wasn't although we did have to, while I was dean, address that. We did set up
some policies for it. The ALG Program, the whole issue of a department running a unit that was
generating $10 or $12 million a year gross revenue ...

CAC: Without surveillance.?

RH: That's not going to work without it. Not only without any surveillance, with no policy
governing it-there's nothing to surveil. It turns out, for example, that they violated all the human
subject provisions ... that that drug was experimental and they should have filed for approval
for the human subject. They never did. Boy! when I discovered that I was really scared. That's
really serious. I think there's all kinds of other things.

CAC: But they come, primarily, from high-tech and from Health Sciences?

RH: Well, no, not entirely, no. I r~m into a case-because I really pursued these-of somebody
not in the high-tech or not in the sciences that was involved in outside things. The individual
left the university before everything was completed. I'm sure out of state law, not even
university policies, there was at least a gross misdemeanor, if not a felony involved, not a serious
felony but from the point of view of the reputation of the academy, a pretty serious sort of issue,
I think.

CAC: Well, the ALG has certainly been subversive in a grander sense than just the Health
Sciences.

RH: Oh, geez, right. Well, Clarke, I guess I'm done.

CAC: [laughter]

RH: I'll tell you, I know I have one final comment. I'm back to being a professor now and
people ask me, "How does it feel to have stepped down as dean?" I say, "It's more like an
ascension."

CAC: As you talk, the rewards reverse attention to you personally as well as to the university.

RH: Oh, yes.
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CAC: I thank you very much for what you did and for sharing it with posterity.

[End of Tape 3, Side 1]

[End of Interview]

- -- ........

Transcribed by:

Hermes Transcribing and Research Service
12617 Fairgreen Avenue, Apple Valley, MN 55124
(612) 953-0730
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Interview with Robert Holt

Interviewed by Professor Clarke A. Chambers
University of Minnesota

Interviewed on September 21, 1994

Robert Holt - RH
Clarke A. Chambers - CAC

CAC: We're picking up an interview with Robert Holt, fanner dean of the Graduate SchooL
It is Wednesday, September 21, in the morning. The equinox is upon us. We had thought that
we would talk reflectively a bit about the longer and larger implications of the history of the
university in the recent past, particularly from the perspective of your years in the graduate
deanship, which were nine?

RH: Eight years and nine months. [sigh]

CAC: All right. That was a good tenure. You had the opportunity to observe a lot of things
for a long time and with quite a few different vice-presidents and presidents?

RH: I served under more academic vice-presidents and more presidents than any other dean of
the Graduate School . . .

CAC: [laughter]

RH: ... even though some were in the position for thirty years.

CAC: Yes.

RH: I think I reported to eight different academic vice-presidents in that period of time.

CAC: We won't ask you to list them in chronological order.

RH: Not without cursing anyway.
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CAC: How do you want to ... ?

RH: Let me talk a little bit, Clarke, about when I fIrst came into the job, December of 1982.
As you know, I had long been interested in a set of bigger issues of the university and
particularly the role of the faculty, the role of the professoriate in the affairs of the university.
That was one administrative job, probably the only one, I was ever really interested in because
of the breadth of the jurisdiction, the fact that you got a whole university-wide view. When I
fust came in, two things happened that really took me aback. One was, we were just completing
the reviews of the graduate programs in the biological sciences in the Medical School and in the
College of Biological Sciences. Now, my impression of the Medical School-and I guess of
biology in general at the university-had always been a pretty favorable one. I thought that this
was a place with a great reputation, a great tradition, with some really very major achievements,
which are all true. When the outside review teams came in, right away I began to pick up what
was more than just a little bit of static. There were some strong criticisms. At the same time
that we were doing this, the National Academy of Science's review of graduate programs came
out. This is really sort of part of a series that they do a review every five to ten years. The last
few years, it's been done by the academy. Before that, it was done by other groups. It goes back
to the late 1920s anyway. These are graduate programs in Arts, Sciences, and Engineering. Let
me tell you, I was shocked at what the university looked like. There was no graduate program
in the Physical or Biological Sciences that was in the top twenty in the country. There was no
program in the Humanities that was in the top twenty in the country. The only sort of core of
real excellence that you could fmd was in the Social Sciences.

CAC: And selectively there?

RH: Yes, although more broadly than you think. Psychology, Economics, Political Science,
Geography were all in the top ten. Then, if you look at this a little more broadly, outside of the
things that were ranked because they weren't in the Arts and Sciences, in Psychology there's a
very strong Child Development Institute, the very strong Speech Pathology, or then called
Communication Disorders Program. There is a very strong Family Social Science Program in
St. Paul, not involved in these rankings but other evidence I found put them at the top. So, you
could say, if you were sort of interested in pursuing something in psychology anyplace in the
world, you would say, "The University of Minnesota would be one of ten institutions worldwide
that I'd want to consider if I didn't know the very specifIc detail I wanted to go in." Now, you
could fmd that Conservation, Agriculture, Economics was awfully strong, although that wasn't
involved in the ranking systems. Economics has a combination which has some real excellence.
But you can't pull that out in other areas as a strong department ... in Chemical Engineering and
Mechanical Engineering ... but the other engineering departments were down. So, when these
review teams came in, I began sitting down with the chair of them and had some very long
conversations, not just about the program they were reviewing but about biology at the University
of Minnesota. They gave me no reason to believe that these national rankings were wrong at all.
A couple of these were quite obvious. One was that the molecular biology revolution had
bypassed the University of Minnesota; that is, one of two or three of the great, great, scientifIc
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breakthroughs of the twentieth century-in fact, you might even put it on a bigger scale than that
and have it near the top-bypassed the University of Minnesota. It really wasn't until the 1970s
that we began to get some molecular biologists here and some of the initial ones we got left.

CAC: That impulse had come in the 1960s and early 1970s?

RH: The structure of DNA was discovered in, what, 1956? A place like Stanford was on its
way by 1960 or 1961. When the recombinant DNA techniques became available in the early
1960s, we weren't anyplace at that time. Somebody might go to the records and correct me on
this but I can't think . . .

CAC: But not in genetics?

RH: I can't think of an outstanding molecular biologist we had at this university at the time we
set up the College of Biological Sciences in 1968. Then, we tried to bring some in. Dick
Caldecott had the right idea but many of those appointments didn't work out and a couple of
them might have but people left. It was apparent that that had happened and I was really
concerned. Why had that happened? We'd had some significant achievements in the past. Why
did we miss this one? Why did we miss it and miss it so badly? I had an associate dean at that
time that I brought in, Judson Sheridan, who was a cell biologist and a very good one. He and
I sat down and on the basis of the national reviews and the basis of these outside review teams
that came in-we looked at all of the programs-wrote about a ten or twelve page paper on the
state of biology at the University of Minnesota. One thing we tried to do was to identify ... in
fact, look it! there is a serious, serious problem here that was not recognized I don't think. If
people did recognize it, they swept it under the rug.

CAC: Why?

RH: Let me go to that a little bit later, okay?

CAC: Okay.

RH: I didn't think the thing to do was to go and trumpet out to all of the media and tell
everybody in the state, "This is really a bad situation" but I really thought the inside people
should know. So, I sent confidential copies of this to the two vice-presidents that should have
been most concerned, the Academic Vice-president Ken Keller and the Vice-president for Health
Sciences Neal Vanselow. The agricultural side of biology, we hadn't reviewed at that time and
that was a somewhat different problem; so, I didn't send it over. I had really expected, on the
basis of this, to have them look at this and that we'd sit down and have a talk about, first of all,
whether or not this analysis was right and if it was right, What do you do about it? Vanselow
immediately sent a copy of the memo to all of his deans and department chairs. The feces hit
the fan, let me tell you. Coming out of this, Keller and Vanselow appointed a committee of
professors from biology all over the university to sort of look at and address this problem.
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Because of the split of biology among three colleges, it was hard who should chair it. Chuck
Speaks from Communication Disorders chaired it. It was an absolute catastrophe. God! they
squabbled, and they nibbled, and they fought for turf, and they did this and that and the other
thing, and they couldn't arrive at anything.

CAC: There are many places in a large research university where molecular biology can be
staged?

RH: Could be staged?

CAC: Yes. There's no perfect administrative department?

RH: We can talk a little about that, again, a little bit later. One of the ideas, and some people
wanted to do it, was to set up a department of molecular biology and some universities have that
and sometimes a combination of molecular and cell biology. There were some people at the
university that wanted that. Most of the existing departments really objected because
Microbiology said, "We do molecular biology" and Genetics and Cell Biology said, "We do
molecular biology. This, after all, is only a technique; you can't name a department after it."
Well, surgery is only a technique and we name a department after it. It was that level of
argument that they tried to cast in some intellectual form that were really these turf battles. Now,
I'm not saying that having a Department of Molecular Biology was a good idea but, let me tell
you, we should have had to do something about it. Of course, by that time, the next revolution
was coming along. [laughter] You didn't want to go back and make the best 1960s department
in the country. One of the things that I realized at that time . . .

CAC: The next revolution you speak of ... ?

RH: Is what I would call the revolution in molecular structure.

CAC: Okay.

RH: It's a bio-physics view of things where you're beginning actually in some ways to get into
the quanta-mechanics of some of this stuff which we want to talk about a little bit. Later, we
can and that's still something partially on the horizon. How we do that in Minnesota will be
crucial. There, we could have some leads if we haven't lost them already.

One thing that occurred to me was I can not account for this decline in quality because of the
absence of money. Now, that didn't mean that there weren't departments that were under
fmanced but if I looked at the incredible amounts that were being spent in the College of
Biological Sciences, in the Medical School for basic biology, a little bit in Pharmacy ... what's
happening in Agriculture and Forestry ...

CAC: Lots of money?
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RH: ... there was lots and lots of money involved, and also lots and lots of departments, and
not an awful lot of students. I should also say as far as the quality measures go, in the
competition for fIrst year graduate fellowships, we sort of divide the university up into
Engineering and Physical Science, and a Humanities and Social Science, and Biological Science
and Psychologic . .. The Biological Sciences, although there are more programs there, their top
students are the lowest quality, which tells you something about the reputation of the university.
These are people who would be applying. I'm not talking about whether they were accepted or
not. There might be other reasons why they accepted them but we weren't even getting the
applicants and up until the time I left the deanship, we still weren't.

As I looked at the national reviews then, I saw this, Why have we declined in Chemistry, and
Geology, and Physics where we were top flight in the 1950s? I think both Chemistry and
Geology were in the top ten. Physics was eleventh or twelfth, in that region. English was
terrifIc. Philosophy was one of the great departments. In fact, as I look back at Philosophy from
the [unclear] of 1983, I say, "My god! the great departments in the country in 1983 had recruited
professors from the University of Minnesota." [Wilfred] Sellers went to Yale. There were a
number of cases here where the really key people ...

CAC: [paul] Holmer went to Princeton?

RH: Right. Key people had come out of this department. If I looked at the strong departments
here-Psychology and Economics would be examples-what I really find is the opposite. How
many times did Paul Meehl tum down an offer at Harvard? Right?

CAC: [laughter]

RH: How many times did Leo[nid] Hurwicz? Right? Why were these people of outstanding
international stature staying in some areas and fleeing the university at the fIrst opportunity in
other areas? It's a puzzle. I could not understand why that was happening. Another thing I
began doing was doing some analyzing of the fmancial data at the university and doing this in
comparison with places like Michigan, and Wisconsin, and lllinois, and Berkeley, and UCLA.
What began to appear to me was that in fIelds like Physics, and Chemistry, and Political Science,
and Psychology, and a number of the Humanities, we had very small departments. Later on,
when we were doing reviews of these-this came out from all of the review committees-the
Psychology Department is half the size of lllinois and a third the size of Michigan. The outside
review team that reviewed German said, "The fIrst thing that strikes us about this is this is a
department with a faculty of eleven. We come from institutions like Minnesota that have twenty
two or twenty-three but you have more students and fewer TAs [teaching assistants]." Political
Science . . . the outside review team said, "How long can you expect to have a good
department?" On the other hand, if you looked at some parts of the university, like Agriculture,
you found the biggest departments in the country . . . comparing with a different set of
universities. Furthermore, you found other kinds of peculiarities. One of those, in many ways
the key to a strong College of Agriculture, is the Agronomy Department, that complex. We have
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Agronomy and Plant Genetics. It has different names. Our Agronomy Department was among
the largest in the country. I don't think it was the very biggest but it was up there where you
couldn't complain about it in relationship to Purdue, and Iowa State, and Michigan State, and so
on. But all of the other big departments had Soil Science in it but we have separate department
of Soil Science, which I found sort of interesting. So, I began to want to look back a little bit
at the history of the university. Why was it we were really something in the 1950s and I think
if you went back before that, you could fmd some cases? And why had we gone into this almost
general across the board decline where in most of the major sections in the university-the Social
Sciences being one exception-every department had declined in every national rating since 1957?
You might argue with anyone of them but that trend line set us apart from Wisconsin, and
Michigan, and Berkeley, or UCLA, and so forth. Why?

I think a couple things became interesting. One was the nineteenth century history of the
university, which I began to get a little bit interested in and I must say, I fmd from what I looked
at ... lots of [James] Gray's history [University ofMinnesota: 1851-1951] which I think misses
the point . . . to me the most interesting point about that nineteenth century history is that
although when the university really began getting university students in about 1870, 1868, in that
period-although it had been founded in 1851, it never had university level students-the
legislature had just passed a statute which made the University of Minnesota the Land-Grant
College under the Morrill Act. It had actually earlier than that prescribed another campus of a
totally separate university at Glencoe, Minnesota. It combined them before the university got
started. A lot of the writing is about then the Land-Grant university. I1looks nothing like a
Land-Grant university in those fust thirty years, if you say the classic Land-Grant university is
Iowa State, Texas A&M, and so forth.

CAC: Except that it got a land-grant?

RH: Yes, but the land-grant is a funny thing. Land-grants in education are part of the tradition
of this country. It had a major land-grant in 1851. In fact, the view of fmancing the university,
if you look at the early statutes in the 1850s, was that they would sell the land they got from the
federal government, set up an endowment which they would put into a fund called the University
Fund, which still exists, and then once in awhile the legislature would add a little bit of money
to the earnings off that endowment. So, the land-grant notion to fmance the university, we had
had way before that. The Land-Grant colleges were A&M colleges and, particularly, ~ college.
They were agriculture, agriculture and mechanics, and applied. Okay? That's what they were.
That's what Iowa State was. But you have a few-and Minnesota fits in this category, and
Wisconsin is one, and lllinois is another, and Berkeley is a third-where this Land-Grant, this
agriculture/mechanics idea, was superimposed on the state university in the Jeffersonian tradition.
Even though here with students they started at the same time, there had been twenty years of this
earlier idea. What's the Jeffersonian idea? What is that of the state university? It's essentially
of a Liberal Arts College, it's [unclear] that's secular and cheap. What Thomas Jefferson wanted
to do was get the god damn preachers out of the universities, right? And furthermore, he wanted
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access. He did not want a [mancial constraint on higher education ... and that's if you look at
the great state universities before the Morrill Act ... Michigan, Wisconsin, illinois. That's what
they were. Virginia went off that tradition a little bit for other reasons but that's what they were.
And that's what Minnesota started out to be. Now, how do you know that? What's the evidence
of this? The evidence of this is we didn't give any degrees in Agriculture for a long, long time.

CAC: There were non-degree programs?

RH: They were secondary school programs and they didn't have any university students. The
university granted its fIrst Ph.D. in 1888. This would have been twenty-eight years after they
really began to get students. At that time, only three bachelor's degrees had been awarded in
Agriculture. There was no Medical School, which was founded that year. There was no Law
School, which was founded that year. There were more master's degrees given in the Arts and
Sciences by that time than there were bachelor's degrees in Agriculture.

A couple of other things are really interesting. There was this fIght between the university and
the legislature about how agricultural education should be handled. [William Watts] Folwell had
a view of that. Folwell felt that people that did agriculture ought to be educated in the sciences,
the arts, and the humanities and a few other things. There were a number of people in the
legislature representing the rural committees that thought that the core of the agriculture
curriculum ought to be Plowing I, IT, and ill and Harvesting I, IT, and ITl.

CAC: Daughter]

RH: So, they never got a curriculum up. Although people all deny this in the histories, my
guess is Folwell left the presidency because he could not resolve that fight, essentially. [Cyrus]
Northrop came in and very soon Northrop got into exactly the same fight. Now, Northrop was
a much smoother politician than Folwell was. He must have been a very charming man.
Everybody loved him. So, I don't think it was quite as confrontational. But in 1888, there still
was no sort of real-quote-what they called then, a Department of Agriculture . . . there was
something over there what we might call a college today. The legislature had a bill introduced
to set up a new agricultural university on the north shore of Lake Minnetonka and, essentially,
have Minnesota State ... and divide this up. There were probably enough votes to pass that
coming into the session. Northrop went to Governor [John S.] Pillsbury, who had been on the
board of regents back at the founding, and said, "Governor, you said you were going to do
something for the university. I think now is the time to do it." The university had a request for
$150,000 or $200,000 to build a new science building before the legislature. Northrop suggested
to Pillsbury that he donate the money to build that building under the condition that the
legislature not divide the university.

CAC: Ah.
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RH: Pillsbury made the contribution. That is Pillsbury Hall. The legislature passed a resolution
saying that from now on we will not ever divide the university. Now, that solved the problem
essentially in Agriculture and at that point, in Agriculture, you begin to hire people with Ph.D.s
or doctor's degrees. One came from Yale. One came from Germany, from the University of
Westphalia, I think it was called then. One came from the University of Berlin. These were not
the traditional Land-Grant agriculture types. That's when undergraduate education really begins.
You don't begin to get significant graduates until about 1895. But this is thirty-five years after
the university was founded. I looked back at all of the people that got graduate degrees in
Agriculture from the beginning of the university till 1905-1 tried to check out each one
individually-and discovered that fifteen of the forty-five ended up in research careers. They got
Ph.D.s. They were teaching at Yale in Forestry. They were teaching at Berkeley. They were
in the beltway research stations of agriculture. This wasn't training a bunch of people how to
farm. [laughter] It was probably the most research intense part of the university at that time.

Another thing that shows up that's really interesting ... in 1898, there was a survey done on the
number of graduate students in various universities in non-professional programs; that is, the
notion of a graduate student then, as now, sometimes includes sort of the post-baccalaureate,
right?

CAC: Sure.

RH: But this left out the law students and the medical students in academic programs.
Minnesota had the fourth highest number in the country, exceeded only by Johns Hopkins which
was still exclusively almost a graduate school, Chicago which was established as a graduate
school, and Harvard which [Charles W.] Eliot made into a graduate school. Then, Minnesota was
next ...

CAC: At this time?

RH: '" ahead of Michigan, ahead of Berkeley, ahead of Wisconsin, ahead of Yale, ahead of
all of these. So you could say, "What was the university in the nineteenth century? It was really
this Jeffersonian tradition of a state university with the Johns Hopkins German research
revolution superimposed on it, right? That was fairly well established before the A&M, or at
least the agriculture part of the A&M university, really gets going. That's strikingly different
than Iowa State, or Michigan State, or Purdue; and it's very similar to what happened at illinois,
and Wisconsin, and Berkeley . . . very, very similar. It makes a different kind of place. But it
seems to me that beginning carries on and you see it reflected in the appointments of the fust
dean of the Graduate School after the tum of the century when a graduate education was already
well established and the principle had been established that there is a graduate faculty at the
university which controls the graduate programs. So, this fust Ph.D. in history ... the committee
which gave the exams and essentially recommended the awarding of the degree had a geologist
on it, somebody from the English Department, an historian . .. This was not a History
Department degree. This was very clearly the scholars of the university together in this.
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CAC: Now, you're suggesting that this was very conscious and very deliberate, at least upon the
part of those who were leading it?

RH: This was Northrop. This was Northrop.

CAC: But he must have shared it with others?

RH: Yes, I think it's interesting that on the committee of the fust Ph.D., one of the people from
History was [Harry Pratt] Judson. Judson became the president of the University of Chicago at
the end of the nineteenth century. He was apparently an old curmudgeon and not very much
loved there. Another person, I think from English, became the president of the University of
Iowa. The people on that committee, if you look at their careers, had an incredible interest in
the development of the research university as an idea. They were on that committee because
Northrop-and Folwell was on the committee-put that together.

CAC: So, it was self-knowing?

RH: I think so. I'm not a professional historian. And I'm not going back to the archives ...

CAC: I'm sure there must be primary documents there but this is sound inference you're ... that
historians frequently [unclear]?

RH: Yes. Then, if I look at when [Henry Turner] Eddy, from Eddy Hall, came out of the
Engineering side of things, was the first dean of the Graduate School, he sort of continued this.
Then, in 1913, Guy Stanton Ford came. That really shaped it. But this was Ford's idea also, that
the graduate degrees, and the graduate programs, and the research thrust of the university was
not in the hands of departments. It was in hands of a graduate faculty headed by the dean of the
Graduate School. Let me tell you, if you look at the size of the state and the resources of the
state that were involved, the success of that in quality-it's reflected then in 195Q-it's just
astounding.

CAC: That's a model that in your judgment, as you look it, survives down into the 1950s?

RH: Yes. It begins to break down. The consequences of it . . . the people you hired in the
1930s and 1940s were the people who were making the quality in the 1950s. Something else
was interesting . . .

CAC: Now, it's your sense that [Theodore] Blegen shared this perception of the graduate faculty
and ... ?

RH: Yes, Yes. I think this perception of the graduate faculty was shared all along, and there
was a new constitution that was done in the 1960s or 1970s, and that notion is very, very clear
and the formal structure when I was dean was all that; that is, there is a graduate faculty in
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History . . . you don't have to be in the History Department to be on that graduate faculty. I
think you can advise a Ph.D. . . . the graduate faculty puts you on it but there is no fonnal tie
with the History Department, none whatsoever. There's a budgetary tie. But if you have an
inter-departmental program that has a graduate faculty, like the one we set up later in
Neuroscience, it comes from fourteen departments and five colleges. It's the legal position of the
university ...

[break in interview as telephone rings]

So, the formal position of that Neuroscience program, inter-department, is exactly the same as
the History Department and the History graduate program even though there is no department.
That was very, very crucial because that's a difficult thing to handle in other universities. For
example, at the University of Chicago, they have department degrees and committee degrees.
Other places, you have a lot of joint department degrees. Administratively, they're real problems.
The way Ford got this operating -in fact, it goes back to these earlier traditions; they said the
first Ph.D. was in History-was not recommended by the History Department. It was
recommended by representatives of the graduate faculty. That, I think, was really important.

CAC: But in a defacto sense? This is no longer in a majority of the cases, the case, by 1950?
I mean, the departments by then are defacto?

RH: I think that defacto ... that's always going to be the case because, hopefully, you have
enough sense of setting up departments in such a way that there's some internal integrity in them
and they correspond to graduate programs. Sure, that happens for most of the programs.
However, if you look at the frontiers, where are the new programs developing? They're not
developing in departments. So, I think during the period I was dean, we abolished about forty
five programs and established about thirty programs ... something like that.

CAC: Good grief.

RH: Almost every program we abolished was a departmental program. Almost everyone that
was established was not a departmental program. Now, again, it has exactly the same fonnal
structure as a departmental program. See? You have to have a separate appointment. You can
hire in the History Department but you can't teach a graduate student. You have to be on the
graduate faculty in History. But, you could put somebody in Political Science on the graduate
faculty in History that would have exactly the same rights in the graduate program as a member
of the History Department-and that still exists; although, there's talk in Morrill Hall of changing
that. The point I'm trying to get at here is that the character of the university, from the very,
very early days, was the evolving character of the Jeffersonian university with the Johns Hopkins
research Ph.D. on it ... ~, very early. It was important in the setting of a set principles and
guidelines.
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The second thing in the nineteenth century that relates to this awfully importantly was the fact
that the core of the university was a College of Science, Literature, and the Arts. Now, the
reason that this is so clear is that the College of Science, Literature, and the Arts had no dean.
The president was in effect the dean.

CAC: [laughter] Through what presidency?

RH: Oh, way into Northrop.

CAC: Okay.

RH: I haven't looked back when the fIrst real dean was . .. When the faculty of the College
of Science, Literature, and the Arts met, it was chaired by the president and there was no doubt
about that, that this sort of was the university. As I said, in 1888, the Medical School was
established, and the Law School was established, and you get Agriculture setting off on . .. But
this basic view of the research university was really built on this Arts and Sciences core and
that's what spread it off on these other areas where they were really successful. I think that
continues into the 1930s and 1940s. I think that was part again of Ford's vision of the university.
Although, he was sitting with a Graduate School in the absence of the academic vice-president
and during the reign of [Lotus] Coffman as president-who had much less interest in the
academic side of the university-Ford ran that side. He was a strong believer in the Arts and
Sciences together. I want to emphasize the science part of that. If you read some of Ford's
writings, the references to History as a science are really quite interesting. It was sort of that
view ... that was the tradition ... as Physics was a science. It's quite interesting the way he
sort of viewed this and that there was a unity of the Arts and Sciences at this university.

I think that the beginning of the decline started with the breakup of the College of Science,
Literature, and the Arts in 1957, 1958, when the Physics Department and the Geology
Department were moved to the Institute of Technology [IT]. The Math Department in Science,
Literature, and Arts was moved IT and combined with another math department. So, what was
Science, Literature, and the Arts becomes Liberal Arts, which I think was a terrible misnomer.
It's essentially Social Sciences/Humanities. If I look back ...

CAC: Then, the Biological Sciences leave ten years later?

RH: Yes, in 1968. They were still Biological Sciences but they leave ten years later and were
terribly underfmanced. That's one of the things that comes up. If you asked me, Why did we
miss the molecular biology revolution? It turns out there was nothing in the molecular biology
area from 1956 up until the development of recombinant DNA which had any possible
application. So, nobody in Agriculture, nobody in Medicine-where all our money was-even
thought about it.

CAC: I see.
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RH: As soon as it became something you could then possibly apply right, we were out of it.
Biological Sciences in the Arts College was so incredibly starved that it never had the chance
to provide the independent scientific curiosity and initiatives.

CAC: You're suggesting also, or is this an inference I'm making, that the elect comradeship was
with sister science departments, who got [unclear] earlier?

RH: I think so, although, I think that's a little bit more difficult to do in that period. I think it
happened later. Had it been stronger in the 1940s and 1950s, they should have had the ties into
the research methods in Chemistry and Physics that were relevant to this ... the X-ray
crystallography that was important in these kinds of things . . . the techniques that you had to
use to get at the structure of the molecules. That doesn't come out of a biological science
tradition. That comes out of a chemistry and physical tradition. I think there might have been
some problems there but I haven't really looked into that.

CAC: Okay.

RH: Why did we break up the College of Science, Literature, and the Arts? And what was its
consequence? We broke it up for two reasons. One was that there was some real dissatisfaction
in some of the Science Departments, particularly Physics, about the way in which the College
of Science, Literature, and the Arts viewed financing of science. I think in many ways, the
Physics Department's view was correct ... they weren't being treated right. There wasn't an
understanding of what the equipment needs were and so on but it was not a fault of a bunch of
people of the Humanities running the Arts College. It was the fault of people from the Physics
Department who, in fact, were in leadership positions that simply couldn't appreciate what was
happening in Physics.

CAC: And in Central Administration?

RH: And in the Arts College, associate dean levels and so forth. What was the name of the man
that's one of the very few people in history that has ever won two Nobel Prizes? He's at Bell
Labs in lllinois? He was here. He was a colleague of Al Nier's in the late 1930s and then
went off in the war as Al did, and then came back, and was offered a position at Bell Labs
. . . an outstanding young physicist everybody should have recognized. The view of the

physicists in the administration positions-I think of the chair of the department and I think
somebody in Anthropology-was that the university should not make any attempt to match his
salary at Bell Labs because that is outside the academy. If that's what he wants to do, fme.
That's a different life. Of course, he went away and won two Nobel Prizes but that view really
rankled and I understand why it did.

The second thing had to do with the very powerful figure of Athelstan Spilhaus who was dealing
in some new technology and who had an idea on any topic known to man, including how
universities should be organized. Spilhaus felt that a university ought to be organized in a way
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which combines basic sciences with their relative applied sciences. So, what he would have liked
to have seen was-and he got part of this-is the Physical Sciences get in the same college as
Engineering. Psychology and related programs should be in the College of Education.
Economics should be in the School of Business Administration. Biology should be in
Agriculture or Medicine. The notion of a core of Science, Literature, and the Arts, he thought,
was a relic of a previous age.

CAC: But among deans, he was charismatic and strong as to that sense at that time?

RH: Charismatic, yes, right. If you look at some of the other deans, yes, right. The idea that
he had never went beyond IT ... although, you see this idea popping up every once in awhile
since Spilhaus. So, you had these two things. You had the dissatisfaction, the inability, in the
College of Science, Literature, and the Arts to deal with the problems of the enormously
developing science, the development of the federal funding, the [Vannevar] Bush revolution that
occurred with the establishment of the National Science Foundation. Somehow Science,
Literature, and the Arts couldn't accommodate to that and the alternative then that had some logic
was a Spilhaus.

CAC: Sure.

RH: As I say that broke up Science, Literature, and the Arts and ten years later Biology left and
you have this rump which I have always found . . . to call that Liberal Arts, I always hated.
Where does the Liberal Arts idea come from? It comes out of the [unclear]. It comes out of the
Enlightenment. It comes out of the trivium and quadrivium of the European universities. That
was the required curricula. What was it? Geometry was crucial. Mathematics was crucial.
If you look at the development of great bodies of thought, the extent to which fundamental ideas,
in philosophy for example, are stimulated by what's happening in the natural sciences, the way
in which changes in the natural sciences occur in relationship to shifts in views of the social
order . .. The notion of evolution was much more established in the sense of the evolution of
societies that Darwin knew about before he came along. The whole shift in theology that follows
the Newtonian revolution and the development of deism, the concept of the Deity as creator, has
an incredible impact on the founders of the American Constitution. If man is created in God's
image and God is a creator, what does man do? He creates but what does he create? He creates
his social institutions. Read The Federalist [by Hamilton, Madison, and Jay]! It's clear. It
seemed to me that is as important to the twentieth and the twenty-first century as it was in the
past. And that's what we destroyed at the University of Minnesota.

CAC: And willy-nilly? No one was saying that ...

RH: Oh, the hell they weren't! I was at the faculty meetings in 1957 when the college voted
to let Physics go and I argued that. I was an untenured assistant professor.

CAC: How many others? Was this a significant ... ?
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RH: The Psychology Department was strong against it. Paul Meehl got in and gave an
impassioned talk to stop it actually.

CAC: I see.

RH: Something else happens then that in terms of the decline of the Arts and Sciences was even
more important. Eventually, with this break up against the tradition, you move into a greater
independence now of other parts of the university, particularly Agriculture and Medicine.

CAC: They become more autonomous?

RH: They become more autonomous, and become more visible, and become now more a central
part of the university. There is no Arts and Sciences core anymore; so, what we're doing is we're
supporting Physical Sciences and Engineering. We're supporting Agriculture. We're supporting
Medicine or we're supporting Social Sciences and the Humanities. There's nobody there to speak
for this central core the way there had been through this whole history when it was the president
of the university [unclear] or when it was. .. In fact, [unclear] they could do it, or a couple
strong deans in there. So, you begin to divide the image and message you present to the state
and the legislature. Then, at the same time, you begin to develop independent approaches to the
legislature based in units of the university that have strong economic constituencies in the state.
So, Agriculture begins to hire its own legislative expert. Medicine eventually does that. The
Arts College never does. The Arts College never does that. That now begins to affect this
allocation of resources.

CAC: And the Graduate School does not either?

RH: The Graduate School doesn't but it's because, I think, of weak leadership. It could have.
Bryce Crawford was a wonderful scientist, a cultured gentleman. His view of the Graduate
School was an Oxford Commons room where you sit around and discuss and debate the issues.
It was not the place where you get into really, really tough turf fights, which is part of what had
to be involved if you were going to do this right. What you see happening then in the university
is the splitting up of the Arts College occurs at a depression in the number of students.

CAC: In the late 1950s?

RH: Yes, the mid 1950s and the late 1950s is when it was breaking up. The post World War
II boom, the vets, was over, right?

CAC: You bet.

RH: The baby boom hadn't hit the universities yet; so, there was a real concern about
enrollments, and how we were going to get money, and so on. Right after it broke up, the baby
boom hits and what happens is the university never expanded its faculty in the Arts and Sciences
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to meet that. It never did. These small departments I saw as dean in the 1980s is a consequence
of a set of decisions-and they were quite explicit decisions made in the 1960s-saying "Geez,
this is a temporary phenomenon. We don't want to hire all those faculty and then have to fIre
them and can't be able to handle them." The effect was just dramatic.

I came to the university from Princeton, where I did my Ph.D., in the fall of 1956.

[End of Tape 1, Side 1]

[Tape 1, Side 2]

RH: ... same size. I think Princeton might have been thirteen or fourteen. We might have
been twelve or thirteen. They were about the same size. Furthermore, in the national rankings
in 1957, we had about the same position. We were both in the top ten, neither one in the top
five. Today, the Political Science Department here has about twenty-five and Princeton has
fIfty-two. What's interesting about this, if I look at Michigan, or Wisconsin, or lllinois, what I
fmd is back in the 1950s ...

CAC: The equality held up?

RH: Equality held up but back in the 1950s, their size was in this ten to twenty range instead
of what we were. Now, Michigan ... sixty-fIve. I think Wisconsin's about forty-fIve. One of
the excuses I heard given from Central Administration about making cuts in the College of
Liberal Arts is because Wisconsin is going through some problems in their College of Science,
Literature, and the Arts-whatever they call it-and they're reducing faculty. For example, in
Political Science, they're going to have to reduce their faculty size by four. That means they go
from forty-five to forty-one. Daughter] But this was true almost across the board. You saw this
when we did a review in the mid 1980s of the Physics Department. An outstanding outside
review team came in and said, "Well, if you want a department that ranks with Wisconsin and
Michigan, you're going to have to have ten more full professors." Just a little while after that,
we did a review of a department in the Medical School, Lab, Medicine, and Pathology. In the
exit interview, the chairman indicated this is a good department. "If I wouldn't really call it a
very excellent department, it's certainly a very, very good department," he said. "It suffers a little
bit from a kind of laxness in administration, in direction, and so on." I interrupted him and I
said, "What would you do to help us correct that?" He said, "First of all, the department is too
big. I chair a similar department in Michigan. We have fIfty professors. This is seventy. This
would be a much better department if it had fIfty." Now, can you imagine that? Here, we're
talking about a Physics Department where the outside team says, flyou bring in ten new full
professors ..." and an outside team in another department says "Fire twenty full professors."
The people in Central Administration want to bury that information as deeply as they can bury
it.
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CAC: I have to interpose here. We're not faulting particular administrators but many of them
as a group. It won't surprise you that with many interviews I've done that the presidency of Met
Wilson, 1960 to 1967, is seen as the golden age. Often that word is used.

RH: Yes.

CAC: Many of the decisions you're talking about-the Arts College breaks up in late [James
Lewis] Morrill-the rebuilding of departments and holding to that idea, is in the early and mid
1960s?

RH: Yes.

CAC: So, in a sense, we are saying that Mr. Wilson failed in holding to this ...

RH: Yes, we might talk about that a little bit. Although I was a very junior person at the
university then, I got to know Met Wilson~ well. I probably knew him personally better than
any president up to [Nils] Hasselmo. The reason for this was that in 1960, 1961, I was a fellow
at the Center for Advanced Study in Behavioral Science at Stanford. He was on the board at that
time.

CAC: And later became director?

RH: Director. He came out there four, five, six times during the year and every time he came
out, he'd come and have lunch with me. I had these long conversations with him, one on one.
[laughter]

CAC: Lots of people remember his coming to the Campus Club and doing the same thing.

RH: Yes, right. This was different because I was all by myself.

CAC: I understand.

RH: So, I really got to know Met. I think-I remember from previous conversations ... some
of this is in your interviews with him and other people-he really saw a set of problems at the
university. He really saw a central problem of faculty compensation and retirement programs,
that he really had to do this.

CAC: You bet. First priority.

RH: He really saw some problems with the library, although if you go back and look at the
Senate minutes, I hounded on that in the Senate every meeting he was at until they decided to
build the library . . . and a few other things.
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CAC: The Minnesota Foundation?

RH: The Foundation. The North Star Research Institute which turned out to be a terrible failure,
not for his reason but he saw that coming up. In talking to Met, he said that he did not think
that the state of Minnesota had the fmancial resources to maintain a first-class research
university. That was one of the reasons that he left. He never told me that but I got that
impression that his image and vision of what he would like to do as president of the university,
he could not do at Minnesota because of the absence of fmancial resources.

Now, I would disagree with Met on that. I would say that Wisconsin pulled it off and was about
in the same position. If you look at California, it's got eight major universities in a population
of 32 million. That means that each university has about the population base that we have.
Although, it would be that way in the 1960s ... I think I was right. I think coming into the next
century, it's going to be a problem. One of the things I did as dean ... Right after Hasselmo
came when we had a retreat and were asked about what for the long-range planning and thinking
should be, I stood up and said, "I think we ought to think about combining the University of
Minnesota and the University of Wisconsin ... "

[break in interview as telephone rings]

RH: " ... think seriously about combining the two universities. I really tried to take some steps
in that direction. The graduate dean of Wisconsin was willing to move in the direction of
combining the Graduate Schools so that admission to one was admission to the other. I really
saw this primarily on the fmancial side ... [unclear] to deal with incredible over-investment in
Agriculture that it's just ... just a crime given what's happening in education and in the
economy. The most expensive education in any university is Veterinary Medicine. The cost per
student is [unclear] any other program that you can have at any university. Iowa, and Minnesota,
and Wisconsin, with a total population of 10 million, about, produce enough doctors of veterinary
medicine to meet the needs of the entire country. We have three big schools for this. California
has one.

CAC: I don't want to jump ahead ... but I will. This may have a bearing on recommendations
of the Campbell Committee on what's to be retrenched?

RH: Yes. Right. Absolutely. Absolutely. I think that they made a couple of mistakes in
looking at it. One is that they didn't see the articulation with Iowa and Wisconsin. These three
states need one. Wisconsin made a terrible mistake ten years ago when they set up a School of
Veterinary Medicine. They didn't have one before that. That's was an awful mistake. One of
the reasons I thought we should combine universities was to avoid that sort of decision. What
they should have said ... not abolish the College of Veterinary Medicine but abolish the clinical
program. It was quite clear what was happening in Veterinary Medicine is that from a
commercial side of Vet Medicine-I'm not talking about the companion animals-which to people
is important, there is very little clinical practice anymore. If you've got a prize race horse, or
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you've got a prize bull, you call the vet to cure it. If you've got a sick sow, you shoot it! You
can't afford . .. So, the problem in veterinary health is a public health problem. You've got to
keep the epidemics out. You've got to keep the herds healthy but the notion that you take a sick
animal and cure it, there are very, very few. Therefore, you don't need this expensive kind of
stuff unless you want to do it for companion animals and who can justify it?

CAC: There's a large constituency. Everybody has a companion animal ... they all vote.

RH: That doesn't mean you have to produce ten times as many vets as you could possibly use.

CAC: [laughter]

RH: We have practicing in the state in veterinary medicine-I'm not talking about the professors
here . . . I'm not talking about the officials of the state-800, about which 400 do nothing but
companion animal ... We produce enough vets to [unclear] at 2,000! It's ridiculous!

CAC: Okay.

RH: It's not only that, if I look at all these various departments and the idea of combining with
Wisconsin, there was no reason why we should run a major research program and extension
program in regard to dairy if they're doing it in Wisconsin. There was no reason Wisconsin
should do it in regard to com, which they have very little of, if we do it in regard to com.
There's no justification for that. That's why I say, "Put these together and make some decisions
about how we're going to specialize." But eventually, if I was really looking forward-because
I think the university is in serious, serious trouble- ...

CAC: You're talking really about Commitment to Focus. Then you have to focus on regional
basis?

RH: Oh, do you ever, do you ever. I would even say more than that. I think that what's
happening in this state-and possibly a few others but we're ahead of other places-is that the
state university as we have known it cannot survive in Minnesota. What could survive in
Minnesota is a Wayne State or a Cleveland State ... that kind of institution. But a Michigan
or a Wisconsin can't survive, I don't think, what's happening. You've really got two avenues to
go. One is to quasi-privatize and say essentially that if the state support for higher education is
going to take the form of subsidizing students rather than subsidizing institutions-so, our tuition
would go up to a essentially private level-then it seems to me what the university ought to do
is to cut its political ties to the state in terms of the appointment of the board of regents. Then,
it has to enter into competition for students to get that money. That's one way.

The other way to do it-and this is far more difficulty-is to take the Madison campus of
Wisconsin and the Twin Cities campus of the University of Minnesota and try to put them under
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a single board of regents . . . split Wisconsin from its system . . . split us from the outside
campuses. It happens that these schools have lots of reasons to combine. There are certain kinds
of specialties for example. The fastest growing part of university education now are professional
master's degrees. They are particularly important in urban areas, which we are and Madison is
not.

CAC: Yes.

RH: We would both run major undergraduate Science, Literature, and the Arts programs. That
you can replicate. That doesn't make any difference. In areas where the economy is declining
... If you look at it from a Farm-gate point of view, I think that like 2-percent of our gross
domestic product in the state of Minnesota is agriculture and yet, we are putting this incredible
expenditure into that side.

CAC: Now, Robert, in the nine years you were in the deanship, you were moving toward these
ideas if not fully articulated?

RH: Yes.

CAC: I assume that you had conversations with vice-presidents and presidents about this?

RH: Yes, right. I did.

CAC: Tell me about that.

RH: Let's talk a little bit about that. The fIrst academic vice-president was Ken Keller and Peter
Magrath was president. Interestingly enough, Peter resonated with this argument better than Ken
did. That was surprising. Peter said, "What could we do about these things?"

CAC: But it came as news to him?

RH: Yes.

CAC: I mean, he hadn't thought of this [unclear] and no one else had talked to him this way?

RH: No. No.

CAC: Okay.

RH: My view is, Look it! if you're concerned now with this graduate research side of the
university and the state of Minnesota needs a major research university. .. Can I talk just a
minute about that?
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CAC: Sure.

RH: I was interested in looking back at the history of the university. I was also interested in
looking at the economy in the state. The big picture is really quite fascinating because
Minnesota, unlike many, many other states in the country, has been able to shift its economic
base from one industry to another and it never got tied up like New England did in shoes and
textiles or Michigan did in automobiles. We have really shifted. If you look at this pattern, what
you fmd is, if you stood on the old Washington Avenue Bridge in 1890 and looked up the river,
it would be lined with sawmills. The pictures of it are just lined with sawmills. We were cutting
the white pine forests. They were coming down the Rum and the Mississippi. If you also
looked at the Scandinavian immigrant population in the year 1900, you'd fmd a fantastic
percentage of the adult males did not have ten fingers.

CAC: [laughter]

RH: They'd lost them in the sawmills.

CAC: And not long after that, they would be [unclear].

RH: In 1920, there wasn't a sawmill left! In the 1880s, 1890s ...

CAC: There were a lot of flour mills.

RH: ... the fust flour mills were built on the river. In the 1920s, it was the largest flour
milling city in the world, not just . . .

CAC: I know that, yes.

RH: ... in the world. In 1960, I don't think there was a bushel of flour milled in Minneapolis.
There's a little tiny mill that Conagra now owns out on Glenwood, right at the Golden Valley
border, that does some specialized milling. They might do a little bit but the mills are gone.
Pillsbury and General Mills and International Multifoods turned into food companies. Part of
the revolution that involved going away from producing Robin Hood Flour, or Gold Medal Flour,
into producing cake mixes and stuff occurred here. An industry was essentially invented and it
changes, not the same thing.

You have the development of the computer industry. It's really interesting. Commercial
computing was invented in the Twin Cities. The notion that the computer was not just a research
instrument, as they [unclear] at lllinois where a lot of the work was done, but was something you
sold. That was a Univac idea. Now, they got beat out by IBM [International Business
Machines] but it was a Minnesota idea. The commercial computing industry was built here.
That's where the idea came from. The speciality that ends up ...
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CAC: And one adds Honeywell, one adds 3-M, same thing, versatility?

RH: Yes. What happens here in the computing side here is we end up being the experts in great
big scientific machines. That's what Control Data ended up doing before they went out and Cray
[Research] was the follower of that. Now, that industry is dying off just like flour milling did.
The notion that you want to preserve that is just nonsense. What grows up here then is
biotechnology with Medtronics and the seventy firms that really have spun off this. This idea
comes right out of the university, right out of the university.

CAC: Okay.

RH: That was the time when we were great in Medicine and Biology. The Cardiovascular
Program in Physiology under Morris Visscher, the development of the heart-lung machine, the
surgery under [Owen] Wangensteen ... that's what really led to that industry. I think it's
fascinating, fascinating that we were among the best in the country in that and we get a major
industry. The molecular biology revolution bypassed us and we don't have a molecular biology
firm here. It seems to me the price that we PID: for that is enormous.

But let me say, in agriculture, the same thing happened. When you and I were growing up in
rural Minnesota in the 1930s and 1940s, it was hard to see a soybean plant. It was hard to see
one because they couldn't grow in this climate. Jean Lambert, starting about 1950 and in
Agronomy with his graduate students, developed soybeans that could grow in the North all the
way up to the Red River Valley. That is billions of dollars in the state economy. Nobody else
would have done it. It's really only the combination of soil conditions and climate that you'd
want to grow soybeans. You don't get enough rain in South Dakota. You don't get the prairies
in Wisconsin or Michigan. It had to come here. Nobody in Iowa would do it because then
there's competition. [laughter] So, the university becomes crucial and you begin to see that in
this development. I would argue that behind this shift in industry that we could accomplish had
to do with some fairly smart political thinking and the lack of trying to keep declining industries
staying on here-which we've changed and they're starting to do now-was also what was
happening at the university . . . not only directly, as you fmd in the Medical Bio-engineering
area, but the university as a place particularly in its Graduate School of attracting talent from all
over the country. What's important is that when you get a bachelor's degree at the age of twenty
two years, you're mobile as hell. When you get a Ph.D. at the age of twenty-eight, you're not
mobile. That's one of the reasons why you get this great expansion of advanced industries in
California because people go in there for graduate work and when they get there, they get
married, they get kids, and they don't want to move. That's what happened around MIT
[Massachusetts Institute of Technology] and Harvard. It happened here for awhile.

CAC: Let's come back to that ...

RH: Let me say one other point, if I can. I think, also, from a point of view of a research
university there's something that I call, and talked about, an educational birthright. I think that's
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very much tied to the state government level in this country, that every person born in Minnesota,
or young person that moves in here, does have an educational birthright to be able to go and
receive the kind of education, which given their skills and given their abilities will best allow
them to develop. It seems to me that one of the opportunities that you want for undergraduates
is the opportunity to get a bachelor's degree in a research university.

CAC: That's the rhetoric that persists.

RH: I think it's important and I think if you look at on the demand side, there is a great demand
for getting bachelor's degrees at Harvard, and Yale, and Stanford, and Michigan, and so on,
which is different than the demand that you get to go to a Carleton or a Wesleyan. It's not a
quality difference. It seems to me that in Minnesota, if they're going to have this birthright
according to a research university for an undergraduate degree, it has to be at the university.
There is no alternative ... except now at the University of Wisconsin if you keep the tuition
reciprocity. So, I really think that from the point of view of the kind of economy and it's broader
than that . . . it's a whole social life. For example, one of the really great innovations in
government in this state was the development of the urban revenue sharing, the fact that the
commercial and industrial property base for the metropolitan area . . . part of it goes into a
central pool. That's an incredibly important invention. I think it's awfully important to recognize
that in the early 1950s, before this happened, Bill Anderson, at the end of his career, ran one of
the major research projects in the country in inter-governmental relations and particularly the city,
county, state ... [unclear] how this worked out. You have people like Gladys Brooks and others
that were in that. This notion of this particular mechanism for revenue sharing, I don't think
came out of that. I can't fmd a research project that came up with that but getting bright people
to think about the problem, to anticipate as early as the 1950s, what happens when you get the
suburban fringe growth and how you relate these kinds of governments, stimulated in this urban
area the thought that I think that led to that. So, I would say that the relationship here, although
a little more tenuous than the relationship between Wagensteen and Medtronics, is also ...

CAC: The work of John Borchert [unclear]?

RH: Borchert also ... absolutely, Borchert, also. Absolutely! Absolutely. You only get that
with a research faculty; so, I think that the state really needs a research university and I'm really
scared that we're losing it.

CAC: What you're talking about implicitly are a series of administrative ... not failures but
insufficiencies to recognize . . . ?

RH: Failures. Failures.

CAC: How do you account for this? Earlier you said that lllinois, Michigan, Wisconsin ...
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RH: I account for it in a couple ways. One is that I account for it because we decided to break
up the College of Science, Literature, and the Arts and the consequence of that was the
development of the independent ties to strong special interests in the state and that the Central
Administration then tends to end up, for political reasons, feeling they have to be very
responsible to those political demands.

CAC: Yes.

RH: And they make all kinds of what I think are false sorts of analyses. They say, "Gee, we
get the support of the rural legislators because we put some money into agriculture." It turns out
that it makes almost no difference. Mainly what that does is redirect what money you're going
to get towards Agriculture rather than something else. It doesn't increase the size of the
appropriation. Within the university, central administrators just are, for one reason or the other,
absolutely reluctant to take on these strong forces inside the university that have the outside ties.
They won't tangle with them.

I think I mentioned in my earlier interview that Ken Keller had a run in with the Medical School
when he was trying to become dean of the Graduate School.

CAC: Yes.

RH: The lesson Ken learned from that is never tangle with the Medical School.

CAC: Mr. Hasselmo is trying to.

RH: Well, but awfully, awfully late, let me tell you-that's a future story. You asked about the
way the administrators responded. I had a long talk with Peter Magrath about this problem of
the Biological Sciences and this decline. Peter was quite responsive and it shows up in two
ways. One he says, "What can you do?" I said, "You've got to attract good faculty and you've
got to keep good faculty." We're in a pretty bad position as far as fmancial remuneration goes.
You can't correct that one overnight but in my experience, probably the most important thing for
keeping the faculty you want is having good graduate students. If I talked to faculty ... why
do they stay here? It's because they've got good graduate students and that's the cheapest thing
you can get.

CAC: Yes.

RH: That's the cheapest way. That's where your marginal return on expenditure ... So, this
is what I came up with Peter and I said, "We have to go to the legislature and get some money."
So, Peter, in the last spring he was here before he left in the fall and went to Missouri ... the
twin priorities in the next legislative session were faculty salaries and graduate student support.

CAC: Yes.
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RH: That led into the fellowships for RAs [research assistant] and TAs [teaching assistant].

CAC: You did detail that in the earlier ...

RH: Yes, I did talk about that earlier. Ken, as academic vice-president, did not want to confront
the quality thing head on.

CAC: Although that was the rhetoric that people heard, Bob.

RH: Ken and I went to the board of regents when the National Academy Study came out and
Ken spent an hour showing how that was false. The way he did this was to say, "If you compare
it with 1957, certainly our rankings have gone down, but also the number of programs being
evaluated increased so our percentile rank has remained the same." Well, what a nonsense way
of looking at it. If you do it that way, then Michigan, Wisconsin, and Berkeley, and lllinois all
improved, right? I think it's very difficult in dealing with these kinds of matters of how you
handle the public side of it because you don't want to have everybody give up on the university.
I think that Ken handled this quite badly actually.

CAC: What did Wisconsin, Michigan, Berkeley, lllinois do [unclear]?

RH: That worked? They did two things. One is they kept a strong Arts and Sciences core, let
me tell you. Every single place did. Secondly, they expanded their faculty with regard to the
baby boom. Thirdly, they did not-this would only be relevant really for lllinois and
Wisconsin-allow essentially the establishment of a separate lobbyist in Agriculture and
Medicine, which we did.

CAC: Yes. Who gave way on that? When did this happen?

RH: Oh, I think this happened in the 1960s, maybe early 1970s. I think it really happened as
sort of a consequence of the absence of the case for the university in terms of the College of
Science, Literature, and the Arts, which was true up until 1957. After that, that was no longer
a case because there was no longer anybody responsible for that; so, now the case is made
strengthen IT, strengthen Agriculture, strengthen Medicine. The remains then of Science,
Literature, and Art, Social Science and Humanities, has absolutely no appeal. [laughter] And
there's nobody to speak for it.

CAC: And politically within the university, this gets caught up in the battle for a vice-president
for the St. Paul Campus?

RH: Sure. Sure, it gets caught in that after Medicine gets one. That's part of what happens.

CAC: Your energies were consumed fighting these things?
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RH: Yes, they are consumed fighting these things and you don't get a president who's willing
to say, "There will be no turf fights." Every president that I dealt with, interestingly enough,
would not take on the turf fights and say, "If there's a problem of turf between two units, you
get the deans together, you get the vice-president together, and you work this out." That means
you spend endless, endless hours sort of doing this in which you can never resolve because you
could never give up on those.

CAC: Okay. There are more vice-presidents for Academic Affairs than there are presidents and
these come and go?

RH: This was a real problem.

CAC: And presumably, the same ... It was at that level that the issues you're raising needed
to be addressed?

RH: Yes, yes. I was there at a particularly bad time because I served under Keller as academic
vice-president, then Acting Vice-president Rama Murthy, then Vice-president Roger Benjamin,
then Acting Vice-president Shirley Clark, then Vice-president [Lynn] Kuhi, and then Vice
president [Ettore] Infante. I was under all of those.

CAC: In the churning of the office, is there a failure of ... ?

RH: Right. I think because there are different views of this, different relations with the
president, different abilities that deal with it ... I mean, it was a real problem. Roger had some
good ideas. Roger was not the smoothest public relations person but Roger very quickly did not
get along with Ken. That can't happen. You can't have a fight between the president and the
academic vice-president.

CAC: Which is what happened with [Gerry] Shepherd and [Malcolm] Moos?

RH: What happened with Shepherd and Moos, right and Gerry knew that he had to leave. Ken,
I should say-I said some negative things about Ken-Ken really recognized privately this quality
problem ... also, I think, recognized what Met Wilson saw that we can't finance all of this out
of the state and that's what led to his acceptance of the big Minnesota campaign. Now, I had
been pushing ... I had pushed Peter like hell. I told him that we had to have a big private fund
raising campaign and I thought we could pull it off. Then Dave Lilly really went behind this.
Then, really when Texas decided to have its fifty endowed chairs to help that consortium of
industries that Bobby Inman set up down there . . . that Perpich sort of said, "What we need is
more chairs at the university." So, this all sort of fit together and Ken was brilliant in doing that.
This was the most money raised in the shortest period of time of any public university in the
country.

CAC: How much was raised? Do you remember?
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RH: If you count what we did with the Permanent University Fund, about $350 million. The
genius here was Dave Lilly on this one. We had this Permanent University Fund ... you find
it mentioned in the~ fust Territorial statutes! It was the idea you'd get the Land-Grant, you'd
sell the land, and the money would go into the Permanent University Fund. When the iron ore
became and you begin to get royalty taxes on that for a long period of time, that went into the
Permanent University Fund. It was Met Wilson that got the change of the law on that actually
and ran it into some regular fmancing, which I'm not sure was the wisest idea either. What had
happened by the 1970s was that the legislature specified in statute what the income from the
Permanent University Fund would be and deducted from their appropriations that amount. So,
they would say, /lThe income from the Permanent University Fund will be $15 million;/I they cut
the budget by that. If your endowments didn't yield that much, the university didn't get the
money. If it was more than $15 million, the legislature took it. What Dave Lilly said was, /lThis
is kind of dumb way to do things because the university has absolutely no incentive whatsoever
to invest this money well. Let us use it to match private grants./I The legislature went along
with this and that's what made this possible to do it right. It was a brilliant idea and boy! give
Dave Lilly credit for that one because that was right out of his head and it was terribly, terribly
important.

Ken saw that and really saw that the quality problem in relationship to fmancing and the solution
was partly the significant private fmancing. He saw the weakness in the Arts and Sciences but
Ken had no intellectual respect for the Social Sciences at all. He couldn't recognize Psychology
or Economics as a science at all.

CAC: It's a bad metaphor.

RH: Well, I think if you look at the literature in economics, it looks much more like the
literature in physics than it does like the literature in English. You've got to be a reasonably
accomplished mathematician to read The American Economic Review, right? If you look at the
way in which theory is developed, it clearly follows the approach of physics, not the method of
English. If you look at the knowledge that's been developed in these areas and its consequence
in public policy . .. Look it, Clarke, in the 1930s, it was a general view that continuous
stagnation in industrial societies was the future and that after the second world war by god! the
first law we passed in this country was the Employment Act of 1946. We did this because we
said, liThe future is this ... /I Well, economics changed that and said, "By god! we know what's
happening. II Then, the advice is not always followed and predictions aren't always right but that's
almost always because the data is not good enough but the theories are pretty damn good and
then are getting better. It's had an enormous impact on the well-being of the country.

CAC: I want to come back to Central Administration and pursue the question of whether there
are systemic arrangements at the University of Minnesota that are different-there come to be
because you get the autonomy of the Medical School, Health Sciences, and Agriculture-that
didn't take place at illinois?
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RH: No. Well, if it did, it didn't manifest itself in the same way in the central decision making
processes. See, that's what's so interesting here is that all of the special interests get represented
in the central decision making.

CAC: Yes.

RH: That's not true at Madison. When the campus was separate, and then after they went to the
system of provosts, the equivalent of the cabinet ...

[break in interview as there is a knock at the door]

RH: ... at Madison when it was a separate university and then it was part of the system. If you
look at the president's or the chancellor's cabinet, the group that meets with them, it's the dean
of the Graduate School-although it doesn't have the name; he's the vice-president for
research-it's the academic vice-president, it's the fmancial vice-president, a couple people like
that but the key line operating officers, like our vice-president for Agriculture, are not there. At
Minnesota when Hasselmo became president, he brought me into the cabinet, sort of made me
a central officer; so, I was involved in all of this. The thing that was interesting was that all
these veto groups were there. Then, the way in which the style of resolving them was, if there
was a difference, was to put them together. So, if there's an argument between Medicine and
Agriculture about what would happen in Biochemistry, they'd sit down and work that out and a
large number of times, the response would be, "Grant what they both want!"

CAC: You get a system that puts a high priority on seeking consensus whether real or not?

RH: And spending your money to get out of these jurisdictional disputes at the expense of
everybody else. That's partially what results in these enormous over-expenditures. You see it
in the size of departments. You see it in Physical Plant. I suggest sometime, you take the
perspective of a student, and come into this Social Science Tower, and come to the thirteenth
floor or the eighth floor, and see what it's like to go around trying to fmd a faculty member, and
trying to find some help and so on, remembering that with Sociology, Political Science,
International Programs, Geography, and History, we're probably talking about a set of majors that
would be greater than all the majors in ...

CAC: Dh, enormous, yes.

RH: .,. Agriculture, and in Forestry, and in Human Ecology combined. Yet this is the
[unclear]. They walk over to McNeal Hall where there are two departments-both Social Science
Departments ... Family Social Science is one and the other one is Design, Housing and Apparel,
which have a lot of combination-and look at what they are in from the point of view of the
student. Walk in there ... light! There's space! There's conference rooms. There's all kinds
of things. There must be three times the square footage from a student perspective for a fraction
of the number of students. I mean, it's just a crime! Then, the regents sit around and complain
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about undergraduate education around here when you've got the smallest damned departments
with more students and less physical space and have they done a single thing to address what are
these problems? Has anybody in administration addressed these problems?

CAC: At what point in this history could this have been turned around?

RH: I don't think the College of Science, Literature, and the Arts had to be broken up. Now,
as you know, we had avery, very weak dean that all he could do was sit around and pop
tranquilizers into his mouth as he shuddered in front of Athelstan Spilhaus. I think had there
been a president who had an academic background, which Morrill didn't have, who would have
recognized that, it could have been stopped there. I think Met Wilson was in a tough position
because he came in too late to change it. He did have these other problems to face but I think
Met placed way, way too much concern upon sort of the fmancial ability of the state to support
a research university when if he would have looked back at the 1920s and 1930s, we could do
it then! Why couldn't we do it later when we were actually richer, when other states could? I
think part of [unclear] outside fmancing. I think it could have been changed at that particular
point. I think that had Ken responded correctly to the Campbell Committee, it could have been
changed then.

CAC: Because there's a real crisis ... ?

RH: There was a real crisis but also a little inside story ... the Campbell Committee really met
in secret. I presented a lot of information to them but I didn't know that they were coming up
with the recommendations until the report was released publicly but I began to be a bit
concerned. About two weeks before the report was issued, I was at a meeting in Morrill Hall
and I said, "Look it! I think that we ought to hire a public information expert and before this
report is released to anybody, show that to this public information expert and see how we're
going to do it." So, they sort of [unclear] about this and Ed Foster, who was [unclear] number
two ... I wrote a memo to Ken saying that this group had recommended that and Ken came
back, "Oh, no. We don't need that. Kegler and everybody can handle this." Furthermore, I was
in a meeting with Campbell and the president when Campbell said, "Now, Ken, what do you
want from us? Do you want the best advice from an academic point of view on how to organize
the university or do you want us to take into account political sensitivities and realities?" Ken
said, "I want the best academic advice and I will handle the rest. /I What happened was that all
of the attention of the Campbell Committee went on closing the School of Veterinary Medicine
and Dentistry. Closing Veterinary Medicine was right. Closing Dentistry was not. I think that
was bad. The important part of that report was they recommended creating the Academy of Arts
and Sciences. Remember that?

CAC: Which now we have.

RH: Now, we have a pale reflection of what they talked about. Their Academy of Arts and
Sciences ...
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CAC: There's a whole list of minor things. KUOM went. MacPhail was separated out.

RH: Sure.

CAC: That's small stuff.

RH: That's right. They wanted, essentially, to recreate the College of Science, Literature, and
the Arts under a vice-president. But also, the implication of this was then that you have a single
admission point. You have a single tuition schedule. You have a single curricula. So, what
we've been doing, if you look, we have a [unclear] on liberal studies. We want to revise the
liberal studies. It is the most cumbersome, unwieldily, impossible kind of decision mechanism,
right? If you had a college, it wouldn't happen that way. This would be the responsibility of the
dean. So, to work this through-they suggested this but didn't recommend it-you've got to split
IT. IT has been a terrible failure. Every Natural Science Department declines and there's not
a single member of the National Academy of Sciences now, in Chemistry, or in Geology, or in
Physics. That wasn't true in the past. We've thrown money after money after money into
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and haven't improved any. It has been a miserable,
miserable failure and yet nobody is willing to face up to that.

Now, you could easily change it. You could have a College of Science ... put Biology and
Physical Sciences together . . . separate off and have a real College of Engineering like every
other respectable university has but don't let them admit students and give degrees because a sub
administration ... That was the Campbell Committee's vision ...

CAC: I see.

RH: .,. and they said, "We'll have an Academy of Arts and Sciences." They really wanted to
elevate it in terms of visibility and focus on the university. That was ignored because of these
other kinds of things. Now, Hasselmo had a chance and he has a chance now of doing it. If you
saw his comment on when he changed his idea of having the professional schools and the Arts
and Sciences together and he put Agriculture with the Arts and Sciences, he said, "What we want
to do is recreate the College of Science, Literature, and the Arts." That was in brief. I don't
know if he sees what he has to do to go through with that but this is the next opportunity to do
it and there's been very few in between. There's some very specific things he has to do if he
wants to move in that direction. He's got to essentially eliminate the undergraduate programs in
Agriculture. It's an incredible waste of money! I think I mentioned this before ...

CAC: Yes.

RH: .. , but the ratio of faculty to student credit hours in Agricultural Engineering is thirty
times greater than it is in Mechanical Engineering.
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CAC: That's one of the reasons that the St. Paul Campus has a reputation of being student
friendly.

RH: Yes, right. It's impossible. I think the other thing that has to be done here is sort of the
recognition that you've got to have an officer responsible for research policy. This is a point I
made all along that the dean of the Graduate School should be combined with the vice-president
for research and they should be the same person because in the American system, graduate
education and research are so closely tied. The policies have to be the same. Those policies
have to be university-wide. When Hasselmo came in, I argued this and he said-he sort of
agreed with me-"Bob, I'll make you a vice-president for research and dean of the Grad School
and you can come into the cabinet." He announced that in a brief and the day after he told me
he was going to do that, he went and had a meeting with the chiefs of the clinical departments
in the Medical School and changed his mind. I had a talk with him after that and I offered to
resign. I said, "I'll resign. Why don't you just get somebody else?" He really asked me to stay
on and he's a good friend of mine and so I did stay on but I told him, "You've got serious
problems on these policies. One of them is in the ALG [Antilymphocyte Globulin] program.
I don't know the details of this but just knowing the set of incentives that are operating, given
that sort of arrangement, there's going to be trouble." The only way you can deal with these is
to have a set of policies and one policy that has to be is that departments cannot run income
generating research programs. That will never work.

CAC: That's been going on for a long ...

RH: It had and the corruption had been going on for a long time. It's not just what happened
with the Food and Drug Administration. It's not just the parts that are probably illegal. It's
subversive operation and I think ...

[End of Tape 1, Side 2]

[Tape 2, Side 1]

RH: ... program. Back when this was developed fIrst, it was one of the really exciting ways
of dealing with the organ rejection transplants, which was important, an important topic. About
the same time-I don't remember if it was a little bit before or a little bit after-you had the
development of cyclosporine but they were very close together for the same kind of thing. Now,
if you look at the really leading research journals in the health sciences, like The New England
Journal of Medicine and follow from that period of time the number of research articles on
cyclosporine and ALG, the research that was done on cyc1osporine is way much greater. It's
really interesting because here you had within the university an income generating way of
fmancing that kind of research and if you look at the quality of what was done . . . not very
impressive, not very impressive at all. So, they have all these anecdotal stories ...

CAC: Yes.
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RH: .,. about how they saved lives but if you see the really hard, tough, scientific research, it's
very difficult to do on this because you've got to do, I think, some controlled experiments and
somebody has to get it and somebody else doesn't else doesn't get it. It's the only way you're
going to work this out. That kind of thing was not done. So, that what could have been, I think,
a much, much better scientific development for health reasons, for treating with this, with the
right kinds of experiments and then understanding the mechanism that was operating so you
could approve ... that didn't happen here. And I say, "That is not against a law," but I would
consider if I was condemning them for something . . . I would fmd that a much, much stronger
basis and why is it? It's because of the way in which the incentives operate within that structure
to use those funds. You can't allow it.

CAC: Do you know how far back that goes?

RH: Oh, back into the early 1970s anyway, I think.

CAC: I don't mean that ... programs, specifically ... but I mean the use of the autonomy that
many of the Health Sciences enjoyed in fmancing themselves internally.

RH: You're getting into the way in which the clinical departments were fmanced, yes. That's
a product of about the same time of this decline. It's a part of the late 1950s and Bob Howard,
who was the dean of the Medical School back then, tried to change this and he lost his job
because of it; and nobody else would take it on after that. We finance this the way . . . very,
very few other people do; and it's really incredible, Clarke, because the argument is, "Gee, the
only way you can recruit a strong faculty in the clinical departments is you've got to pay them,
and so forth." What's happened was that the quality has declined constantly and regularly since
that program was set in. If you look at the clinical side of things under Wagensteen, we had a
great [unclear] department ... under [John] Najarian, it's decline continued for twenty-five years.
In none of the national rankings does it show up high. Now, publicity does but in the U.S. News
and World Report "Evaluation of Medical Schools," which now is pretty good, we don't even
make the top twenty medical schools in the country, the research medical schools. Pediatrics,
under John Anderson back in the 1960s, was one of the great departments in the country. Now,
it's a shadow of its former self.

CAC: Do you know how the schools of medicine are fmanced in other places [unclear]?

RH: Oh, yes. What is much more common I think in the strong places is that the clinical
income is brought into a pool . . .

CAC: Yes.

RH: ... which is then allocated back as part of the salary. This shows up, this [unclear] all
kinds of things. One of the things you'll notice in the data which is published by Dave Berg's
office is that it looks as if the people of the university that are on twelve months salary get paid
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relatively poorly compared to the ones on nine months salary. So, if you compare full professors
on nine month, we're about twenty-fifth and on twelve month, we're about [unclear]. Why is that
happening? It's happening because a very large percentage of those twelve month appointments
are in the clinical departments of the Medical School that have relatively low salaries because
the private part isn't showing up. But at other universities, it does show up. The other parts of
the university then-like in Agriculture or in the Basis Science Department where they don't have
that; the salaries are very, very good in fact-shows up as being low relative to other universities
and, therefore, an argument to increase them, when it's entirely an artifact of the way we're
paying somebody else. Let me tell you these kinds of arguments don't go over well.

CAC: ill Morrill Hall?

RH: ill Morrill Hall, no.

CAC: I'm trying to figure out the chronology. Bob Howard brought this to a head but it was
in the early, mid 1960s?

RH: Yes.

CAC: And Mr. Wilson was president?

RH: Yes. Yes.

CAC: So, again, it's an evidence that even strong presidents have a hard time resisting the
provinces, these two provinces at least.

RH: [sigh] Yes. Yes. I think it's partly because of the way we set the thing up administratively.
He did not have an ally in that fight-and he needs one. If he'd had a College of Science,
Literature, and the Arts, the way they had a Michigan and Wisconsin, he would have had an ally.
He didn't have one is the way I would view it.

Something else-we have to wind this up, I guess, Clarke-when Hasselmo came in, the real-I
think he had some good ideas-secret in the early Hasselrno years was Gus Donhowe. What
happened was these jurisdictional disputes that were taking so much time were suddenly dealt
with. Gus would get to Nils and tell him about it and they were decided so that it really worked
out better. Gus had ways of doing things, and Nils really trusted Gus, and trusted his intuition,
and trusted his political sensibility, as well as understanding how you run something on the
inside. I was very close to Gus. I didn't know Gus before he came in but boy! did he and I ever
operate on the same wave length and I had some interesting talks with Gus about the ALG kind
of thing and what to look at. When Gus died, within a month I realized it wasn't going to work
and I turned in my resignation. I didn't tell Hasselmo why it was. I delayed it. This would have
been the spring and I resigned effective a year from the following September; so, there would
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be a lot of time. I wanted to let Nils know I was going to go and get out. Then, things really,
I think, deteriorated. The measurement of this is the number of meetings. In my last two months
as dean, July and August before I quit on September 15, I would be going to meetings in Morrill
Hall that started at five-thirty and ran till ten o'clock at night, sometimes later, two or three days
a week and they would be followed by seven-thirty meetings the next morning.

CAC: All the central officers were there for these meetings?

RH: Yes ... not the president but the Health Sciences, and Agriculture, and Arts and Sciences,
and me, and so forth. I would say that 90 percent of the time, what you were doing was fighting
over how you would look at retrenchment and how you'd do this when it was absolutely
impossible to get a university-wide view of it. The fact, for example, of the figures that I gave
you on Agricultural Engineering and Mechanical Engineering was not a relevant argument in
those discussions. The fact that you have twice as many agricultural economists as you have
economists with a sixth the number of majors and a third the number of student credits was not
a relevant argument because the person sitting there that could defend that . .. There was no
way in that group you could ever resolve it as long as you had to have some kind of consensus
because you had an assumption of [unclear] veto system operating. So, what happened is what's
happening now, which I think is absolutely ludicrous. There's talk about you might have to some
retrenchments. The academic vice-president has told every dean, "Tell me what you'd have to
retrench if you had to cut 3 percent or 6 percent." Good lord! that's never going to deal with the
problems of the university. You've got to see this centrally. I can tell you where they are.
Nobody can make the recommendations from the bottom up that are necessary. You can't do it
because some things have to be eliminated.

CAC: And that was the language of the Commitment to Focus?

RH: Sure. Ken started that. Ken might have been willing to follow through a little bit on the
legislative side. Ken's problem was that he had no political advisers. When he put Rick
Heydinger in that job ... Rick was an awfully nice guy and an awfully hard worker but no sense
of this at all. I think I told you Rick advised Ken after he got in trouble with Eastcliff that it
was okay to go for a week's vacation in Hawaii. Right after this broke, I had a long talk with
John Turner who is one of the really shrewdies around here and John and I saw it as really
serious. I went to Ken and I said, "Ken, this is war and I'd recommend that every morning at
eight o'clock you have a war room and you get together and decide what the strategy of the
university is going to be and how we're going to respond to this. Ken said, "Oh, you know, it's
really not that serious." It cost every single central officer of importance. It cost the president.
It cost the fmancial vice-president. It cost the academic vice-president.

CAC: Yes.

RH: And Rick Heydinger was telling him it wasn't serious. And I say, boy! the second day, I
could see that he was . . . I could see it because I knew that part of the board of regents was
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after him. He had to fight that. He had to fight that and he had to have a strategy for doing it
and parts of it would have been very, very rough. You would have had to leak to the press about
the chairman of the board of regents, right? And you'd have to tum the press on that is what
you'd have to do. You'd have to be very clear on the surface that the commercial kitchen in
Eastcliff is not Ken Keller's kitchen and go and show them a picture ... this is Ken Keller's
kitchen! We have another one ... show the picture of it. They couldn't deal with that. They
couldn't set up these sorts of things because they were two weeks late in responding.

CAC: In part because the academy fosters the kind of gentlemanliness, an unwillingness to
pursue the [unclear]?

RH: No ... there's a little bit of that. Here I would relate it to the fact that Ken found it
exceedingly difficult to accept independent advisers-outside of the area of finance. He did
depend on Dave Lilly but Ken didn't pretend any expertise there. [unclear] he could not take
strong characters. Ken did not like conversations with me on these matters actually ... on these
matters, I don't just mean Eastcliff.

CAC: Yes, I know.

RH: I mean when you raise the question of how do you deal with Medical ... he did not like
that.

CAC: Which is far more serious.

RH: Yes, far more serious. He did not like when it when I'd come in and layout the data and
say, "What do you do with these obscene distortions?" He didn't like that. If he arrived at it,
it was all right but he didn't like that.

CAC: These are interesting and in a way discouraging conversations we've had this morning.

RH: Yes. There's a new National Academy of Science "Evaluation of Graduate Programs" that's
due out anytime now. My guess is that there will be more basis for bad news than there will be
for good news. There will be some departments that will show some improvement. I think for
the first time, we wont' have a department that's number one in the country ... for the first time
that I can remember that won't happen. Old Athelstan Spilhaus used to refer to the great, grey
mediocrity. So, what you're going to fmd is there will be departments like the German
Department that should significantly improve and some other ones. I think English should come
back somewhat from it's forty-one position.

CAC: It takes a long time for reputations to come back.

RH: Yes, it does. There's a delay; although, I think that might happen. What you're not going
to fmd is two, three, four, five departments in the top five anymore and a couple that are number
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one and you can say, "This is real excellence." In many ways, I think if you have a few really
outstanding places, you have something to build on. If you have a few reasonably decent places,
even more of them, that's nothing to build on. It's very hard to build on that. If we'd talk longer,
I could go back and talk about the role of a strong department like Chemical Engineering in this
university. It's an incredible record, not just in Chemical Engineering, but its impact across the
university! It's just been remarkable ... the intellectual leadership and the quality of the
intellect. It's just an order of magnitude higher when you talk to these people and you see what
they're doing. It's really interesting, for example-I don't know about now-back when I was
dean, Chemical Engineering gets fantastic applications from graduate students to the school. The
quality of the people who want to come here is really enormous. Now, the question is How do
you attract them because Wisconsin is awfully good and MIT is awfully good? That's the league
that they're in. Chemical Engineering for a number of years ran this series of public meeting
seminars on issues outside of Chemical Engineering. They did one once on economic and
political development. They ran one on catastrophe theory in mathematics and its applications
in which they had somebody come and talk about the Peloponnesian War. [laughter] Then
somebody would talk about something else. Wide ranging kinds ... all sponsored by the
department. When they've accepted somebody to the Graduate School-includes full time
financial aid-one of the things they did then, they sent them a copy of this program. Sometimes
they'd put them together in a book and they sent the book to these people . . . nothing to do with
Chemical Engineering. I raised the question, "Why are you doing that?" They said, "Because
the kind of graduate student we want is the kind that will find that attractive. We know that
there are a hundred here that are going to be tremendous chemical engineers. The person
[unclear] going to go to MIT, or Cal-Tech, or Stanford, or Wisconsin, or Minnesota. The person
that finds this attractive is the one we want."

CAC: Several have testified as to the crucial significance that Professor [Herbert] Wright in
Geology played in that regard ...

RH: Yes.

CAC: . bringing together a broad-ranging discussion of fundamental and intellectual
questions.

RH: Right.

CAC: They're rare persons.

RH: Gus Aris in Chern-Engineering did it. When I was directing the Center of Comparative
Studies, we had a marvelous group of people and again, wide-ranging, hard hitting, intellectual
kinds of issues. From the perspective of the dean of the Graduate School, you really see the
incredible difference between being excellent and being very good. [laughter]

CAC: Yes.
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RH: Let me tell you, there is a difference. It's much bigger than the difference between very
good and good. And you've got to have some of that . . . you've got to have some of that
excellence. You've got to value it. That's one way I looked at the role of the dean of the
Graduate School. I said, "Geez, I can't decide whether Philosophy is more or less important than
Electrical Engineering or whether Agronomy is more or less important than Anthropology. I
can't decide that. I think they're all important." Somebody else might say, "We have to ... "
I can't do that. What I can say is that whatever you do, you do with quality and it's much better
to have high quality Philosophy than low quality Agronomy. I don't care what you do in arguing
what the farm population of the state says, you're much better off across this broad range of
eighty or ninety Ph.D. programs of driving the quality side and not trying to second guess where
the world is going because if you ride on the quality side, you've going to win them all. If you
decide that I can go with second-rate quality in an area because it's intrinsically important, you've
going to decline.

CAC: Yes, yes.

RH: And that's what's happened at the university.

CAC: Do you want to conclude on any other note?

RH: I think given the way the university is responding to the political climate of the state
... I think given partially the way the state's going and its willingness to support dying industries
and subsidize them ... I think if I'm right that the state needs a strong research university to
maintain its quality of life in the broadest sense of that ... if it's going to maintain a place-all
my kids went to the University of Minnesota where my grandchildren would like to go-I think
it's going to have to look at some very radical changes. I think that there's really these two
directions. One is the quasi-public route and that's partly decided by the state. If the state
decides to go to [mance the subsidized education by subsidizing students and not public
universities, we're going to have to go that route or we'll be killed. We'll end up a Wayne State.
We'll get everybody that can't get in to Carleton, or Hamline, or Macalester, or St. Johns, and
so on. That's what we'll end up with particularly if this subsidy goes national, which it could
well do. So, you have an income-base [unclear] no matter where you go. Then the university
is in bad shape and we destroy ... we can no longer run a research university if that happens.

The other thing is to really take seriously the Wisconsin tie and move in the direction of running
them as a single institution. There would be enormous [mancial savings because of the places
where, for political reasons, we are terribly over-invested, both of us-and we don't have to be.
There are some very nice synergisms. They don't have a Dentistry School; so, the political fight
in Wisconsin is Will the state continue to subsidize Marquette? I think Marquette should be
willing to get out; it's not a good Dental School. Wisconsin students would do much better to
come here but under the reciprocity agreement they can't because Wisconsin won't let it. They
don't have a School of Public Health. We are now beginning to get the collaboration in the
library. I don't know if you knew this or not?
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CAC: Yes, I've had testimony on that.

RH: Right. You can now look up a book that we don't have that they have at Wisconsin. You
call and get it the next day!

CAC: Yes.

RH: Then I'd say, "Now, what we have to do is to get in the acquisition side and begin treating

CAC: You bet.

RH: ... it as a single library. That means we've got to have a single search system and our
LUMINA system is much better than theirs. We have a retrospective catalog conversion. They
don't; so, you can't mechanically search their system. I didn't tell you about this but I wrote the
proposal that got the money to do that. I don't know if you knew this or not? I was dean. I
thought you can't have a system here which only has a library after 1950 or 1960 ...

CAC: Right, right.

RH: ... so I got a million bucks from the Bush Foundation that Ken Keller agreed to match and
that was the money. Eldred Smith was supposed to write that proposal. He turned in the worst
damn proposal. I was ashamed to take it to the Bush Foundation; so, I sat down and redid the
whole bloody thing as dean of the Graduate School and really pushed that. Now, what
Wisconsin should do is to buy into our system-it's a better system than theirs-and then put them
up on the same thing. Boy! let me tell you! could you ever have a library then. It's particularly
the periodical collection side where then you begin to centralized it by xerox copies of articles.

CAC: Sure.

RH: You don't have to send the books. You say, "I need this article in this journaL" You get
it the next day. What a library! Then I'd say, "We have to start talking about swapping
collections." For example-I think it's in some ways unfortunate-we've essentially got out of
the South Asian business at this university. Wisconsin's still in it. Why not give Wisconsin the
Ames Library? It would be of much, much greater use. What could Wisconsin give us? They
have a marvelous collection in constitutional history that we don't have that if we wanted to do
that ... Now, there would be enormous internal fights. You wouldn't give away the Ames
Library . . . you can imagine there would be a few people that would really scream. And if
Wisconsin was going to give away a very prestigious collection-they have one professor that sort
of works in it-all hell would break loose. But that's the way to go. That's the way to go. I
think the University of Wisconsin is really hurting because of the system decision that was made
in Wisconsin. Madison is under real pressures of declining for different reasons than we were.
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We are not strengthened by the Duluth, Morris, and Crookston campuses. I think over a decade,
if you had the kind of leadership you had when Elmer [L.] Andersen was governor, you could
possibly move in the direction of a single board of regents for those two major campuses and run
them together. That would, I think, be incredibly good for this region.

CAC: We've covered a lot of ground, my friend. [laughter]

RH: Yes. Nobody will hear it till the year 2000.

CAC: Although you can sign off.

RH: [laughter] How much of this do you suppose I want out?

[End of Tape 2, Side 1]

[End of the Interview]
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